
Roland

Thank you for purchasing the Roland JP-8000 Synthesizer.

Before using this unit, carefully read the sections entitled;

"IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS" (page 2), "USING

THE UNIT SAFELY" (page 3), and "IMPORTANT NOTES"

(page 13).

These sections provide important Information conceming

the proper operation of the unit. Additionally, in order to

feel assured that you have gained a good grasp of every

feature provided by your new unit, this manual should be

read in its entirety. The manual should be saved and kept

on hand as a convenient reference.

Copyright S 1 996 ROLAND CORPORATION
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any

fomn without the written permission of ROLAND CORPORATION.
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A CAUTION A
ATTENTION: risque DE choc ELECTRIQUE NE PAS C

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK,

DO NOT REMOVE COVER (OR BACK).

NO USER-SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE.

REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL.

A
A

The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol, within an

equilateral triangle, is intended to alert the user to the

presence of uninsulated "dangerous voltage" within the

product's enclosure that may be of sufficient magnitude to

constitute a risk of electric shock to persons.

The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is

intended to alert the user to the presence of important

operating and maintenance (servicing) Instructions in the

literature accompanying the product.

INSTRUCTIONS PERTAINING TO A RISK OF FIRE, ELECTRIC SHOCK, OR INJURY TO PERSONS.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING - When using electric products, basic precautions sfiouid always be followed, including the following:

1

.

Read all the instructions before using the product.

2. Do not use this product near water — for example, near a

bathtub, washbowl, kitchen sink, in a wet basement, or near

a swimming pool, or the like.

3. This product should be used only with a cart or stand that is

recommended by the manufacturer.

4. This product, either alone or in combination with an amplifier

and headphones or speakers, may be capable of producing

sound levels that could cause permanent hearing loss. Do
not operate for a long period of time at a high volume level

or at a level that is uncomfortable. It you experience any

hearing loss or ringing in the ears, you should consult an

audiologist.

5. The product should be located so that its location or position

does not interfere with its proper ventilation.

6. The product should be located away from heat sources such

as radiators, heat registers, or other products that produce

heat.

7. The product should be connected to a power supply only of

the type described in the operating instructions or as marked

on the product.

8. The power-supply cord of the product should be unplugged

from the outlet when left unused for a long period of time.

9. Care should be taken so that objects do not fall and liquids

are not spilled into the enclosure through openings.

lO.The product should be sen/iced by qualified sen/ice

personnel when:

A. The power-supply cord or the plug has been damaged; or

B. Objects have fallen, or liquid has been spilled onto the

product; or

C. The product has been exposed to rain; or

D. The product does not appear to operate nomially or

exhibits a marked change in performance; or

E. The product has been dropped, or the enclosure

damaged.

11 .Do not attempt to service the product beyond that described

in the user-maintenance instructions. All other servicing

should be referred to qualified service personnel.

-For the USA-

GROUNDING INSTRUCTIONS
This product must be grounded. If it should malfunction or breakdown, grounding provides a path of least resistance for

electric current to reduce the risk of electric shock.

This product is equipped with a cord having an equipment-grounding conductor and a grounding plug. The plug must be

plugged into an appropriate outlet that is properly installed and grounded in accordance with all local codes and ordinances.

DANGER: Improper connection of the equipment-grounding conductor can result in a risk of electric shock. Check with a

qualified electrician or serviceman if you are in doubt as to whether the product is properly grounded.

Do not modify the plug provided with the product — if it will not fit the outlet, have a proper outlet installed by a qualified

electrician.

-For the U.K.

WARNING: THIS APPARATUS MUST BE EARTHED
IMPORTANT: THE WIRES IN THIS MAINS LEAD ARE COLOURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING CODE.

QREEN-AND-YELLOW; EARTH, BLUE: NEUTRAL, BROWN: LIVE

As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this apparatus may not correspond with the coloured markings identifying

the terminals in your plug, proceed as follows:

The wire which is coloured GREEN-AND-YELLOW must be connected to the terminal in the plug which is mari^ed by the

letter E or by the safety earth symbol®or coloured GREEN or GREEN-AND-YELLOW.
The wire which is coloured BLUE must be connected to the terminal which is mari<ed with the letter N or coloured BLACK.

The wire which is coloured BROWN must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter L or coloured RED.

"">

The product which is equipped with a THREE WIRE GROUNDING TYPE LINE PLUG must be grounded.



USING THE UNIT SAFELY

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREVENTION OF FIRE, ELEaRIC SHOCK, OR INJURY TO PERSONS

About AWARNING and ACAUTION Notices

^WARNING
Used for instructions intended to alert

the user to the risk of deatli or severe

injury should the unit be used
improperly.

A CAUTION

Used for instructions intended to alert

the user to the risk of injury or material

damage should the unit be used
improperly-

* Material damage refers to damage or

other adverse effects caused with

respect to the home and all its

furnishings, as well to domestic

animals or pets.

About the Symbols

A

®

^

The /\ symbol alerts the user to important instructions

or warnings.The specific meaning of the symbol is

determined by the design contained within the

triangle, hi the case of the symbol at left, it is used for

general cautions, warnings, or alerts to danger.

The symbol alerts the user to items that must never

be carried out (are forbidden). The specific thing that

must not be done is indicated by the design contained

within the circle. In the case or the symbol at left, it

means that the unit must never be disassembled.

The • symbol alerts the user to things that must be
carried out. The specific thing that must be done is

indicated by the design contained within the circle. In

the case of the symbol at left, it means that the power-
cord plug must be unplugged from the outlet.

ALWAYS OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING

Z!\WARNING Zl^ CAUTION

Before using this unit, make sure to read the

instructions below, and the Owner's Manual. A
* Do not open or perform any internal modifications

on the unit.

• Avoid damaging the power cord. Do not bend it (n/)
excessively, step on it, place heavy objects on it, etc. v_y
A damaged cord can easily become a shock or fire

hazard. Never use a power cord after it has been

damaged.

In households with small children, an adult should

provide supervision until the child is capable of fol-

lowing all the rules essential for tlie safe operation

of the unit.

A

Protect the unit from strong impact.

(Do not drop it!) /K

Do not force tlie unit's power-supply cord to share (\^
an outlet with an unreasonable number of other VJ'
devices. Be especially careful when using extension

cords-the total power used by all devices you have

connected to the extension cord's outlet must never

exceed the power rating (watts/amperes) for the

extension cord. Excessive loads can cause the insu-

lation on the cord to heat up and eventually melt

through.

Always grasp only the plug on the power-supply
|

cord when plugging into, or unplugging from, an

outlet or this unit.

Try to prevent cords and cables from becoming ^^
entangled. Also, all cords and cables should be / • \
placed so they are out of the reach of children.

Never climb on top of, nor place heavy objects on (\^
the unit. Vy

Never handle the power cord or its plugs with wet (\j
hands when plugging into, or unplugging from, an ^—

^

outlet or this unit.

Before moving the unit, disconnect the power plug

from the outlet, and pull out all cords from external

devices.

Before cleaning the unit, turn off the power and
j

unplug the power cord from the outlet (p. 17).

Whenever you suspect the possibility of lightning

in your area, pull the plug on the power cord out of

the outlet.

Before using the unit in a foreign country, consult A^
with your dealer, or qualified Roland service per- / • \
sonnel.
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The JP-8000 is a synthesizer which provides not only analog simulations, but also a wide range of func-

tions that utilize the cutting-edge of digital technology to allow real-time sound modifications and playing

techniques that have never been possible until now.

Easy operation

The panel is laid out in sections similar to a conventional analog synthesizer, allowing an intuitive under-

standing of the parameters and operation. Since the front panel contains controllers for all sound-related

parameters, you can press buttons and move sliders or knobs to make the sound change in real-time.

Superb performance functions

When playing the JP-8000, you can select one Performance from the 64 User Performances that contain

settings you yourself create or from the 64 Preset Performances (which cannot be modified). Tltis gives

you a total of 128 Performances to choose from.

On the JP-8000, the Patch numbers stored in a Performance do not refer to Patches — they allow you to

actually store all the Patch settings in the Performance itself. This means that when saving the

Performance, it is not necessary to save the Patch settings separately. This also means that even if you

rewrite the contents of a Patch that is saved in a certain Performance, other Performances that use that

Patch will not be affected.

DSP oscillator-

In addition to conventional waveforms (square, sawtooth, triangle), the new DSP (Digital Signal

Processor) oscillator contains four types of complex waveforms that were not possible with analog tech-

nology. By controlling individual parameters for each waveform, you can create even more complex

changes in the sound. Square wave, sawtooth wave, and triangle wave can also be controlled using their

own parameters to create a variety of sovmds.

Arpeggiator

Four types of arpeggiation are provided: UP, DOWN, UP&IX>WN, and RANDOM. By changing the Beat

Pattern, you can modify the accent and note duration etc., allowing you to play arpeggios in a variety of

grooves.

RPS function for playing back your ov^n patterns

RPS is a function that lets you store playback patterns that you create. Tlie recorded patterns are assigiied

to individual keys of the keyboard, and can be played back simply by pressing a key.

Motion Control for storing slider/knob movements

For most of the front panel sliders and knobs, four types of motion (movement) up to 8 measures long can

be recorded. By playing hack these motions while you perform, you can create a variety of real-time tonal

changes.

Ribbon Controller for dramatic tonal changes-

By sliding your finger to left and right along the surface of the Ribbon Controller you can simultaneously

control two or more specified parameters. From brief touches of accent to smooth changes in tone, this

gives you immense possibilities for real-time control.

Three types of Key Mode
Three key modes are provided: Single, Split, and Dual. With a simple operation you can play different

sounds in the left and right areas of the keyboard, or simultaneously play two different .sounds from each

key. Key Mode settings are stored as part of the Performance.



This section explains how to get started playing the JP-8000, and simple ways to enjoy the various fimc-

tions. When you need a more detailed explanation, read Advanced Use.

Advanced Use

Read this section after you have finished reading Quick Start.

Chapter 1 . Overview of the JP-8000

This chapter explains the organization of the JP-8000, and the Patches and Performances that are the units

of sound data. Be sure to read this chapter in order to understand the JP-8000.

Chapter 2. Patch Editing Procedure

This chapter explains how to select Patdies, various procedures for editing a Patch, and how to save a

Patch. Please be sure to read this chapter.

Chapter 3. Functions That Modify the Sound

Tliis chapter explains the controllers which modify the soimd, such as the various sliders and knobs of the

front panel. Read this chapter as necessary.

Chapter 4. Taking Advantage of the Performance Functions

This chapter explains how the ribbon controller, pitch bend lever, and pedals etc. can be used to control

the sound. Read tliis chapter as necessary.

Chapter 5. Playing Arpeggios and Original Patterns (Arpeggiator/RPS)

This chapter explains arpeggiator settings and the settings used for playing back or recording patterns.

Read this chapter when you wish to use the arpeggiator or RPS.

Chapter 6. Recording Slider/knob Movements (Motion Control)

This chapter explains how to record and playback slider motions. Read this chapter when you wish to use

the Motion Control function.

Chapter 7. Performance/System Settings

This chapter explains the settings in each Performance, and the System settings which affect the entire

environment of the JP-8000. Read this chapter as necessary.

Chapter 8. Restoring the Factory Settings (Initialize)

This chapter explains the initialization procedure and the available types of initialization. Read this chap-

ter as necessary.

Chapter 9. Using MIDI

Tlnis chapter gives various explanatory examples of how the JP-80U0 can be used when connected to exter-

nal MIDI devices. Read this chapter when you wish to connect the JP-8000 with external MIDI devices.

Appendices

If the unit does not operate the way you expect, refer to "Troubleshooting." If an error message appears

during operation, refer to "Error Messages" and take the appropriate action. This section also contains

data related to sound editing and MIDI, various lists, and MIDI implementation data, etc.



Settings for sections numbered with white-on-

black numerals can be stored in a Patch (Patch

parameters).

o

25

LF01 section

These are the settings for the waveform (LFO 1) which applies

cyclic change to the sound (p.63).

OSC COMMON (Oscillator Common) section

These are settings related to the OSC 1/OSC 2 section, and set-

tings which determine the pitch (p.58).

OSC 1 (Oscillator 1 ) section

Here you can select the waveform that is the basis of the

sound. Your adjustments to the sound are all based on the

waveform that is selected here (p.55).
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D OSC 2 (Oscillator 2) section

As In the OSC 1 section, here you can select a waveform that

will be the basis of the sound. The sounds of OSC 1 and OSC 2

can be layered in various ways (p.56).

FILTER section

Here you can make filter settings to modify the brightness of

the sound (p.59).

AMP (Amplifier) section

Here you can specify how the volume or sound begins and

ends {p.62).

TONE CONTROL section

The Tone Control settings adjust the tone of the sound (p.64).

Of CHORUS section

Here you can make Chorus settings to add spaciousness and

depth to the sound (p.64).

DELAY section

Here you can make Delay settings to create echo effects (p.65).

10 VOLUME knob

This controls the overall volume of the JP-SOOO. Rotating the

knob toward the right will make the volume louder (p.l7).

1 1 ARPEGGIATOR/RPS section

Here you can make arpeggiator/RPS settings (p. 75). RPS
Patterns and Motions can also be recorded here (p.77, p.83).
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] 2 MOTION CONTROL section

Press these buttons when you wish to use the Motion Control

(1/2) function (p.81).

13 KEY&PANEL section

Here you can change the Key Mode (p.45), and diange the Part

(Upper/Lower) whose settings will be modified by panel oper-

ations.

14 BANK/VALUE buttons

Use these buttons to select the bank of the Patch or Performance,

or to modify parameter values.

15 PERFORM/PATCH button

This button switches between the Performance select display

and the Patch select display. You can also press this button

when you wish to modify the name of a Patch or Performance

(p.28, p.54).

6] Display

The selected Patch or Performance, and various parameters

and their values are displayed here.

17 SHIFT/EXIT button

Press this button to set Performance parameters or System

parameters (p.85), or when you wish to cancel an operation.

18 WRITE button

Press this button to save a Patch or Performance {p.27, p.54), or

to copy RPS patterns (p.80).

1 9 1 -8/Parameter buttons

Use these buttons to change the Patch or Performance number,

or to select parameters.

3 CONTROLLER section

Here you can specify the parameter that will be controlled by

the Ribbon Controller (p.66) or Velocity (p.68), and specify the

bend range (p.72).

LFO 2 section

Here you can specify how the sound will change when you

move the Modulation Lever (p.73).

KEYBOARD section

Here you can make settings for various effects related to your

keyboard playing: Velocity on/off (p.68). Oscillator Shift (p.71).

Keyboard Shift (p.71), Mono/Legato (p.70), and Portamento

(p.70).

23 RIBBON CONTROLLER section

Here you can specify how the Ribbon Controller will affect the

sound (p.67).

24 Pitch bend lever / Modulation lever

Movements of the lever can produce effects such as modifying

the pitch (p.72) or applying vibrato from LFO 2 (p.73).

25 Ribbon controller

By moving your finger to left or right on the surface of this con-

troller, you can simultaneously control multiple parameters

(p.66).
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26 MIDI connectors (IN, OUT)

External MIDI devices can be connected here (p. 16). Use a

MIDI cable (optional) to make connections.

27j CONTROL PEDAL jack

An optional expression pedal (EV-5 etc.) can be connected

here. Pedal movements can modify the volume or affect the

sound in various ways {p.74).

28] HOLD PEDAL jack

An optional pedal switch (DP-2/6, FS-5U etc.) can be connect-

ed here. The pedal can be used to sustain the sound (p.74).

30] PHONES jock

An optional set of headphones (RH-20/80/120 etc.) can be con-

nected here. Sound will be output from the OUTPUT jacks

even if headphones are connected (p.l6).

31 AC inlet

Connect the included Power cord to this inlet (p.l6).

32 Po^ver sv/itch

This switch turns the power on/off (p.l7).

29J OUTPUT jacks (L (MONO), R)

Connect your amp or mixer system to these jacks. If you are

using a monaural system, use the L (MONO) jack (p.l5).

12



nRTAMT «!AFPTY TMSTRIirTiniSIS" anH "TISTMIn addition to the items listed under "IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS" and "USING THE UNIT
SAFELY" on pages 2 and 3, please read and observe the following:

Power Supply < Memory Backup

Do not use this unit on the same power circuit with any
device that will generate line noise (such as an electric

motor or variable lighting system).

Before connecting this unit to other devices, turn off the

power to all units. This will help prevent malfunctions

and/or damage to speakers or other devices.

Placement

• Using the unit near power amplifiers (or other equip-

ment containing large power transformers) may induce

hum. To alleviate the problem, change the orientation of

this unit; or move it farther away from the source of

interference.

• This device may interfere with radio and television

reception. Do not use this device in the vicinity of such

receivers.

• Do not expose the unit to direct sunlight, place it near

devices that radiate heat, leave it inside an enclosed

vehicle, or otherwise subject it to temperature extremes.

Excessive heat can deform or discolor the unit.

Maintenance*

For everyday cleaning wipe the unit with a soft, dry

cloth or one that has been slightly dampened with

water. To remove stubborn dirt, use a mild, non-abra-

sive detergent. Afterwards, be sure to wipe the unit

thoroughly with a soft, dry cloth.

Never use benzene, thinners, alcohol or solvents of any

kind, to avoid the possibility of discoloration and/or
deformation.

Repairs and Data

Please be aware that all data contained in the unit's

memory may be lost when the imit is sent for repairs.

Important data should always be backed up in another

MIDI device (e.g., a sequencer), or written down on
paper (when possible). During repairs, due care is taken

to avoid the loss of data. However, in certain cases (such

as when circuitry related to memory itself is out of

order), we regret that it may not be possible to restore

the data, and Roland assumes no liability concerning

such loss of data.

This unit contains a battery which powers the unit's

memory circviits while tlie main power is off. When this

battery becomes weak, the message shown below will

appear in the display. Once you see this message, have

the battery replaced with a fresh one as soon as possible

to avoid the loss of all data in memory. To have the bat-

tery replaced, consult with your dealer, or qualified

Roland service personnel.

" Battery low !
"

Additional Precautions

• Please be aivare that the contents of memory can be irre-

trievably lost as a result of a malfunction, or the improp-

er operation of the unit. To protect yourself against the

risk of loosing important data, we recommend that you

periodically save a backup copy of important data you

have stored in the unit's memory in another MIDI
device (e.g., a sequencer).

• Unfortunately, it may be impossible to restore the con-

tents of data that was stored in another MIDI device

(e.g., a sequencer) once it has been lost. Roland
Corporation assumes no liability concerning such loss of

data.

• Use a reasonable amount of care when using the unit's

buttons, sliders, or other controls; and when using its

jacks and connectors. Rough handling can lead to mal-

functions.

• Never strike or apply strong pressure to the display.

• When connecting / disconnecting all cables, grasp the

connector itself-never pull on the cable. This way you

will avoid causing shorts, or damage to the cable's inter-

nal elements.

• A small amount of heat will radiate from the unit during

normal operation.

• To avoid disturbing your neighbors, try to keep the

unit's volume at reasonable levels. You may prefer to

use headphones, so you do not need to be concerned

about those around you (especially when it is late at

night).

• When you need to transport the unit, package it in the

box (including padding) that it came in, if possible.

Otherwise, you will need to use equivalent packaging

materials.

• To prevent malfimction and/or damage to speakers or

other devices, always turn down the volume, and turn

off the power on all devices before making any connec-

tions.
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Printing Conventions in This Manual

In order to present information as clearly as possible, the following conventions are used in this manual.

• Text or numerals ericlosed in square brackets
[ ] indicate buttons, sliders, or knobs on the

panel. For example [WAVEFORM] indicates the Waveform button, and [RATE] indicates

the Rate knob.

• Indications such as [DOWN] / [UP] mean that you may press either button.

• References such as (p.**) indicate pages in this manual to which you can refer.

• The dark/lit/biinking status of an indicator is distinguished as follows.

dark lit blink

14
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Connections

The JP-8000 does not contain an amplifier or speakers. In order to hear the sound, you will need to con-

nect a keyboard amp, audio system, or headphones. Refer to the following diagram and connect the JP-

8000 to your system.

* Audio cables, MIDI cables, stereo headphones, expression pedal, and pedal switch are not included. You

may purchase these items separately at your deciler.

Stereo headphones

External MIDI device

Q

©
mm O

© oo
stereo set '

*
-I t' ikerwlth built-in amp,

keyboard amp, etc.

Pedal switch

( DP-2, 6, FS-5U, etc .

Expressbn pedal

( EV-5, etc.)

I • Before you begin making connections, check the following points.

• Are the volume controls of the JP-8000 and of your mixer/amp system turned to the minimum position?

• Is the power of the JP-8000 and of your mixer/amp system turned off?

' Before connecting the JP-8000 to external devices, be sure to turn the volume control of all devices to the

minimum position and turn their power off.
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2* Connect the included AC power cord to the JP-8000, and plug it into an AC outlet.

3* As shown in the diagram, make connections to your keyboard amp or audio system, and

to external MIDI devices.

Connect headphones, expression pedal, and pedal switch as necessary.

* In order to take full advantage of the superior sound of the JP-8000, we recommend that you listen to it in

stereo. If you are using a mono system, make connections using the OUTPUT L (MONO) jack.

Turning on the Pow^er

Once the connections have been completed (p. 16), turn on power to your various devices in the order

specified. By turning on devices in the wrong order, you risk causing malfunction and /or damage to

speakers and other devices.

1 • Before you turn the power on, check the following points.

• Is the JP-8000 connected correctly to the external devices?

• Are the volume controls of tlie JP-8000 and of your mixer/amp system turned to the minimum position?

2> Turn on the power switch located on the rear panel of the JP-8000.

Off On

0« Turn on the power switches of your amp/mixer system.

4. While playing the keyboard, rotate [VOLUME] to adjust the volume of the JP-8000.

Adjust the volume of your mixer/amp system in the same way.

Tliis unit is equipped with a protection circuit. A brief interval (a few seconds) after power up is required

before the unit will operate normally.

Turning off the Powder

1 • Before you turn the power off, check the following points.

• Have you saved any Performances or Patches that you created? (p.27, p.54)

• Have the volume controls of the JP-8()00 and the connected mixer/amp system been turned to the mini-

mum position?

2« Turn off the power of the mixer/amp system etc.

3* Turn off the power of the JP-8000.

17



Restoring the Factory Settings (Initialize)

4.

If you have modified the settings on your JP-8000 after you purchased it, you may find it difficult to fol-

low the explanations in this Quick Start section. If this is the case, you can use the following procedure to

restore the factory settings before you read through the Quick Start section.

When you perform the Initialize operation, the data in memory will be returned to the factory settings. If

memory contains data that you wish to keep, use the Bulk Dump operation (p.97) to save your data to an

external MIDI device before you Initialize.

1 4

INAMEI

mm ^
E nr fwi

t- MANUAL.-)

LOOP LENGTH OUANtIZE GATE TIME METTIONOME BRABE

2
3 C^H C^J

CLEAR

LXJ

1,2

1 . While holding down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]), press [INIT/UTIL] ([7]).

The [INFT/UTIL] indicator will light.

2* Press [INITAUTIL] several times to access the Initialize display.

IniiialzeCWRITEl
PfiTCHs TEMP

3 . Use [DOWN/UP] several times to choose [FACTORY PRESET].

InitialzeCyRITE]
FHCTORV PRESET

To cancel without initializing, press [EXIT].

Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed," and then the previous display will reappear.

UoPiP Isted

The factory settings have now been restored.

It is also possible to select just a specified type of data (such as only Patches, or only RPS patterns,

etc.) for restoration to the factory settings.

"Chapter 8. Restoring the Factory Settings (Initialize)" (p.91)
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Listening to the Demo Songs

The JP-8000 contains demo songs that show off the musical potential of the instrument. Here's how to lis-

ten to these demo songs.

When you playback the demo songs, the Temporary Performance and Patch settings (p.50) will be lost. If

you wish to keep these settings, save the Performance or Patch settings (p.27, p.54) before you listen to the

demo playback.

ARPEGGIATOR/RPS
OUP
ODO
ORHD-

»wnJri

o 1

.-1

1 ' 030CT
040CT

JUWHOLO VREC

C3 CD
INAMEJ

UXlPiSMOTH OUANTIZE (UTETME UEmONOim
r-tss—I

j
—es—I

j
—BH—j

j
—Bssi—i j

—

tsa—i i—1=—

i

Sin
ilrr [wnrrEj

CD D
>~MANUAL-*

CzD

1,3

1 . Simultaneously press [ARP HOLD] and [REC].

Tlie display will indicate "ROM PLAY", and the demo songs will playback consecutively.

2* If you wish to listen to from in the middle of the song, press a key ll]-[8].

3* To return to the condition in which you can play the keyboard of the JP-8000, once again

simultaneously press [ARP HOLD] and [REC], or press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

* While the demo songs are playing back, playing the keyboard will not produce sound. Also, the musical

data of the demo song playback will not be transmitted from the MIDI OUT connector.

* All rights reserved. Unauthorized use of this material for purposes other than private, personal enjoyment

is a violation of applicable laws.

[i]-m

Music by Mitsuru Sakaue

Mitsuru Sakaue

Copyright © 1996, Roland Corporation

From his college days, Mitsuru Sakaue has been active as a keyboard player and arranger in studio

and commercial music production. At present he is involved in production of commercials for TV

and radio as a composer, arranger, keyboard player and computer music expert. His highly

acclaimed musical abilities go beyond borders of mu.sical genre. He is the chief director of the Idecs

(Inc.) group of creative musical artists.
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Playing the Sounds

1.

2.

3.

The JP-8000 contains a wide variety of sounds. In this section we will select Performances to hear tlie vari-

ous sounds.

Performances can be selected by specifying a Bank (which contains eight Performances) and the Number

of the desired Performance within the specified Bank.

jNAMEl

LOOP LENGTH QUANTIZE GATET1ME METnONOME ERASE
1 t

^
1 I

^
\ I

^
1

J L

CLEAR

EXIT [WRITEJa
l-MANUAL-i

Make sure that the upper left of the display indicates "PERFORM.'

If not, press [PERFORM/PATCH] to get the correct display.

Performance Bank Number

PERFORM ¥"n 1313
Tep'iplat-eb

Use [DOWN/UP] to select a Bank (U:l-U:8, P:l-P8).

If you hold down one of the [DOWN] /[UP] buttons and then press the other button, the change will

become more rapid in the direction of the first-pressed button. You can use this fimction whenever using

the [DOWN]/[UP] buttons to specify a value.

Press [1H8] to select a Number (1-8).

The indicator of tlie button you pressed will light.

l^ll"llalsTXMB?.TT»]ieP7^MB-TSir5MWBg!n?inW UdiiiJtiitM

I

1

-
1

^
1 1

°
1 1
" 1 (

---
1 1

4 5 6 7
!>. J

4« Play the keyboard to hear the sound.

Tlie selected Performance will sound.

Select different Performances and play them.

For more details on Performances,

> "Patches and Performances" {p.48)

For details on Performance numbers and the contents of each,

"Performance List" (separate sheet)
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In step 2 we will use the panel sliders and knobs etc. to modify the sound in real-time.

Each Performance is assigned settings for two sounds, which are called "Patches." By using the slides

or knobs etc. to modify the settings of these Patches you can modify the sound in various ways.

The two Patches are assigned to the Lower Part and the Upper Part respectively. From the panel you

can modify the settings of the Patch which is assigned to the Part whose [LOWER] or [UPPER] indica-

tor is lit.

Using "Waveform" to Modify the Waveform

Now let's select and listen to a Waveform — the most basic element of a Patch. By using the sliders and

knobs to modify the waveform you can create a variety of sounds.

4,5 3,4,5

1 • Select the Performance P:88 (p.20).

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the sound of the patch which is assigned to the Upper Part. Let's

modify tliis sound.

2. In the OSC 1 section, make sure that "SUPER SAW" is selected.

CTRL 1 CTRL2

Play the keyboard and listen to SUPER SAW.

3* As you raise [CTRL 2] (MIX), the sound will become thicker as if several sounds were

being played simultaneously.

4, Press [WAVEFORM] twice to select "NOISE."

• TRIANGLE MOD
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Leave [CTRL 2] (RESONANCE) at the position shown in the illustration, and move [CTRL 1] (CUTOFF

FREQ) to change the sound in various ways.

3* Using the same procedure, listen to the sound of other waveforms.

Move [CTRL 1]/[CTRL 2] to change the sound in various ways.

For details on the settings of the OSC 1 section

> "Selecting the Basic Waveform for the Sound (1) (Oscillator 1)" (p.55)

For details on other OSC -related settings

> "Selecting the Basic Waveform for the Sound (2) (Oscillator 2)" (p.57)

> "Modifying the Waveform and Pitch of the Sound (Oscillator Common)" (p.58)

Using "Cutoff Frequency" to make the sound brighter/darker

Let's try modifying the brightness of the sound.

KEVFOLU3W LF01 DEPTH ENV DOTH

1.

2.

Select Performance P:88 (p.20).

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Upper Patch sound. Let's modify this sound.

While playing the keyboard, move the FILTER section [CUTOFF FREQ] slider.

Raising the slider will make the sound sharper and brighter.

Lowering the slider will make the sound mellower and darker.

For details on [CUTOFF FREQ]

--' "Modifying the Brightness (Filter)" (p.59)
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Using "Resonance" to Add Character to the Sound

Now let's give the sound more character.

1.

2.

3.

^aini:<sy
KEY FOLLOW tJ=01 DBTH ENV DEPTH

m

<i:A 1 n J si i:::R=^

M

H

3 2,3

Select the Performance P:88 (p.20).

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Upper Patch sound. Let's modify this sound.

As you play the keyboard, move the FILTER section [RESONANCE] slider.

Raising the slider will give the sound a more distinct character.

Lowering the slider will make the sound more natural.

With excessively high settings of [RESONANCE], you may hear an additional sound that is different than

the sound of the Patch, so excessively high settings should normally be avoided. (This phenomenon is

called "oscillation.")

Leave [RESONANCE] at the position shown in the illustration, and now try moving

[CUTOFF FREQ].

You will hear a "miew miew" or "auwh auwh" sound t5rpical of synthesizers. A combination of changes

in [CUTOFF FREQ] and [RESONANCE] is one of the most frequently used soimd modifications on syn-

thesizers.

For details on [RESONANCE],

* "Modifying the Brightness (Filter)" (p.59)
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Using "LFO 1 " to Add Modulation to the Sound

The LFO 1 waveform is independent of OSC 1 (even if the vkfaveforms themselves are the same), and is

used to modtilate the sound (i.e., to apply cyclic change). Let's change the sound by using the LFO 1 to

modulate the pitch.

4.

5.

OSC1 OSC2

^ T
A

T>

a

.___

'•

2,4 3,4

1 • Select the Performance P:88 (p.20).

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Upper Patch sound. Let's modify this sound.

2* Rotate the LFO 1 section [RATE] knob to the position shown in the illustration.

3> Rotate the OSC COMMON section [LFO 1 DEPTH] knob to the position shown in the

illustration.

Play the keyboard, and notice how the sound is modulated.

The sound cyclically becomes higher or lower.

Rotating [LFO 1 DEPTH] will increase/decrease the amount of modulation.

Rotating [RATE] will modify tlie speed of modulation.

By pressing the LFO 1 section [WAVEFORM] button, you can change the way in which

the sound is modulated.

Try out the different waveforms.
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Rotate the FILTER section [LFOl DEPTH] toward the right, and the brightness will change cycli-

cally.

- "Modifying the brightness (Filter)" {p.59)

Rotate the AMP section [LFOl DEPTH] toward the right, and the volume will change cyclically.

"Modifying the volume (Amplifier)" (p.62)

For details on the settings of the LFOl section

--' "ModulaHng the Sound (LFOl)" (p.63)

You can also add modulation at the desired timing while you play.

Adding Cyclic Change (Modulation Lever (LF02 ))" (p.73)

Using "Tone Control" to adjust the tone

The Tone Control knobs are used to adjust the low/high frequency ranges of the sound, so that the tonal

quality is to your taste. Let's use the Tone Control knobs to emphasize the low range.

^™ "
^EFFECTS i

nPf ^v

^^"
TONFCOMTROI —CHOR

LEVET. TIME FEEDBACK LEVEL
1 * • • v>i-o •/.• o-i<- o.i<.

/^^K -/^^ V^d^^SIS^S.' ,/^^;jfcj^\. y^^^^^* ,/^ggcg^.
•la^TWc v/wTW\
"l&lC m: m f// '^S^^^A '^\^^^i^/'

* '\^^^ffJ' v^^^^y^*
- 4. +

: . '' '

1 . Select Performance P:88 (p.20).

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Upper Patch soimd. Let's modify this sound.

2. While playing the keyboard, rotate the TONE CONTROL section [BASS] knob to the

position shown in the diagram.

The low range will be emphasized more than when the [BASS] setting was low, producing a solid sound.

If you also rotate [TREBLE] toward the right in the same way to emphasize the high range, the sound will

have both a solid bottom and a crisp top.

For details on the settings of the TONE CONTROL section

"Modifying the tone (Tone Control) (p.64)
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Using "Chorus" to Broaden the Sound

By using Chorus, even single notes can be given a broad and spacious sound that is characteristic of mul-

tiple sounds occurring at once.

33S^
FEHSACK l£VEL

1.

2.

Select the Performance P:88 (p.20).

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Upper Patch sound. Let's modify this sound.

While playing the keyboard, rotate the CHORUS section [LEVEL] knob.

This will adjust the depth of the chorus effect.

For details on the settings of the CHORUS section

' "Adding Spaciousness and Depth to the Soimd (Chorus)" (p.64)

Using "Delay" to Add Echo to the Sound

Let's use Delay to add an echo-like effect to the sound.

EFFECTS

-TONE CONTnOl CHORUS-
THEBtE LEVEL TIME FEEDBACK LEVEL

1 • Select the Performance P:88 (p.20).

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Upper Patch sound. Let's modify this sound.

2. Rotate the DELAY section [FEEDBACK] and [LEVEL] knobs to the positions shown in

the illustration.
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3 a Play the keyboard and listen to the sound.

An echo effect will be applied. (This effect is called "Delay.") Rotating the [TIME] knob will modify the

intervals at which the delay sound is heard.

For details on the settings of the DELAY section

> "Adding an Echo Effect (Delay)" (p.65)

Storing a Performance

Now that you have worked through the examples in Step 2 and created a sound that's to your liking, let's

write the Performance into memory.

3,6 1,4,5 2 2,8

(ZD CD U
INAME I

rr Iwi

LOOPL.0«aTH OUANTIZE CMTETIME METRONOME ERASE

1-MANUAL-'

12 3 4 5
J L D CZD

3,6

Once you modify the sound with a slider/knob and button, then " * " (asterisk) will appear at the left of

the Performance number, indicating that the settings of the selected Performance have been modified.

PERFORM *Ps 131J
Temp late

6

If you select a different Performance while the asterisk is displayed, the current settings will be lost. If you

wish to keep the current settings, you must use the following procedure to write them to a User

Performance (a Performance whose number begins with a "U"). You can assign a name of up to 16 charac-

ters to your Performance.

* The new modified Performance will be written over the User Performance that previously existed in that

memory.

1 . Press [PERFORM/PATCH] to appear in "PERFORM" the upper left of the display.

PERFORM +Ps 1313
Templates
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2. Press [WRITEl.

%

The following display will appear, and the " _ " (cursor) will appear below the Performance number.

Write PERFORM 88
TerMplate€=

To cancel the Performance write procedure, press [EXIT].

If you do not wish to modify the Performance number and the Performance name, skip steps 3-7.

3. Use [DOWN]/[UP] and [l]-[8] to select the writing destination for the Performance.

4. Press [NAME] ([PERFORM/PATCH]).

Now you can input the Performance name.

*

The cursor will move to the beginning of the second line of the display.

Write PERFORM 88
ler-ip 1 ateb

When the cursor is on the first line

When the cursor is on the second lin

, the name of the saving destination Performance will be displayed.

e, the name of the newly modified Performance will be displayed.

5. Press [NAME] and move the cursor to the location where you wish to input a character.

6. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to specify the character.

Write PERFORM 88
yep'iPlateb

The following characters can be selec

space, A-Z, a-z, 0-9, ! " # $ °

•ted.

/o &'()* + , -./:;< = >?@[¥J'^_-{ 1 1

When

[1]

[2]

[3]

14]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

inputting characters, the [l]-[8] buttons have the following convenient functions.

Move the cursor backward. If the cursor is already at the left edge, it will move to the Patch

number location.

Display a space at the cursor location.

Display an "A" at the cursor location.

Display an "a" at the cursor location.

Display a "0" at the cursor location.

Switch between uppercase and lowercase cliaracters.

Insert a space at the cursor location.

Delete the character at the cursor location, and shift subsequent characters to the left.

7. Repeat steps 5-6 to input the Performance name.

8. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "CompletecY and the previous display will reappear.

Cop'ipleted - PERFORM ys £J|J
HEW PERFORM HOME

The Performance has now been stored into memory.
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The Patches stored within a Performance are displayed as "UPPER" and "LOWER." Be aware that the

original Patdi numbers are not displayed.

The Patch names of the Patches stored within a Performance cannot be modified directly. If you wish to

store new Patch names into a Performance, refer to "To Modify the Patch Name of a Patch stored in a

Performance" (p.54).

In addition to the operations explained in Step 2, each one of the froni panel sliders and knobs

etc. can be used to modify the sound.

> "Chapter 3. Functions that Modify the Sound" (p.55)

If you wish to restore the Performance that you overwrote to the factory settings

- "Restoring only a specific User Patch or User Performance to the factory settings" (p.91)

In addition to the sound settings, a variety of other settings such as the Key Mode and

Arpeggiator settings etc. can also be stored in a Performance.

-* "Patches and Performances" (p.48)

Patch settings can be stored by themselves separately from Performances.

-» "Storing a Patch" (p.54)
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Adjusting Many Sliders at Once (Ribbon Controller)

This section explains how multiple sliders/knobs can be adjusted simultaneously. This is done using the

Ribbon Controller. By using the ribbon controller, a single movement of your finger can produce the same

result as when multiple sliders/knobs are moved simultaneously.

Let's make settings so that the sound will change as if [CUTOFF FREQ] and (RESONANCE] were moved

simultaneously.

HELA-nve HOLD

^Oiair KEVKJUjOW LFOI DEI

e=> •12CS
-*ii--24<W TYPE o WF

LZII I l
<

'^sas- RESONANCE

2,4,6 i

1
lANUAt >

I

]

3,5 5

1^ : :

= pl'

1 . Select the Performance P:88 {p.20).

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Upper Patch sound. Let's modify this sound by Ribbon

Controller.

2. Move [CUTOFF FREQ] and [RESONANCE] to the positions shown in the illustration.

1
1 )\

3. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN].

The indicator will begin blinking, and the following display will appear.

Ribbon Assign
<Not Assigned)

To cancel the procedure, press [RIBBON ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

4, Move [CUTOFF FREQ] and [RESONANCE] to the positions shown in the illustration.
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5 . Press [RIBBON ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The [RIBBON ASSIGN] indicator will change to lit, and the previous display will reappear.

Ribbon controller settings have now been made.

• If you make a mistake

If you make a mistake while making ribbon controller settings, press [RIBBON ASSIGN], and when

the following display appears press [WRITE].

Ribbon flssign
fill C 1 ear C WRITE]

The display will indicate "Completed" and the ribbon controller settings will be canceled.

Then re-do the procedure from step 2.

6. Return [CUTOFF FREQ] and [RESONANCE] to the positions of step 2.

#• While playing the keyboard, press the center of the ribbon controller, and slide your fin-

ger toward the right edge.

The same change in the sound will occur as when [CUTOFF FREQ] and [RESONANCE] are moved simul-

taneously.

Sliding your finger toward the left wOi produce the same change in the sound as when [CUTOFF FREQ]

and [RESONANCE] are moved in the opposite direction.

For details on the ribbon controller

> "Controlling Multiple Parameters Simultaneously (Ribbon Controller)" {p.66)

Your keyboard playing dynamics can produce the same effect as the ribbon controller.

-+ "Using Keyboard D)mamics to Affect Parameters (Velocity)" (p.68)

Ribbon controller settings can be saved in a Patch.

"Storing a Performance" (p.27)

-» "Storing a Patch" (p.54)
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Producing Arpeggios when Chords are Played (Arpeggiator)

The JP-8000 allows you to automatically play an arpeggio (broken chord) simply by holding down two or

more notes.

ARPEGGIATOR/RPS

OWN-jR

MD '

MODE """
I

RANGE ^ '*^'

ODOWN^RPS I 1
2 0CT

1 3 0CT
4OCT

N/on=—

'

ARP HOLD • REC

L _) CD
ROM PLAV-t

4 3,7 5,6

MOTION
CONTROL

KEY& PANEL
KEY MODE

r J ODUAL
O SPLIT

PANEL. SELECT
LOWER UPPER

CTTDC

Here's how to produce the following arpeggio.

fjT^ /jT^TTT
C3 D3 E3 G3

1 • Select the Performance P:88 (p.20).

2. Press ILOWERl.

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Lower Patch sound. Let's play the arpeggio using this sound.

3. Press [ON/OFF].

The indicator will light, and the arpeggiator will be turned on.

J'

4« Hold down the following notes on the keyboard.

03 G3
a E3

C4

^
Tlie arpeggio will begin to play.

Tlie arpeggio will play as long as you continue holding the notes.

Rotate [TEMPO] to adjust the tempo to your liking.
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3* If you press [ARP HOLD], the indicator will light and the arpeggio will continue to play

even if you take your hand off the keyboard.

0» To stop the arpeggio, press [ARP HOLD] once again.

The indicator will go dark.

# • To turn off the arpeggiator, press [ON/OFF].

The indicator will go dark.

^ For details on arpeggio settings

"Playing Arpeggios (Arpeggiator)" (p.75)

Arpeggiator settings can be saved in a Performance.

- "Storing a Performance" (p.27)
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Playing Patterns with One Finger (RPS)

Normally, pressing a key on the keyboard will play only the note that was pressed. However RPS (Real-

time Phrase Sequence) is a function that plays back a variety of musical patterns when a key is pressed,

instead of the note for that key. If there are musical pas.sages that you need to play repeatedly, you can

assign each pattern to a key, and then play the desired pattern simply by pressing one key.

First let's listen to tlie patterns which are assigned to each key.

ARPEGGIATOR/RPS MOTION
CONTROL

KEY&PANEL
KEY MOCK oSWQUE

ODUAL
OSPUT

CZZ3

L^J

1 . Select the Performance P:88 (p.20).

2. Press [LOWER].

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Lower Patch sound. Let's play the patterns using this sound.

3> Press the [ON/OFF] switch to turn on the arpeggiator.

The indicator will lit.

=_J^

4. Press [MODE] several times to make all three indicators light, to select RPS.

6.

]f
• WP-

JE>OWN

BND
RPS

5* Press various keys and listen to the pattern that plays back for each key.

The pattern will continue repeating as long as you hold down the key.

Rotate [TEMPO] to adjust the tempo to your liking.

If you press [ARP HOLD], the indicator will light and the pattern will continue playing

even if you take your hand off the keyboard.
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Select a pattern that you like, and modify the sound using the FILTER section [CUTOFF

FREQ] etc.

Iff

0« To stop pattern playback, either press the left-most key (the RPS STOP key) or press

[ARP HOLD] once again.

RPS STOP
T

n
By pressing the RPS STOP key, you can stop pattern playback while leaving Arpeggio Hold turned on.

If you want patterns to change at beat or measure boundaries

"Setting the Timing at Which Patterns Will Switch (Pattern Trigger Quantize) {p.77)

Preparing to Create Patterns (Pattern Clear)

In the following section you will learn how to create an RPS pattern, but first you need to make some

preparations.

In order to playback a pattern that you create, you must assign it to a key, but with the factory settings,

patterns are already assigned to all keys, and there is no vacant key to which your pattern can be

assigned. Use the following procedure to clear the pattern currently assigned to the right-most key, to pre-

pare a place where the pattern you are about to create can be assigned.

OaO 1
ARPEGGIATOR/RPS

TEMPO MODE

I I

IWM'jlll

D 1

ODOWMiRPS

I I

> ' 030CT
04OCT

ARP HOLD ffREC

a D
fNAME)

'\9 miB
03 03
^MANUAL-)

LOOPLBhIOTO OMtntX. QKTeTtm METnOHOHE BWSe CLEAH
r~~HHH~~Y 1 ' 15B """1

I '"""aSB' ~\ I "fiSS "1 ("""'BB""""! I" 'BHI
' '"J I bod "1 i ts=> "1

5 2

1.

2.

Follow steps 1-4 on page 34 to prepare for pattern playback.

Hold down [RFC] and press the right-most key.

The indicator wUl blink, and the following display will appear.

• REC

n M
1

Pattern <i

CSTBV3 ri:

b
1

REC
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3. Press [CLEAR] ([6]).

The indicator will blink, and the following display will appear.

Pa t- 1-ern C lear
[WRITE]

To cancel the pattern clear operation, press [CLEAR] or [EXIT].

4. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed," and the sound will stop.

Cor-ipleted Pa t- 1-ern i U 6 ) REC
CSTBV] ri= 1 B= 4

The pattern that had been assigned to the right-most key has been cleared.

5. Press [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark.

To restore the cleared pattern to the factory settings

> "Chapter 8. Restoring the Factory Settings (Initialize)" (p.91)

Creating a Pattern

ARPEGGIATOR/RPS
TEMPO MODE OlH> 1

oDOWwjra
ORNO 1

.-I

I I

8 2,9,11

3,4,5,6

Let's create a pattern like the following.

p
7^

i;

f P f P y ^ ^ jj y EJ^

1 • Follow steps 1-4 on page 34 to prepare for pattern playback.

2« Hold down [REC] and press the right-most key.

The indicator will blink, and the following display will appear.
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3.

4.

LXJ + [SfBV3 ri= i B= 4

n
Press [LOOP LENGTH] ([1]).

Tlie indicator will liglit, and the pattern length will appear in the display.

Since in this example we will be creating a one-measure pattern, use [DOWN]/[UP] several times to select "1'

Loop Len9th
1

Press [QUANTIZE] ([2]).

The indicator will light, and the display will indicate the shortest note value that will be recorded.

Use [DOWN]/[UP] several times to select " ji ".

Inpjjt Quantize

The operation in step 4 sets the Quantize function. Quantize is a function that "tightens up" the tim-

ing of the notes you play, aligning them to precise intervals of the specified note value. Normally you

should set this to the shortest note value that you wish to record.

5.

7.

8.

Press [GATE TIME] {[3]).

The indicator will light, and the display will indicate the note duration that will be recorded.

Since in this example we will be inputting staccato notes, use [DOWN]/[UP] several times to select

"STACCATO."

Ga t-9 T i Fie Ra t- i o
STRCCflTO

6. Press [METRONOME] ([4]).

The indicator will light, and the display will indicate the type of metronome sound and the volume.

Use [DOWN]/[UP] several times to select "Typel: VOLUME 2".

Met. f- ~ino p'ip
Typel s UOLUME 2

Press [METRONOME] or [EXIT].

The [METRONOME] indicator will go dark, and the previous display will reappear.

Rotate [TEMPO] to select a tempo that you find convenient for recording.

While the [REC] indicator is blinking, recording will not take place even if you play the keyboard. You can

practice the phrase while listening to the metronome sound to keep in tempo.

This completes preparations for recording.
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Now let's record the pattern.

Press [REC].

The indicator will change to lit, and recording will begin.

Pattern <C 6) REC
CREC] N= 1 B= 4

measure beat

1 0* Play the musical example given at the beginning of this section, and record it.

1 1 . Press [REC] or [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.

1 2* Press the right-most key, and listen to the pattern playback.

For details on settings for recording

> "Settings for Recording" (p.77)

For details on recording

> "Recording a Pattern" (p.78)

You can copy a pattern to a different key.

-* "Copying a Pattern" <p.80)

If You Make a Mistake While Recording

If you make a mistake while recording, use the following procedure to erase the wrong note.

6,7
ARPEGGIATOR/RPS

TEMPO MODE OUP 1

I

1 odownJri
I 1 OBNO 1 ' 30CT

040CT

P HOLD •HHC

a a a
30 ZW CZ_] CTD

2,3,7

I • Follow steps 1-4 on page 34 to prepare for pattern playback.

2« Hold down [REC] and press the right-most key.

The indicator will begin blinking.

•REC

CKJ +

1

B
, .

r jWHrrEl

CJ
'-MANUJM.-J
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3* Press [REC] once again.

The indicator will change to lit, and recording will begin.

4. Press [ERASE] ([5]).

The indicator will light, and the following display will appear.

Not-5 ET'-BSS"

Push Keyboard

5* At the timing that the wrong note sounds, press the key for that note. While you contin-

ue holding that key, all notes on that key will be erased.

E3

Key-on n Key-off

J J J J j J J J jN
C3 E3 B G3 C3 E3 F3 G3 C3 E3 F3 G3

i
the E3 notes are erased

while the key is pressed

j M J j M J j J

C3 F3 G3 O F3 G3 a E3 F3 G3

6* When all the wrong notes have been erased, press [ERASE] or [EXIT].

The indicator will go dark, and the previous display will reappear. You will be in normal recording mode,

and can now record new notes.

/ • To end recording, press [REC] or [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.

A range of notes between specified keys can be erased from a pattern.

"< "Erasing Unwanted Notes " (p.79)
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Easily Controlling Complex Tonal Changes (Motion Control)

Normally, it is all you can do to move one or two sliders/knobs as you play, but there may be times at

which you would like to operate more sliders/knobs to produce more complex tonal changes. In such

cases you can use Motion Control. Motion Control is a function that can store movements (motions) of

two or more sliders/knobs.

While playing back the pattern that you created in the previous section, let's playback a Motion to modify

the sound.

ARPEGGIATOR/RPS KEY& PANEL
OUP

1

ooownJr

.-I

01 OCT
020CT
030CT
04 OCT

ARP HOLD • REC

L-ROM PLAY-J

1 • Select the Performance P:88 (p.20).

2. Press [LOWER].

By playing the keyboard, you will hear the Lower Patch sound. Let's modify this sound by Motion Control.

O* Follow steps 1-4 on page 34 to prepare for pattern playback, and playback the pattern of

the C6 key (p.34).

C4
T

1
n

4. Press MOTION CONTROL [1].

Tlie indicator will blink, and the Motion of [1] will playback.

The tone will change as though various sliders/knobs are being moved simultaneously.

5* To stop the Motion, press [1] once again.

The indicator will go dark.

O* In the same way, listen to the Motion of [2].

For details on playing back a Motion

* "Playing Back a Motion" (p.81)

To change the tone in additional ways while playing back a Motion

-> "Moving Sliders or Knobs While Playing Back Motions" (p.81)

To playback a Motion simultaneously when a Pattern is selected

>• "Playing Back the Motion From the Beginning Each Time a Key is Pressed (Motion Restart)" (p.82)
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Preparing to Record a Motion (Clearing a Motion)

In the same way as before recording a pattern, you must first prepare a place for the newly recorded

Motion. Use the following procedure to clear (erase) Motion [2].

2,4 3

1 . Hold down [REC] and press MOTION CONTROL [2].

The [REC] and [2] indicators will blink, and the following display will appear.

Motior!(fl-2) REC
CSTBV] M= 1 B= 4

2. Press [CLEAR] ([6]).

The indicator will light, and the following display will appear.

Motion Clear
Ci..JRITE3

To cancel the Motion Clear operation, press [CLEAR] or [EXIT].

3. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed," and then the previous display wOl reappear.

UofMpls't-S'd Motion(fi-2) REC
CSTBV] M= 1 B= 4

Motion [2] has now been erased.

4. Press [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark.

5 . Press MOTION CONTROL [2].

The indicator will go dark.

To restore a Motion that you erased

* "Chapter 8. Restoring the Factory Settings (Initialize)" (p.91)
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Recording a Motion

Now let's create a Motion for the pattern that we recorded in the previous section for the C6 key.

4,14 13 7 15,16 8 9,10 10,13

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Select the Performance P:88.

Press [LOWER].

The indicator will light, and the Lower Patch will be selected.

Move the [CUTOFF FREQ] and [RESONANCE] to the center position.

Press [ARP HOLD].

The indicator will light.

Follow steps 1-4 on page 34 to prepare for pattern playback, and playback the pattern of

the C6 key.

Since Hold is On, the pattern playback will continue to repeat even if you release the key.

While listening to the pattern, rotate [TEMPO] to set a tempo that will be convenient for

recording.

Hold down [REC] and press MOTION CONTROL [2] in time with the beginning of the

pattern.

The [REC] and [2] indicators will blink, and the following display will appear.

Mot.ion'::fl-2) REC
CSTBV] ri= 1 E= 4

8. Press [LOOP LENGTH] ([1]).

The indicator will light, and the display will show the length of the Motion.

Since in this example we will be creating a Motion that is four measures long, use [DOWN] /[UP] several

times to select "4".

Loop Hngih
tlX
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10.

11

Press [METRONOME] ([4]).

Tlie indicator will light, and the type and volume of the metronome sound will be displayed.

Use [DOWN]/[UP] several times to select "Typel: VOLUME 2".

f't i^" t .
|-"-nnO Pi S"

Typel s UOLUME 2

Press [METRONOME] or [EXIT].

The indicator will go dark, and the previous display will reappear.

This completes preparations for recording.

Now let's record a Motion.

Starting when the count is "M=l B=l", move [CUTOFF FREQ] as follows.

The [REC] indicator will change to lit, and recording will begin.

_^PP M=1 2 3 4
™^° B=1 234123412341234

Mot.ion<fl-2> REC
CREC3 M= 1 B= 1

measure beat

At the end of the fourth measure, recording will automatically end, and the [REC] indicator will change to blinking.

1 2. Starting when the count is "M=l B=l", move [RESONANCE] as follows.

The [REC] indicator will change to lit, and recording will begin.

At the end of the fourth measure, recording will automatically end, and the [REC] indicator will change to blinking.

1 3. Press [REC] or [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.

14. Press [ARP HOLD] to stop pattern playback.

15. Press MOTION CONTROL [2] to stop Motion playback.

1 6. While playing back the pattern of the C6 key, press MOTION CONTROL [2] to hear the

change in tone created by the Motion that you recorded.

For details on recording settings

"Settings for Recording" (p.83)

For details on recording

"• "Recording a Motion" (p.83)
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If You Make a Mistake While Recording

If you make a mistake while recording a Motion, use the following procedure to correct it.

If you don't like the Motion that you recorded

When a Motion is recorded, movements of the same slider/knob are overwritten. This means that if you

wish to re-do a Motion, simply re-record the movement of that slider/knob. The old movement will be

overwritten by the newly recorded movement.

If you moved the wrong slider or knob by mistake

If you moved the wrong slider or knob, use the following procedure to erase the movements of that slider

or knob.

4,5

oa E a

LJ
t- MANUAL-

Unf (.ENGTH OUMOVS OATEUME MEmONOME

dlCZDC^C^Dm 33

2,4

1.

2.

Hold down [REC] and press MOTION CONTROL [2].

The [REC] and [2] indicators will blink.

Press [ERASE] ([5]).

The indicator will light, and the following display will appear.

Mo t- i o ri Erass
Select Knob

O* Move the slider or knob that you moved by mistake through its entire range of move-

ment.

When you move the slider or knob through its entire range, its data will be erased.

in

m

4. After you have erased the movement for the incorrectly-moved slider or knob, press

[ERASE] or [EXIT].

The [ERASE] indicator will go dark, and the previous display will reappear. Now you can move the slid-

er/knob to record its movement.

«#• To end recording, press [REC] or [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.
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Playing Tvyo Sounds at Once (Key Mode)

Settings for two sounds (called Patches) are assigned to each Performance of the JP-8000. The Key Mode

setting determines iiow these two Patches will be combined.

When you select a Performance, one of the three [KEY MODE] indicators will light to indicate the Key

Mode setting of the selected Performance. Tlie indicator that lights will indicate how the two Patches will

sound when you play the keyboard.

KEY& PANEL
KEYllODE OSINGLE

I I
OOUAL
O SPLIT

_BANK/VALUE_
DOWN UPa a Qj

[NAME I

f^ni'i _____
EXIT fWRfTE'lD a
t-MANUAL-J

Playing Just One Patch (Single)

1 • Select Performance P:87 (p.20).

The Single indicator will light.

KEY MODE.-;-siNGLE

[ [
O DUAL

OSPUT

2* Press [LOWER] and play the keyboard, and you will hear the Lower Patch sound.

If you press [UPPER] and play the keyboard, you will hear the Upper Patch sound.

Single mode is the basic condition, in which each of the JP-8000's keys will play the sound of one Patch.

3* To view the Patch names of the two Patches, you can press [PERFORM/PATCH] to

access the Patch select display and then press [LOWER/UPPER].

LOWER
PATCH LOUER
Ter-ipSs Lower

C3D PATCH UPPER
Ter-'ip5° Upper
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Playing Two Patches From Each Key (Dual)

Now let's layer the two Patches of Performance P:87.

4. Press [KEY MODE] to select DUAL.

KEY MODE o SINGLE

When you play the keyboard, the Lower Patch and Upper Patch sounds will be heard simultaneously.

Playing Different Patches in the Left and Right Keyboard Areas (Split) • <

Now let's play the two Patches of Performance P:86 in separate areas of the keyboard.

5 • Select Perfonnance P:86 (p.20).

The Split indicator will light.

KEY MODE o SINGLE

-VSPUT
'I ^

C2 C3 C4

I
C5 C6

Lower part -

Split Point

Upper part

Notes to the left of C4 will play the Lower Patch sound, and notes C4 and to tlie right will play the Upper

Patch sound.

For details on LOWER/UPPER (Lower Fart, Upper Part)

- "Patches and Performances" (p.48)

To change the way that Patches are combined

-> "Selecting Patches" (p.52)

To change the Split Point

^ "Split Point" (p.85)

To change the number of notes that can be played in the left and right keyboard areas for Split mode

-» "Voice Assign" (p.85)

To play arpeggios or patterns in Dual or Split modes

"Parts which will be arpeggiated" (p.75)

-^ "Parts which will play Patterns" (p.76)

"Cautions When Playing Patterns in Split Mode" (p.77)

Key Mode settings can be stored in a Performance.

"Storing a Performance" (p.27)
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Chapter 1 . Overview of the JP-8000

How the JP-8000 is Organized

Tlie JP-8000 consists of a controller section, a sound source section, and a sequencer section.

JP-8000

Sound Source
section

playback Sequencer section

RPS
Motion Control

t,= play t™*.

|i|||||IHflf[fj|||^ll|i|]ip|i[^

Controtler section

(keyboard, sliders, knobs etc.)

Controller

The Controller section includes the keyboard, the buttons, sliders and knobs on the panel, pitch bend

lever / modulation lever, ribbon controller, and pedals connected to the rear panel. By operating these

controllers you can play sounds and modify them.

Sound Source

This is the section that actually produces the sound. Messages from the JP-8000's controller and sequencer

sections tell the sound source when and how to produce sound. MIDI messages from an external device

can also play the sound source.

Maximum Polyphony
The JP-8000's sound source is able to produce up to 8 notes (voices) at once. If incoming data requests

more than this number of notes, the last-received notes will be given priority, and already-sounding notes

will be turned off one by one, starting with the oldest. Please be aware of tliis when using sounds that

have a long decay or when using RPS.

Sequencer

The Sequencer section records keyboard playing and slider movements as MIDI messages, and plays back

the recorded MIDI messages. MIDI messages recorded in the sequencer can also be transmitted from the

MIDI OUT connector to control external MIDI devices. The JF-80U0's sequencer records and plays back

RPS patterns and Motions.

Patches and Performances

Patches

On the JP-8000, each musical sound that you can play is called a Patch. The JP-8000 has 256 different

Patches: 128 User Patches and 128 Preset Patches. (Refer to "About Memory," p.50.)

Patches have the following structure, and can be modified by using the panel buttons, sliders and knobs

to adjust the sound.
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Patch
» 3 III ."Irii, T 1 It
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FILTER ENV WTTugrPM
^1 "'It, h lA til •
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)v 'tilt

S| c .1 (iA MiP

\,0i n "^ / ii|

I t 1 1 ,1 c .1 'II K*

Parts

On the JP-8000, two Patches are always selected, and you can choose to play just one or both Patches. The

two Patches are assigned to locations referred to as the Upper Part and the Lower Part. When you select a

Patch, you are actually selecting the Patch that is assigned to one of these Parts. You may fliink of the Part

as being analogous to a musician, and the Patch as the instrument that the musician is playing.

Performances

Tlie Patch selection for the Upper and Lower Parts, settings of the key and panel section, arpeggiator/RPS

settings, and a variety of other settings (Performance Parameters, p.85) are stored together as a

Performance. The JP-SOOO has 128 Performances, and as with Patches, they are divided into 64 User

Performances and 64 Preset Performances. (Refer to "About Memory," p.50).

Since it is difficult to quickly change a large number of settings while you are playing, you can make

things easy for yourself by saving suitable settings as a Performance. Then you can simply select the

appropriate Performance to make all the necessary settings at once.

Performance

Patch
1

Upper Part "t'rl ini iri p ir milcr' I'drti

',o>-rfW'p:S'ytr:Tr";-'m;

Lower Part Patch Performance parameters (Pnr'i

,

ance parameters

Common)

On the JP-8000, the Patch numbers that are stored as part of each Performance do not simply refer to

Patches that are kept separately in memory — the actual settings of the entire Patch can be stored in the

Performance itself. This means that when you save a Performance, you don't need to perform a separate

Save operation to save the Patch settings that are used by that Performance. It also means that if you

rewrite the settings of the Patch used by a Performance, other Performances that use that Patch will not be

affected.

Patches which are saved as part of a Performance are managed separately from Patches which are stored

individually. Each individual Patch has its own Patch number, by which it is identified. However Patches

which are saved as part of a Performance have no Patch numbers, and are identified as "the Upper (or

Lower) Patch of the Performance".
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On the JP-8000, Patches are displayed as follows.

Patches stored Individually

Patch number

PATCH PiBlM^
Ter-'iPlat-e 'Z

Patches which are saved as part of a Performance

Lower part

PATCH LOWER
Ter-'ipfes Lower

Upper part

PATCH UPPER
Te p'lp6 ' Upper

About Memory

Memory is where settings such as Patches are stored. The memory of the JP-8000 includes System

memory, User memory, and Preset memory. There is also a part of memory known as the Temporary Area,

into which the settings of the currently-selected Patch or Performance are called, and which your modifi-

cations will affect.

System Memory
System memory holds MIDI-related settings and other System parameters which affect the overall operat-

ing environment of the JP-8000.

User Memory
User memory is where you can store the settings you create. It contains 128 Patches, 64 Performances, 48

Patterns, and 4 Motions. When the JP-8000 is shipped from the factory, the User Patches and User

Performances contain the same settings as the correspondingly-numbered Preset Patches and Preset

Performances.

Preset Memory
It is not possible to modify the contents of Preset memory. Preset memory contains 128 Preset Patches and

64 Preset Performances.

The Temporary Area

When you select a Patch or Performance, the settings of the selected Patch or Performance are called into a

temporary memory location known as the Temporary Area.

When you select a Performance, the selected Performance is called into the Temporary Area, and these

settings will be played.

When you select a Patch, the selected Patch is called into the Upper or Lower Part of the Performance that

is currently in the Temporary Area, and these settings will be played. (The Temporary Area always con-

tains a Performance.)
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When you select a Performance When you select a Patch

System Memory System Memory

User Memory

Patch Porlormanec Pattorn

UA13 U 12L^-1

x.

1 -

U !P

L

Motion

Preset

Patch

Memory

Performance

i

' 1

1 /
Temporary Area
I -

—
I Kenormance y\J.^^.)

Upper

Lower

Patch ( Upper ) |

Patch (Lower)]

User Memory

Patch Performance Pattern

UB88
ft-.?isf t^'n; lilt \^3j

Preset Memory

Patch Performance

PAT p lJU 1

P A12
P A1J pipEH]

1

.

i

P87L^

P88[f]
/P BBC

PBh- /
lPBt>8 /

I
Temporary Area J
;
Performance ^ ,

' Upper 1 Patch (U A13)| J

Lower
1
Patch ( Lower )

|

' -• - "
'

"•

The contents of memory are preserved even vt'hen the power is turned off, and can be called up at any

time. However the data in the Temporary Area is lost when the power is turned off.

When you modify Patch or Performance settings, your modifications affect only the data in the

Temporary Area, and do not directly affect the settings in memory. If you wi.sh to keep the modifications

that you have made, you must write the settings from the Temporary Area into User Memory.

In the case of Pattern, Motion, and System settings, your settings are written directly into memory, so you

don't need to perform a separate operation to save the data.
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Chapter 2. Patch Editing Procedure

In this owner's manual, the process of modifying settings is referred to as "editing," and each of the settings that can be

changed are referred to as "parameters."

Selecting a Patch

In addition to the Patches that are stored as part of each

Performance, the JP-8000 contains a total of 256 User and

Preset Patches. If you wish to play one of these Patches, call

the desired Patch into either the Upper or Lower Part of the

Performance.

* For a list of Patch numbers and their contents, refer to

"Patch List" (separate sheet).

1 . Press [PERFORM/PATCH] to access the Patch select

display.

Patch

PfiTCH UPPER
Tep'iPbS Upper

2. Press lLOWER]/[UPPER] to select the Part into which

the Patch will be called.

You can press both [LOWER] and [UPPER] simultaneously

to make both indicators light, and select the Patch for both

Parts at the same time.

PANEL SELECT
LOWER UPPERLOWER

c

PANEL SELECT
LOWER UPfER

to select the Lower Patch

to select the Upper Patch

—PANEL SELECT fo select the Patch for both
LOWER UPPER „ . - ii 1

I ^Jg—. .—^—. Parts simultaneously

3. Use [DOWNj/lUP] to select the bank (U:A1-U:B8,

P:A1-P:B8).

The bank indication in the display will change.

Bank Number

PATCH
Te-T'iPl-st-e

r. Ho

4. Press [l]-[8l to select a number (1-8).

The indicator of the button you pressed will light, and the

number in the display will change.

The Patch has now been selected.

Editing a Patch

You can move the sliders and knobs etc. of the front panel

to modify the sound of the selected Patch.

\. Use [LOWERl/IUPPER] to select the Part whose Patch

you wish to edit.

If you press both [LOWER] and [UPPER] simultaneously,

both indicators will light, and you can simultaneously edit

the Patches of both Parts.

h\ this case, the panel wiO show the settings of the Upper

Patch.

2. Use the panel sliders and knobs etc. to edit the Patch.

I
Edit while viewing the slider/knob

values

If you wish to edit while viewing the value of the slider/

knob, you can use the following procedure to make the

parameter value appear in the display.

* It is not possible to view the [VOLUME] value in the

display.

1. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]), and move the slider/

knob.

The value of the slider/knob you moved will appear in the

display.

By holding down [SHIFT] and press [DOWN] /[UP] you

can modify the value in steps of 1.

Exrr Ia ^

.FOl RPTI
h4

* When a slider/knob is moved, the displayed value may
not change in single steps. In this case, you can use

[DOWN] /[UP] to set the value.

2. When you release [SHIFT] , the previous display will

reappear.
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Sometimes, moving a slider/knob will not make the dis-

played value change in increments of 1. In such cases,

use [IX)WN]/[UP] to set the value.

I
Checking the current value of a
parameter (Temporary Scope)

When you wish to check the current value of a parameter

(the parameter value in the temporary area), use the follow-

ing procedure to view the value.

1. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [INIT/UTIL]

([7]).

The [INIT/UTIL] indicator will right.

2. Press [INIT/UTIi] to access the Temporary Scope

page.

Te Pip

o

f'3 f'y -<cop

&

be- 1 t'ct- Knob

3. Move the slider/knob of the parameter whose value

you wish to check.

The parameter name and temporary value of the

slider/knob you moved will appear in the display.

By pressing [DOWN] /[UP] you can modify the value in

steps of 1.

4. To end Temporary Scope, press [EXIT].

You can also view the width of the parameter change

assigned to the Ribbon Controller (p.66) or the Velocity

(p.68) (Ribbon Scope/Velocity Scope).

1. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN] while appearing the

Temporary Scope display.

The indicator will blink, and the display indicate "Ribbon

Scope" or "Velocity Scope".

2. Move the slider/knob of the parameter whose value

you wish to check.

The Parameter name and the widtli of the parameter change

of the slider/knob you moved will appear in the display.

By pre.ssing [DOWN] /[UP] you can modify the value in

steps of 1.

3. When you press [RIBBON ASSIGN], [VELOCITY
ASSIGN] or [EXIT], the Temporary Scope display will

appear.

I
Resetting the Sound to the

Panel Settings (Manual)

The Manual fimction matches the parameter values to tlie

current slider/knob positions. When editing a Patch to

modify the sound, the parameter values will not always

necessarily match the positions of the sliders/knobs.

However if the Manual function is used, the sound will

match the settings of the sliders/knobs, which is convenient

when you are creating a sound from scratch.

If you enter Manual Mode from the Patch select display, the

sound of that Patch will change to match the slider/knob

positions.

If you enter Manual Mode from the Performance select dis-

play, the sound of the Patch of the selected Part will change

to match the slider/knob positions.

< Procedure >

Simultaneously press [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and [WRITE].

The following display will appear, and then an asterisk will

blink at the left of the Patch or Performance number.

Manual

The sound will match the positions of the knobs and sliders.
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Storing a Patch

When you have created a sound that you like, you can save

the settings. Patch settings can be saved by themselves,

independently from Performances. Tlie settings of each sec-

tion marked with a white numeral in a black box in "Front

and Rear Panel" (p. 10) can be saved as a User Patch (a Patch

starting with "U"). As with Performances, each Patch can be

given a name of up to 16 characters.

* The User Patch that was previously stored in that num-

ber wiU be overwritten by the new modified Patch.

1. Press [PERFORM/PATCH] to access the Patch select

display.

When you modify the Patch settings, an " * " (asterisk) will

appear at the left of the Patch number (just as when a

Performance is modified), indicating that the selected Patch

is being edited.

2. Press [WRITE].

The following display will appear, and a
'

appear under the Patch number.

,

" (cursor) will

Write PATCH BSS

To cancel the Patch store operation, press [EXIT].

* If you do not wish to modify the Patch number and the

Patch name, skip steps 3-7.

3. Use [DOWNMUP] and [l]-[8] to select the storing des-

tination Patch number.

4. Press [NAME] ([PERFORM/PATCH]).

Now you can enter the Patch name.

The cursor will move to the beginning of the second line in

the display.

Write PATCH B:

Template 2

* When the cursor is on the first line, the name of the sav-

ing destination Patch will be displayed. When the cursor

is on the second line, the name of the newly modified

Patch will be displayed.

5. Press [NAME] to move the cursor to the location where

you wish to enter a character.

6. Use [DOWNl/[UP] to specify the character.

The following characters can be selected.

space, A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !"#$%&'()* + ,-•/: ;

< = >?@[¥]'^_'IM

When inputting characters, the [ll-[8] buttons have the fol-

lowing convenient functions.

[1] : Move the cursor backward. If the cursor is already

at the left edge, it will move to the Patch number

location.

[2] : Display a space at the cursor location.

[3] : Display an "A" at the cursor location.

[4] : Display an "a" at the cursor location.

[5] Display a "0" at the cursor location.

[6] ; Switch between uppercase and lowercase characters.

[7] : Insert a space at the cursor location.

[8] : Delete the character at the cursor location, and shift

subsequent characters to the left.

7. Repeat steps 5-6 to enter the Patch name.

8. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed" and then the previ-

ous display will reappear.

The Patch has now been saved.

To Modify the Patch Name of a Patch
Stored in a Performance

1 . Select the Performance whose Patch name you wish to

modify,

2. Press [PATCH/PERFORM] to access the Patch select

display.

3. Use [LOWER] /[UPPER] to select the Part whose Patch

name you wish to modify.

4. Use the steps 2, 4-6 given above to input the Patch

name.

5. Press [EXIT].

6. Press [PERFORM/PATCH] to access the Performance

select display.

7. Press [WRITE] twice to store the Performance.
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Chapter 3. Functions that Modify the Sound

Chapter 3 explains the sound-related parameters.

All of the parameters explained in this chapter can be set independently for each Patch.

Selecting the Basic Waveform
for the Sound (1) (Oscillator 1)

The OSC 1 (Oscillator 1) section selects the waveform that is

the basis for the synthesizer's sound.

WAVEFORM

[WAVEFORM] /

[CTRL 1]/[CTRL 2] (Control 1/2)

[WAVEFORM] selects the OSC 1 waveform, and [CTRL

1]/[CTRL 2] modify parameters unique to that waveform.

SUPER SAW
This sounds like seven sawtooth waveforms sounding

simultaneously. Pitch-shifted sounds are added to a central

sound. It is especially suitable for creating thick string-type

sounds, and allows you to produce a thick sound even

when tlie Key Mode is Single.

DETUNE: Adjust the degree of pitch detuning. As the slid-

er is raised, the pitch wiU be detuned more greatly, making

the sound more spacious.

MIX: Adjust the volume of the detuned sounds relative to

the central sound. As the slider is raised, the detuned

soimds will become louder, making the sound tliicker.

CTRL1

changes in Detune

Level 1

Mill
CTRL 2

changes in Mix

Lavel i

centra Freqt^ncy
sound

centra Frequency
sound

Jiii

1 1 1.

TRIANGLE MOD (Triangle Modulation)

This is a modification of a triangle wave, with a large num-

ber of overtones. Since there is much energy in the over-

tones and little in the fundamental, the result is similar to

applying an HPF (high pass filter, p.59) to a square wave.

OFFSET: Specify the way in which the triangle wave will be

shaped. As the slider is raised, the waveform will be modi-

fied more significantly, producing a greater proportion of

overtones.

CTRL 2

H
M

M
M

W

Id

M
JAl

M
V)\

WMMM
LFO 1 DEPTH: Adjust the amount of effect which LFO 1

(p.63) wOl have when it is applied to Offset. As the slider is

raised, Offset will change more.

NOISE
By applying a LFO (low pass filter, p.59) to noise, many dif-

ferent "colors" of noise can be produced.

CUTOFF FREQ: Set the cutoff frequency of the LPF. As the

slider is raised, the noise will have more high frequency

components, and at the same time the volume will also

increase. (Lowering the slider all the way may result in no

sound at all.) The noise will also be different depending on

the key that you press.

changes in

Cutoff Frequency

hL
Frequency

"ZK^ VaAaA/w
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RESONANCE: This regulates the emphasis that is applied

to the region at the cutoff frequency. As the slider is raised,

the sound will have a greater sense of pitch. If the slider is

raised all the way, a sine wave will result.

changes in Resonance

Frequancy

VaM/w
FEEDBACK OSC (Feedback Oscillator)

This sound is similar to electric guitar feedback, and is espe-

cially suitable for solo sounds. When Feedback OscOlator is

selected, only one note at a time will sound (MONO, p.70).

FEEDBACK AMOUNT: Adjust the amount of feedback to

adjust the level of the harmonics.

HARMONICS: Vary the sound of the harmonics.

mi (Square v/ave)

This sound is similar to a woodwind instrument. It also

widely used in making typical "synthesizer" sounds.

PW (Pulse Width): Set the width (pulse width) of the

square wave. As the slider is raised, the pulse width will

change, producing a tliicker sound with more overtones.

changes in Pulse Width

crraLi

PWM DEPTH: The technique of applying LFO 1 to the

Pulse Width is referred to as Pulse Width Modulation

(PWM). PWM Depth determines how greatiy PWM will be

applied. As the slider is raised. Pulse Width will be modu-

lated more greatly, creating a broader and more "smeared"

sound.

/H (Sawtooth wave)
This waveform is used for nearly all instruments except for

woodwinds. Many sounds unique to synthesizers can be

created using this waveform.

SHAPE: Specify the degree to which the sawtooth wave

will be deformed. When the slider is at either end of its

range, the sound will have a strong fundamental, and will

be suitable for thick bass sounds etc. When the slider is in

the center position, the sound will be thin, as though an

HPF were applied to it.

changes in Shape

CTRL1

VWWX)
'"^ y\AA/\AA

LFO 1 DEPTH: When LFO 1 is applied to Shape, this para-

meter specifies how greatly Shape will be affected. As the

slider is raised, Shape will be affected more greatly.

• Shape for sawtooth waveforms

Sawtooth wave sounds on different synthesizers differ in

subtle ways, and the sound of the sawtooth wave often

determines the character of the synthesizer itself.

On the JP-8000 you can use the Shape parameter to make

fine adjustments to sawtooth wave sounds to create a vari-

ety of sawtooth waves, for an even greater range of sound-

creating possibilities.

'\/\f (Triangle wave)
This is a simple sound with few overtones. It is used for cre-

ating flute sounds etc.,

SHAPE: Specify the degree to which the triangle wave will

be deformed. As the slider is raised, the waveform will be

modified more greatly, producing a sound with more over-

tones. This will produce a sound similar to square wave
with an LPF (low pass filter, p.59) applied to it.

changes In Shape

/\Ac/^/\A^/\A-^/\A-.^/vA^

LFO 1 DEPTH: When LFO 1 is applied to Shape, this para-

meter specifies how greatly Shape will be affected. As the

slider is raised. Shape will be affected more greatly.
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Selecting the Basic Waveform
for the Sound (2) (Oscillator 2}

In the same way as for the OSC 1 section, tliis selects tlie wave-

form that will be tlie basis of the sound. By combining OSC 1

and OSC 2, a variety of sounds can be created.

¥»BMy-y

WAVEFORM orru

ow
PULSE
WIDTH

PWM
DEPTH

I

H

[WAVEFORM]
Select one of three waveforms for OSC 2:

| ijj (square

wave), /V1 (sawtooth wave), or A/V (triangle wave).

For details on each waveform, refer to "Selecting the Basic

Waveform for the Sound (1) (Oscillator 1)" (p.55).

[SYNC]

This switches sync on/off. When this is on, the output

waveform of OSC 2 will be synchronized to the output

waveform of OSC 1 ("Fimctions using OSC 1 and OSC 2"

(p.59)). I.e., each time the OSC 1 waveform returns to the

beginning of its period, OSC 2 will also be forcibly reset to

the beginning of its period, producing a complex waveform.

0SC1

OSC 2

return to beginning

of period

If the effect of Sync is difficult to notice, rotate [OSC

BALANCE] toward the right (toward OSC 2).

• Tonal changes using S5fnc

If you turn [SYNC] on and modify [RANGE] or

[FINE/WIDE], the tone of OSC 2 will change in various

ways while the pitch remains the same.

[RANGE]
Specify the pitch of OSC 2 in relation to OSC 1 over a range

of +/-24 semitones (+/-2 octaves). As the knob is rotated

toward the right the pitch of OSC 2 will rise. As it is rotated

toward the left the pitch of OSC 2 will fall. With a setting of

0, OSC 2 will have the same pitch as OSC 1.

With settings of -WIDE or +WIDE, the [FINE/WIDE] knob

can adjust the pitch of OSC 2 over a +/-4 octave range.

However in this case, you must be sure to rotate the knob

fully right or left.

* To make it easy for you to make accurate settings, the -

24, -12, 0, +12 and +24 settings have a greater widtli than

other settings.

[FINE/WIDE] (Fine tune/Wide)

When the [RANGE] setting is -24- +24, this knob provides a

+/-50 cent (+/- 1/2 semitone) adjustment to the pitch speci-

fied by the [RANGE] setting. As this knob is rotated to the

right, the OSC 2 pitch will rise. As it is rotated to the left, the

OSC 2 pitch will fall. Wlien this knob is in the center posi-

tion, the pitch will be as specified by the [RANGE] setting.

When the [RANGE] knob is in the fully left (-WIDE) or fully

right (+WIDE) position, tliis knob can be rotated toward the

left to adjust the pitch -4-0 octaves, or toward the right to

adjust the pitch 0- +4 octaves.

When [RANGE] is -24- +24

+1/2 semitone
-WIDE +WIOE

-1/2 semitone

When [RANGE] is -WIDE

-WIDE +WIDE
-4 octaves

When [RANGE] is +WIDE

octaves

To make it easy for you to make accurate settings, the

center setting has a greater width.

• Giving the sound more spaciousness

If you select the same waveform for OSC 1 and OSC 2, set

[RANGE] to and use [FINE/WIDE] to create a slight dif-

ference in pitch, the sovmd will appear more spacious (the

Detune effect).
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[PULSE WIDTH]
Tliis sets the pulse width when Waveform is set to square

wave. For details on Pulse Width, refer to "Selecting the

Basic Waveform for the Sound (1) (Oscillator 1)" (p.55).

[PWM DEPTH]
This sets the degree to which Pulse Width Modulation

(PWM) will be applied when Waveform is set to square

wave. For details on PWM, refer to "Selecting the Basic

Waveform for the Sound (1) (Oscillator 1)" (p.55).

Modifying the Waveform and Pitch

of the Sound (Oscillator Common)

In the OSC COMMON (Oscillator Common) section you

can make settings related to the OSC 1 and OSC 2 sections,

and settings related to the pitch.

OSC COMMON ENV DEPTH

2-1°

LF01 DEPTH

A ,

[OSC BALANCE] (Oscillator Balance)

This adjusts the balance between OSC 1 and OSC 2. As the

knob is rotated toward the left, the volume of OSC 1 will

become louder. As it is rotated toward the right the volume

of OSC 2 will become louder. In the center position, OSC 1

and OSC 2 will have the same volume.

[RING] (Ring Modulator)

This switches the Ring Modulator on/off. When this is on,

the indicator will light, and the sound will become more

metallic. This is suitable for creating beil sounds, etc.

Ring Modulator multiples the OSC 1 and OSC 2 waveforms

to create a sound which includes new overtones tliat were

not present in either of the original waveforms ("Functions

using OSC 1 and OSC 2", p.59). Since large numbers of

inharmonic overtones are present, the sound will have a

dissonant, un-pitched feeling.

* If the Ring Modulator effect is difficult to hear, rotate

[OSC BALANCE] toward the right (the OSC 2 position).

[X-MOD DEPTH] (Cross Modulation Depth)

Cross Modulation is when OSC 2 modify the frequency of

OSC 1 ("Functions using OSC 1 and OSC 2", p.59). [X-MOD

DEPTH] adjusts the depth of this Cross Modulation. As the

knob is rotated toward the right, the sound of OSC 1 will

become more complex, with more overtones, and will be

suitable for creating metallic soimds and sound effects.

* If the OSCl section [WAVEFOl^VI] is set to SUPER SAW
or NOISE, the Cross Modulation effect can not be

obtained.

* If the Cross Modulation effect is difficult to hear, rotate

[OSC BALANCE] toward the left (the OSC 1 position).

• Tona! changes using Cross Modulation

Leave [X-MOD DEPTH] raised, and move [RANGE] or

[FINE/WIDE] to modify tlie tone in various ways without

changing the pitch.

[LFO 1 & ENV DESTINATION]

(LFO 1 & Envelope Destination)

Select one of the following three possibilities to specify how
LFO 1 (p.63) and the envelope generator will be applied.

OSC 1+2 (Oscillator 1+2): LFO 1 and the envelope will be

applied to OSC 1 and OSC 2.

OSC 2 (Oscillator 2): LFO 1 and the envelope will be

applied to the pitch of OSC 2.

X-MOD DEPTH (Cross Modulation Depth): LFO 1 and the

envelope will be applied to Cross Modulation Deptli. In this

case, both the OSC 1+2 and the OSC 2 indicators wOl light.

* If you have selected Cross Modulation Depth, read

"Cross Modulation Depth" for "Pitch" in the following

explanations.

[LFO 1 DEPTH]
Specify the depth for when LFO 1 is applied to tlie pitch. As

the knob is rotated from the center position toward the

right, the change will become greater. As it is rotated from

the center toward the left, the LFO 1 waveform will be

inverted, and change will become greater in the opposite

direction. When the knob is in the center position, LFO 1

will not affect the pitch.

Pitch/Cross Modulation Depth
+ 4

LF01 DEPTH

time
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[ENV DEPTH] (Envelope Depth)

Specify the depth of the pitch envelope. As the knob is

rotated from the center position toward the right, the

change will become greater. As it is rotated from tlie center

toward the left, the envelope shape will be inverted, and

change will become greater in the opposite direction. When

the knob is in the center position, the pitch envelope will

not affect the pitch.

Pitch/Cross Modulation Depth
+ 4

ENV DEPTH

time

* When applying a positive ( + ) envelope to Cross

Modulation, the effect will be more apparent if [X-MOD

DEPTH] is set to a low setting. When applying a nega-

tive (-) envelope, the effect will be more apparent if

[X-MOD DEPTH] is set to a high setting.

[A] (Attack Time) / [D] (Decay Time)

Specify the Attack Time and Decay Time of the pitch enve-

lope. The value will increase as the slider is raised.

Pitch/Cross IVIodulation DepttiA ,r, B:~_

time

Key-on

A: The time from when the key is pressed until the maxi-

mum pitch change is reached.

D; The time from when the maximum pitch change is

reached until normal pitch is reached.

• Functions using OSC 1 and OSC 2

Functions which use OSC 1 and OSC 2 (Sync, Ring

Modulator, Cross Modulation) are applied as shown in the

following diagram to modify the sound.

ENV
DEPTH

LF0 1

DEPTH

LF0 1 & ENV
DESTINATION

0SC1t2

X.MOD
DEPTH

0SC1

-O

X-MOD

DEPTH
/

SYNC

/^
RING

^MOD

o OSC
BAUNCE

OSC 2

Modifying the Brightness

(Filter)

Sound consists of partials (overtones) at many frequencies.

The filter allows a specific range of frequencies to pass (or

restricts the way that they pass), thereby modifying the

brightness of the soimd. The FILTER section allows you to

select the Type of this filter, and to make tlie output wave-

form change in various ways to modify the brightness.

'HI*'' KEYFOU-OW LF01 DEPTH ENV DEPTH

c=. -12dB
ir-24dB TYPE o HPF

ilA_J-_D_J st l:;in=^
- 1—

,

;-

[TYPE]

Select one of the following three filter types.

level

.1

L frequency

Cutoff Frequency

level

i

I I

O BPF

O LPF h frequency

Cutoff Frequency

level

a^ frequency

Cutoff Frequency

HPF (High Pass Filter): This type of filter allows partials

higher than the cutoff frequency to pass. This is useful

when you want the sound to be bright and sharp.

BPF (Band Pass Filter): This type of filter allows partials in

the region of the cutoff frequency to pass. This will empha-

size the mid-range, and is suitable for creating sounds with

a unique character.

LPF (Low Pass Filter): This type of filter allows partials

lower than the cutoff frequency to pass. This is the most

common type of filter, and is useful when you want to

make the sound more mellow.
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[-12dB/-24dB] (Cutoff Slope)

This selects the slope of the filter.

When the indicator is dark the slope will be more gradual (-

12 dB/oct). When [-12dB/-24dB] is pressed to make the

indicator light, the fOter will have a steep slope (-24 dB/oct),

making a clearer distinction between the overtones which

pass through and those which do not.

level

i= -12dB
<•- -24dB

-24dB/oct
12dB/oct

frequency

[CUTOFF FREQ] (Cutoff Frequency)

This sets the cutoff frequency of the filter. Cutoff frequency

is the parameter whidi specifies the frequency at which the

filter will begin restricting (cutting off) the partials. By mod-

ifying the cutoff frequency you can control the brightness of

the sound. As the slider is raised, the cutoff frequency will

become higher, producing a brighter tone.

• Filter Type and Cutoff Frequency

When the filter is set to HPF, raising the cutoff frequency

will decrease the lower partials, making the sovmd brighter.

At the same time, the volume will also decrease. With high

settings of this parameter, some waveforms may produce

no sound at all.

Ig^gl
Waveform (in the case of square wave)

^fAt-fr\--

When the filter is set to BPF, only the partials in the fre-

quency range specified by the cutoff frequency will be

allowed to pass. With high .settings of this parameter, some

waveforms may produce no sound at all.

Waveform (in the case of square wave)

When the filter is set to LPF, lowering the cutoff frequency

will decrease the upper partials, making the sound more

mellow. At the same time, the volume will also decrease.

Wavefonn (in the case of square wave)

frequency

:\,

i

t

[RESONANCE]
As this slider is raised, the partials in the region of the cutoff

frequency will be emphasized, producing a distinctive

sound. If the slider is raised even further, a new sound will

be heard in addition to the stiund of OSC 1 and OSC 2 (this

is known as oscillation), so normally you should avoid

excessively high settings of this parameter.

LPF BPF HPF

Cutoff Frequency

-»- frequency l_

A
/tz

[KEY FOLLOW]
This sets the Key Follow depth for the filter. When the filter

is a LPF, a central setting of Key Follow will cause the cutoff

frequency to remain fixed, and unaffected by tlae pitch of

the sound (i.e., the note that you played). This means that as

you play higher notes, there will be fewer partials in the

sound, making it increasingly more mellow in comparison

to lower notes. As the knob is rotated toward the right,

higher notes will have a correspondingly higher cutoff fre-

quency, allowing high notes to remain bright. Key Follow to

+32, the sound will be the same brightness for all keys.

Conversely, when the knob is rotated toward the left of cen-

ter, playing Itigher notes will cause the cutoff frequency to

become lower, meaning that high notes will be even more

mellow than when the knob is in the center position.
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level level

1 low notes

1 2 3 4 s 6

parlials

level

high notes

frequency "
^ ^ j ^^ s 9

—

" frequency

partials

level

^

high notes \

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
- frequency

parlials

I I iN. , .
2 3 4 5 6 7 8" frequency

partials

KEY FOLLOW

Cutoff Frequency

. (octave)

+64 (+200%) +32 (+1 00%)

-64 (-100%)

MIH!ll!IIIHI!IM!IMI!lf
C2 C4 C6

For both HPF and BFF, raising the Key Follow setting will

allow you to play all notes with the same brightness.

* When [CUTOFF FREQ] is set to the center position, the

Key Follow effect will be clearly noticeable.

• Ways to use Key Follow

If you are playing a brass-type sound for a solo, you might

rotate [KEY FOLLOW] to the left of center so that high

notes will be more mellow. If you are playing the brass

sound as a backing part, you might rotate [KEY FOLLOW]

to the right of center so that the tone will remain flat.

[LFO 1 DEPTH]
When LFO 1 (p.63) is applied to cutoff frequency, this para-

meter determines the depth of the effect. As the knob is

rotated to the left of center, the effect will increase. As the

knob is rotated to the right of center, the LFO 1 waveform

will be inverted, and the effect will increase. With a setting

in the center position, LFO 1 will not affect the cutoff fre-

quency (brightness).

Cutoff Frequency

+ 1

time

[ENV DEPTH] (Envelope Depth)

This adjusts the depth of the Alter envelope. As tite knob is

rotated to the right of center, the filter envelope will have a

greater effect. As the knob is rotated to the right of center,

the filter envelope will be inverted, and it will have a

greater effect. With a setting in the center position, the filter

envelope will not affect the brightness.

Cutoff Frequency

ENV DEPTH

time

* If the Individual Trigger switch (p.88) is ON, and the

Trigger Destination is FILTER or FILTER&AMP, there

will be no filter envelope effect if you play only the key-

board of the JP-8000 (the Upper Part when the Key

Mode is Split). If you want the filter envelope to have an

effect, turn the Individual Trigger switch OFF.

* When applying a positive (+) envelope, the effect will be

more apparent if [CUTOFF FREQ] is set to a low setting.

When applying a negative (-) envelope, die effect will be

more apparent if [CUTOFF FREQ] is set to a high setting.

[A] (Attack Time) / [D] (Decay Time) /

[S] (Sustain Level) / [R] (Release Time)

These parameters set the Attack Time, Decay Time, Sustain

Level, and Release Time of the filter envelope. Raising a

slider will increase the corresponding value.

jj—[--^P_^ Cutoff Frequency

, A D RA \
Key-on Key-off

A: The time from when the note is played until the maxi-

mum brightness is reached

D; Tlie time until the brightness reaches a steady level

S: The level at which the brighbiess will remain steady

R: The time from when the note is released until the sound

disappears
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Modifying the Volume
(Amplifier)

The parameters of the AMP (Amplifier) section modify the

volume, and how the sound begins and ends.

J,_DiII3 st l^R=^

[LEVEL]

Specify the volume of the Patch. The volume will increase

as the knob is rotated toward the right.

The [LEVEL] setting is saved in the Patch, so if you want

each Patch to have a different volume, you can set each

Patch accordingly. In contrast, [VOLUME] is used to adjust

the volume of the entire JP-8000.

[AUTO/MANUAL]
Select one of three ways in which the volume or pan (stereo

position) will change.

OFF (dark): LFO 1 (p.63) will cyclically modulate the vol-

ume.

AUTO PAN (lit orange): LFO 1 will cyclically shift the pan-

ning between left and right.

MANUAL PAN (Ut red): Adjust [LFOl DEPTH] to pan the

sound to left or right.

* The LFO 1 Fade Time setting has no effect on Auto Pan.

* In the following cases, the Auto Pan and Manual Pan

effects will be unavailable.

When the sound is being input in MONO from the

OUTPUT jacks.

When Output Assign (p.85) is set to PARALLEL
OUT.

[LFO 1 DEPTH/PAN]
When [AUTO/MANUAL] is OFF (dark) or Auto Pan (lit

orange), this parameter determines how greatly LFO 1 will

be applied to Level or Pan. Rotating the knob toward the

right of center will produce greater change. Rotating the

knob toward the left of center will invert the LFO 1 wave-

form, and produce greater change in the opposite direction.

With a central setting, LFO 1 will not affect level or pan.

When [AUTO/MANUAL] is set to Manual Pan (lit red),

rotating the knob toward the right of center will pan the

sound toward the right, and rotating it toward the left of

center will pan the sound toward the left. With a central set-

ting, the sound will be heard from the center.

When [AUTO/MANUAL] is dark / lit orange

Volume/Pan
+ / R

time

When [AUTO/MANUAL] is lit red

[A] (Attack Time) / [D] (Decay Time) /

[S] (Sustain Level) / [R] (Release Time)

These parameters set the Attack Time, Decay Time, Sustain

Level, and Release Time of the amplifier envelope. Raising a

slider will increase the corresponding value.

g^A J. D_I1 sf C!rR;=*,

: : :

: : :

•- time

Key-on Key-off

A: The time from when the note is played until the maxi-

mum volume is reached

D: The time until the volume reaches a steady level

S: The level at wWch the volume will remain steady

R: The time from when the note is released until the sound

disappears

* If the Individual Trigger switch (p.88) is ON, and the

Trigger Destination is AMP or FILTER&AMP, the

amplitude envelope will not have an effect nor will

there be any sound if you play only the keyboard of the

JP-8000 (the Upper Part when the Key Mode is Split). If

you want notes to sound, turn the Individual Trigger

switch OFF.
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• Example of different envelopes

The following two Patches of the JP-8000 contain typical

amplifier envelope settings.

If you wish to create a decay-type sound like that of a piano,

or a sustain-type sound like that of an organ, an easy way to

do so is to select one of the following Patches and adjust the

sliders and knobs to your liking.

P: B87: Decay-type envelope

P: B88: Sustain-type envelope

Modulating the Sound
(LFO 1

)

The LFO 1 (Low Frequency Oscillator) section outputs a

waveform, just as the OSC 1 and OSC 2 sections. However

while the OSC 1 and OSC 2 waveforms are used to produce

the sound itself, the LFO 1 waveform is used to cyclically

modulate the pitch, brightness, or volume of the sound.

[WAVEFORM]
Select one of the following four choices as the LFO 1 output

waveform. The sound will be modulated in the way indicat-

ed by the selected LFO 1 waveform.

A/V (Triangle wave): The sound will be modulated con-

tinuously. This waveform is suitable for vibrato effects, etc.

fNj\ (Sawtooth wave): Wlien the sound reaches its mini-

mum setting, it will then return to the maximum, and then

begin to fall again. If the [LFO 1 DEPTH] in the OSC COM-
MON, FILTER, and AMP sections is rotated to the left of

center, the direction will be inverted. (When the sound
reaches its maximum setting, it will return to the minimum
and then begin to rise again.)

I |_J (Square wave): The sound will alternate between

two settings.

Jlllplj (Sample and hold): The sound will switch randomly

between various settings.

# Ambulance siren

An ambulance siren effect can be produced by selecting

square wave for LFO 1 and modulating the pitch.

pii "pii"

Pitch

"poh" "poh"

Increasing the [RATE] setting will produce a .soimd similar

to a telephone ringer.

The width of the pitch change can he adjusted by the OSC
COMMON section parameter [LFO 1 DEPTH).

[RATE]

This sets the modulation speed for LFO 1. At the knob is

rotated to the right, the modulation speed will increase.

* The LFO 1 Rate can be synchronized to the MIDI Clock

messages of a sequencer, etc. For details refer to "LFO

Sync" (p.87), and "Synchronizing Chorus, Delay, and

LF01"(p.96).

[FADE] (Fade Time)

Specify the time from when you press tlie key and the LFO

1 begins to apply until the modulation reaches the amount

specified by the Depth setting of each section. Rotating the

knob toward the right will lengthen the time until the full

amount of modulation is reached.

Fade Time

*- time

Key-on
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Modifying the Tone
(Tone Control)

The TONE CTRL (Tone Control) section lets you emphasize

or attenuate the low or high ranges of the sound to adjust

the tone to your preference.

TS3S^
^TONECONTOOI CHORUS-

BASS -raEBLE LEVEL TIME FEEDBACK

[BASS]

This knob emphasizes/attenuates the low frequency range.

Rotating the knob toward the right of center will emphasize

the low frequency range, producing a more solid sound.

Rotating it toward the left of center will attenuate the low

frequency range.

[TREBLE]

Tliis knob emphasizes /attenuates the high frequency range.

Rotating tl\c knob toward the right of center will emphasize

the high frequency range, producing a more crisp sound.

Rotating it toward the left of center will attenuate the high

frequency range.

Adding Spaciousness and
Depth to the Sound (Chorus)

Chorus is a function that adds spaciousness and depth to the

sound. The settings of the CHORUS section determine how the

Chorus effect is applied. You can also select the type of chorus

in the [EFFECTS] setting in the lower line of the display.

TONE COrjTROI
BASS TREBLE

CHORUS„
LEVEL FEEDBACK

[LEVEL]

Specify the amount of the cliorus effect. As the knob is rotat-

ed toward the right, chorus will be applied more heavily.

Changing the t/pe of Chorus (Chorus Type)

The type of chorus can be changed as appropriate for the

sound or song that you are playing. TheJP-8000 provides 12

types of chorus.

SUPER CHORUS SLW: Slow chorus with deep modula-

tion.

SUPER CHORUS MID: Chorus with medium modulation.

SUPER CHORUS EST: Fast chorus with shallow modula-

tion.

SUPER CHORUS CLR: Chorus with a transparent feeling.

More chorus will be applied to the high range, producing a

light sensation.

FLANGER SLOW: Hanger with delayed modulation.

FLANGER DEEP: Flanger with deep modulation.

FLANGER FAST: Flanger with fast modulation.

DEEP PHASING SLW: Slow phasing with deep modula-

tion.

JET PHASING: An effect reminiscent of a jet airplane tak-

ing off and landing.

TWISTING: An effect as though the sound were being

twisted.

FREEZE PHASE 1/2: A short delay. This is effective in

adding a metallic resonance.

1. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [EFFECTS]

([8]).

The [EFFECTS] indicator will light.

2. Press [EFFECTS] to access the Chorus Type setting

page.

Chorus Type
SUPER CHORUS SLU

3. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to select the desired Chorus Type.

4. When you have finished, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

The Chorus Type has now been selected.

* The chorus Rate (speed of modulation) can be syncluo-

nized to MIDI Clock messages from a sequencer, etc. For

details refer to "Chorus Sync" (p.86), and "Synchronizing

Chorus, Delay, and LFO 1" (p.96).
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Adding an Echo Effect

(Delay)

Delay is an effect that adds echoes to the sound. The set-

tings of the DELAY section affect how the delay sound is

heard. You can also select the type of delay in the

[EFFECTS] setting in the lower line of the display.

iiii^nHf

FEEDBACK

[LEVEL]

Specify the amount of the delay sound relative to the origi-

nal (undelayed) sound. As the knob is rotated toward the

right, the delay sound will become louder.

[TIME] (Deray Time)

Specify the time (interval between delays) from when a key

is pressed to play a sound until when the delayed sound is

heard. As the knob is rotated toward the right, the time will

become longer.

level

' 'note played delayed sounds
^

time

Delay Time

' It is also possible to synchronize the Delay Time to the

MIDI Clock messages from a sequencer, etc. For details

refer to "Delay Sync" (p. 86), and "Synchronizing

Chorus, Delay, and LFO 1" (p.96).

[FEEDBACK]
Specify the amount of feedback for the delayed sound; i.e.,

tlie way in which the delayed sounds will gradually dimin-

ish over time. With small amounts of feedback, the delayed

sounds will diminish quickly after you release the key. As

the knob is rotated toward the right, the feedback will

increase, and the delayed sounds will diminish over a

longer interval after you release the key.

level

FEEDBACK
• time

level

time

Changing the type of delay (Delay Type)

The type of delay can be changed as appropriate for the

sound or song that you are playing. The JP-8000 provides 5

types of delay.

PANNING L->R: The delayed sound is assigned to left and

right in the order of left -> right.

PANNING R->L: The delayed sound is assigned to left and

right in the order of right -left.

PANNING SHORT: The delayed sound is assigned to left

and right in the order of left - right. The delay time is 1/4

of PANNING L->R.

MONO SHORT: The delayed sound is assigned to the cen-

ter. The delay time is the same as PANNING SHORT.

MONO LONG: The delayed sound is assigned to the cen-

ter. The delay time is twice that of PANNING L->R/R->L.

* The delay time will differ depending on the delay type.

When [TIME] is rotated fully toward the right, the delay

time for each delay type will be as follows.

MONO LONG= 1250 ms (1.25 seconds)

PANNING L->R/R->L= 625 ms

PANNING SHORT, MONO SHORT= 156 ms

* In the following cases, the parming delay effect cannot

be obtained.

If the sound is being sent from the output jacks in

MONO.

If Output Assign (p.85) is set to PARALLEL OUT.

1. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [EFFECTS]

([8]).

Tlie [EFFECTS] indicator will light.

2. Press [EFFECTS] to access the Delay Type setting page.

[:ii=.1.5'_i j'_ip!=i

PfiHNINi3 L->R

3. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to select the desired Delay Type.

4. When you have finished, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

The Delay Type has now been selected.

• Effect connections

The effects (Tone Control, Delay, Chorus) of the JF-8000 are

connected as follows.

1

TONE
CONTROL

DELAY
J

CHORUS PAN

Jh

-LOUT

-ROUT
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chapter 4. Taking Advantage of

the Performance Functions

In addition to the parameters which were explained in chapter 3, the JP-8000 provides a variety of functions that you can use

to modify the sound in real-time.

Controlling Multiple Parameters

Simultaneously (Ribbon Controller)

The ribbon controller allows the sound to be modified as if

many sliders/knobs were moved at the same time. Also,

you can press or release a given spot on the ribbon con-

troller to create instantaneous tonal changes that would be

impossible to create by moving the slider/knobs.

Other than Relative (p.67) and Hold (p.67), all ribbon con-

troller settings can be made independently for each Patch.

The Relative and Hold settings apply to the entire JP-8000.

Parts to which the ribbon controller effect

will apply

The Parts to which the ribbon controller effect will apply

will depend on the Key Mode.

Single, Split: The effect will apply to the Patch of the Part

selected by Panel Select.

Dual: Regardless of the Panel Select setting, the effect will

apply to the Patches of both Parts. If you wish to apply an

effect only to the Patch of one or the other Part, you can

erase the ribbon controller settings of the other Patch.

Parameters vsrhich can be modified by the

ribbon controller

The parameters of any sliders/knobs except for [VOLUME]

and [TEMPO] can be modified by the ribbon controller.

When controlling followiiig parameters by Ribbon

Controller, a positive (+) setting will allow control in the

positive (+) direction, and a negative {-) setting will allow

control in the negative direction. It is not possible to control

the parameter through the center (0) position.

[LFOl DEPTH] of the OSC Common section

[ENV DEPTH] of the OSC Common section

[LFOl DEPTH] of tlie Filter section

[ENV DEPTH] of the Filter section

[LFOl DEPTH/PAN] of the Amp section (except

when Manual Pan)

[DEPTH] of the LF02 section

I
Ribbon Controller Settings

Here you can specify the range over which the parameter

will change when you move your finger from the center to

the right edge of the ribbon controller. The range of change

that occurs when you move from the center to the left edge

will be set automatically.

t
m

value when you touch

!""the right edge

; value when you touch

- the center

; value when you touch

the left edge

width of parameter change controlled

by the ribbon controller

By moving the slider/knob in the opposite direction, you

can also make settings so that the parameter value decreas-

es when the ribbon is touched further toward its right edge.

1 . Move the sliders/knobs to create the sound that will be

heard when the ribbon controller is touched in the

center (or when the ribbon controller is not touched).

These operations will determine the basic values from

which the various parameters will begin to change.

2. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN].

The indicator will blink, and the ribbon controller assign

page will appear.

if settings have already been made

RIBBON
Aw* .

I

°
I

Ribbon Assign
fill C:l ear [WRITE]

if settings have not yet been made

Ribbon fissi9n
(Not Assigned)

To cancel the settings, press [RIBBON ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

3. Create the sound that will be heard when the ribbon

control is touched at the right edge.

These operations will determine the width over which the

parameters will change.

4. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The indicator will change to lit, and the previovis display

will reappear.

This completes ribbon controller settings.
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If ribbon controller settings have been made, the [RIBBON

ASSIGN] indicator will always be lit. Conversely, if the

[RIBBON ASSIGN] indicator is dark, no parameter changes

have been assigned, and the sound will not change if you

touch the ribbon controller.

5. Return the sliders/knobs to the positions in which

they were set for step 1

.

When the ribbon controller is operated, the various parame-

ter values will change in tlie amount specified by step 3, rel-

ative to the current slider/knob positions.

This means that if you move the sliders/knobs after making

settings, this will change the parameter values that are pro-

duced when you touch the center of the ribbon controller.

The width of the change will not be affected.

* When you wish to check the width of the parameter

change, press [RIBBON ASSIGN] while appearing the

Temporary Scope display, and then move the

sliders/knobs (Ribbon Scope, p.53).

value when right edge

is touched

value when center

is touched

J
value when lett edge

is touched

value when right edge

;
"*

is touched

Z ^ value when center

; is touched

; value when left edge

Is touched

moved while keeping ttie same range of change

If the ribbon controller is used simultaneously with

Velocit)' or Motion Control, any overlapping parameters

will have their values added to produce the resulting

change.

I
Using the Ribbon Controller to

Change the Pitch

By including pitch bend in the ribbon controller settings,

you can change the pitch at the same dme that you modify

other parameters.

The Bend Range (the width of the pitch change) is the same

as the pitch bend lever's Bend Range (p.72).

C4

Bend Range

f

1. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN].

The indicator will blink, and the ribbon controller setting

page will appear.

2. Move the Pitch Bend Lever to the right edge.

3. To end settings, press [RIBBON ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The [RIBBON ASSIGN] indicators will change to lit, and the

previous display will reappear.

Pitch settings have now been made for the ribbon controller.

I
Changing the Way the Sound is

Controlled (Relative)

Each time you press [RELATIVE], you will switch \he way

in which the sound will change when you touch the ribbon

controller.

When this is Off, the sound that results when you touch the

center of the ribbon controller will be fixed, meaning that

the sound will be different depending on where you touch

the ribbon. When this is On the indicator will light, and the

sound will initially remain imchanged regardless of where

you touch the ribbon, and will change only when you move

your finger. Thus, if you want the change to begin from the

sound that you are now playing, set Relative On.

RIBBON
CONTROLLER

REI^TIVE HOLD

C^D CZD

I
Sustaining the Change in the

Sound (Hold)

Each time you press [HOLD], the Hold function will be

switched on/ off. When this is On the indicator will light,

and the sound at the moment you take your finger off the

ribbon controller will be maintained. When this is Off, the

change in tlie sound will continue only as long as you con-

tinue pressing the ribbon controller.

RIBBON
CONTROLLER

RELATIVE H^P

I

If you select a different Patch or Performance while still

pressing the ribbon controller or while Hold is On, the

changes produced by the ribbon controller will be

added to the settings of tlie Patch, and the sound will be

different than the original Patdt.

Canceling the Settings of a
Parameter

If you wish to cancel the settings only for a specific parame-

ter of the parameters being controlled, use the following

procedure to set the width of change to for that parameter.

1

.

Move the slider/knob to the lowest (far left) position

for the parameter whose settings you wish to cancel.

2. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN].

The indicator will blink, and the ribbon controller setting

page will appear.
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3. Slightly raise (or rotate to the right) the slider/knob,

and then return it to the lowest (far left) position.

:ti

4. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The indicator will light (or go dark if all parameters were

canceled), and the previous display will reappear.

The parameter settings have now been canceled.

5. Move the slider/knob to the desired position.

* You can also set the width of change to fir that para-

meter by Wbbon Scope (p.53).

Canceling the bend range setting

1 . Press [RIBBON ASSIGN].

The indicator will blink, and the ribbon controller setting

page will appear.

2. Move the Pitch Bend Lever to the left edge.

3. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The indicator will change to lit (or dark if all parameters have

been canceled), and the previous display will reappear.

The bend range settings have now been erased.

I
Canceling the Settings of All

Parameters

1 . Press [RIBBON ASSIGN].

The indicator will blink, and the ribbon controller setting

page will appear.

2. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed."

All parameter settings have now been canceled.

3. Press [RIBBON ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The indicator will go dark, and the previous display will reappear.

Using Keyboarci Dynamics to

Affect Parameters (Velocity)

You can use velocity (the force (speed) at which notes are

played/released) to simultaneously control muldple para-

meters in the same way as you can using the ribbon con-

troller.

Velocity settings can be made independently for each Patch.

I
Velocity On/Off

Pressing [VELOCITY] will toggle Velocity on/off. When
this is On, the indicator will light, and velocity will affect

the sound as specified by your settings (see the following

paragraphs). When this is Off, the sound will not change in

response to your playing dynamics.

VELOCITY

* When Velocity is Off, sound will be produced as though

the Note On velocity (the speed at which the key was

pressed) and the Note Off velocity (the speed at which

the key was released) were 80 (in a range of 127 steps).

This also applies when note messages are received from

an external MIDI device.

On the JP-8000, these are referred to as the standard

velocity values.

Parameters which can be modified by
velocity

Tine parameters of any sliders/knobs except for [VOLUME]
and [TEMPO] can be modified by velocity.

The [R] of the Filter and Amp sections are controlled by

Note-off velocity. All other parameters are controlled by

Note-on velocity.

When controlling following parameters by velocity, a posi-

tive (+) setting will allow control in tlie positive (+) direc-

tion, and a negative (-) setting will allow control in the neg-

ative direction. It is not possible to control the parameter

through the center (0) position.

[LFOl DEPTH] of the OSC Common secdon

[ENV DEPTH] of the OSC Common section

(LFOl DEPTH] of the Filter section

[ENV DEPTH] of the Filter section

[LFOl DEPTH/PAN] of the Amp section (except

when Manual Pan)

[DEPTH] of the LF02 section

I
Velocity Settings

When you set the width of the parameter change that will

occur when velocity changes from the standard value to the

maximum value (127), the width of the parameter change

that will occur when velocity changes from the standard

value to the minimum value (0) will be set automatically.
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t
1

value for

Z
"* maximum velocity

2 value for

-
"* standard velocity

; value for

minimum velocity

widtfi of parameter change in

response to velocity

By moving the slider/knob in the opposite direction, you

can also make settings that cause the parameter value to

decrease as velocity increases.

1 . Press [VELOCITY] to turn Velocity On.

2. Move the sliders/knobs to create the sound that will be

produced by notes played with the standard velocity

value.

3. Press [VELOCITY ASSIGN].

The indicator will blink, and the velocity assign page will appear,

if settings have already been made

vELOcrry

Ue 1 oc i t-y fl=s i 9n
fill Cle-arEWRITE]

if settings have not yet been made

Uelocit-y Hssi'Sn
a-lot fissigned:;'

To cancel the settings, press [VELOCITY ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

4. Create the sound that will be produced by notes

played with the maximum velocity.

These operations will determine tlie width over which the

parameters will change.

5. Press [VELOCITY ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The indicator will change to lit, and the previous display

will reappear.

This completes velocity settings.

If velocity settings have been made, the [VELOCITY

ASSIGN] indicator will always be lit. Conversely, if the

[VELOCITY ASSIGN] indicator is dark, no parameter

changes have been assigned, and the sound will not change

in response to your playing dynamics even if the [VELOCI-

TY] indicator is lit.

6. Return the sliders/knobs to the positions in which

they were set for step 2.

When the keyboard is played with different velocities, the

various parameter values will change in the amount speci-

fied by step 4, relative to the current slider/knob positions.

This means that if you move the sliders/knobs after making

settings, this will change the parameter values that are pro-

duced when you play at the standard velocity. The width of

the change will not be affected.

When you wish to check the width of the parameter

change, press [VELOCITY ASSIGN] while appearing the

Temporary Scope display, and then move the

sliders/knobs (Velocity Scope, p.53).

TT

value wtien velocity

" is maximum

value when velocity

is standard

I
value when velocity

is minimum

value when velocity

' is maximum

value when velocity
' is standard

value when velocity

is minimum

moved while keeping the same range of change

If velocity is used simultaneously with Ribbon controller

or Motion Control, any overlapping parameters will

have their values added to produce the resulting

change.

• Brass instrument attacks

On brass irLstniments such as the trumpet, an "instability in

pitch" occurs when breath is first blown into the instru-

ment. The degree of this instability depends on the force of

the breath.

By setting OSC COMMON [LFO 1 & ENV DESTINATION]

to OSC 1+2, and setting OSC COMMON [PITCH ENV
DEPTH] and AMP [LEVEL] for velocity, softly played notes

will have little pitch change, and strongly played notes will

have a large pitch change, producmg a more realistic simu-

lation of a brass instrument.

softly blown strongly blown

Z^pitch pitch

I
Canceling the Settings of a
Parameter

If you wish to cancel the settings only for a specific parame-

ter of the parameters being controlled, use the following

procedure to set the width of change to for that parameter.

1 . Move the slider/knob to the lowest (or the far left) posi-

tion for the parameter whose settings you wish to cancel.

2. Press [VELOCITY ASSIGN].

The indicator will blink, and the velocity setting page will

appear.

3. Slightly raise (or rotate to the right) the slider/knob,

and then return it to the lowest (far left) position.

m\
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4. Press [VELOCITY ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The iiidkator will light (or go dark if all parameters were

canceled), and the previous display wiU reappear.

Tlie parameter settings have now heen canceled.

5. Move the slider/knob to the desired position.

* You can also set the widtli of change to fir that para-

meter by Velocity Scope (p.53).

I
Canceling the Settings of All

Parameters

1 . Press [VELOCITY ASSIGN].

The indicator will blink, and the velocity setting page will

appear.

2. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed."

All parameter settings have now been canceled.

3. Press [VELOCITY ASSIGN] or [EXIT].

The indicator will go dark, and the previous display will

reappear.

Playing Single Notes

(Mono/Legato)

When using a solo instrument sound or when playing sin-

gle-note solos, it is convenient to select Mono or Legato so

that even if two keys are pressed simultaneously, notes will

not overlap or be blurred.

Mono/Legato can be set independently for each Patch.

I
Mono On/Off

Pressing [MONO] will toggle Mono on/off. When this is on,

the indicator will light, and single notes can be played.

When this is Off, up to 8 notes can be played simultaneously.

MCfK)

c3d

I
Switching Mono/Legato

When the [MONO] indicator is lit, you can hold down
[SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [MONO] to switch the status of

the lit indicator (mono/legato). The dark status of the indi-

cator will not change.

MONO (lit red); Notes will be articulated individually aiid

cleanly. If you combine this setting with Portamento, your

playing will be smoothed.

LEGATO (lit orange): Only one note at a time will sound as

same as MONO. This setting lets you play smootlily witlv

out breaks between notes only when you play legato.

• About Legato

Legato generally refers to the playing technique in which

two successive notes are played smoothly without a break.

On the JP-HOOO, when you play the next key before taking

your finger off the previously-played key, the new note will

be played without an attack, and only the pitch wiU change,

causing the new note to be smoothly connected.

Legato

lime

C4
Key-on

E4
Key-on

C4, E4
Key-off

Attacks disappear and ttie notes are connected smoothly

lUono

C4
Key-on

E4
Key-on

C4, E4
Key-off

Eacfi note tias an attacl<

• When to use Mono or Legato

It is effective to use Mono/Legato when you are playing

wind instruments or analog synth sounds etc. with single-

note lines, or when playing synth lead.

If Mono and Portamento are combined, the sound will

always change smoothly. However if Legato is selected, two

notes will be seamlessly joined only when you play legato.

This allows you to use playing technique to determine

whether notes will be slurred or not.

Smoothly Changing the Pitch

Between Notes (Portamento)

Portamento is a function that smoothly changes the pitch

from the first-played note to the pitch of the next-played

note. It is effective to use Portamento when playing in

Mono mode.

Portamento settings can be made independently for each

Patch.
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I
Portamento On/Off

Each time you press [PORTAMENTO], the Portamento

effect will be turned on/off. When if is on the indicator will

light, and the pitch of the sound will change smoothly, simi-

larly to the way in which notes on a string instrument such

as a violin can be shifted smoothly by sliding the finger

which is pressing the string along the fingerboard without

releasing the string. This effect is especially effective when

playing sounds such as whistle or trombone.

aiUENTO

I
Setting the Duration of the Pitch

Change (Portamento Time)

Rotate [TIME] to set the time over which the pitch will

change (Portamento Time). As the knob is rotated toward

the right, the Portamento Time will become longer, and the

pitch change will be slower.

I pitch

Portamento Time

Playing in a Range Beyond the Keyboard

(Oscillator Shift / Keyboard Shift)

If you wish to play notes in a range that extends higher or

lower than the range of the JP-8000's keyboard, you can

change the pitch produced by the keyboard in octave units.

For example if you wish to play a bass sound in a range that

is lower than the JP-8000's keyboard extends, you can sim-

ply press a button to shift the pitches of the keyboard

downward an octave. The pitch can be changed in one-

octave steps in the following two ways.

_OSC SHIFT-

I
Oscillator Shift

This method changes the pitch of each Patch. It is conve-

luent to use this method when you wish to change just the

Patch of a specific Part in Dual or Split modes.

Pressing [-OCT] will lower the pitch in one-octave steps,

and pressing [+OCT] will raise it in one-octave steps.

OscUlator Shift can be set individually for each Patch.

H=t'iM'M.)-Hillai
-pfy +OCT

3C
-20CT ([-OCT] lit red) : Lower the pitch two octaves

-lOCr ([-OCT] lit orange) : Lower the pitch one octave

OOCT (dark) : Normal pitch

+10CT ([-OCT] lit orange) : Raise the pitch one octave

+20CT ([-OCT] lit red) : Raise the pitch two octaves

I
Keyboard Shift

This method simultaneously changes the pitch of the

Patches of both the Upper and Lower Part. Since the pitch

of both Patches is changed simultaneously, this method is

convenient when you wish to preserve the relative pitch of

the two Patches, such as when using Dual mode.

Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [-OCT]/[+OCT],

and the Oscillator Shift buttons will change to the Keyboard

Shift buttons. Keyboard Shift settings are displayed in the

same way as Oscillator Shift settings, and the other button

indicator will light green (refer to the diagram below).

To restore the buttons to the Oscillator Shift function, once

again hold down [SHIFT] and press [-OCT]/[+OCT].

The Keyboard Shift setting is common to the entire JP-8000.

-10CT
OSC S«FT

+10CT
_OSC SHIFT-

+20CT

J L

H=i'J,I.Md.l.-l8faTl

orange green green orange green red

• Differences between Oscillator Shift and Keyboard Shift

Oscillator Shift is a function that changes the pitch of the

Patch itself. This means that, for example, if you set

Oscillator Shift to +1 octave. Note messages received from

MIDI IN will be played one octave higher. Conversely, Note

messages transmitted from MIDI OUT will not be affected.

In contrast. Keyboard Shift changes the pitch of the key-

board. For example if you set Keyboard Shift to +1 Octave,

the result is as if the keyboard were sUd one octave toward

the right, and notes that will sound will be one octave high-

er than the keys you play. In this case. Note messages that

are one octave higher will be transmitted from MIDI OUT.

Conversely, Note messages that are received at MIDI IN

will not be played an octave higher than normal.
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Transposing your Performance
(Part Transpose)

Part Transpose allows you to modify the pitch that is pro-

duced when you play the keyboard, over a range of +/-2

octaves. When you need to adjust the key to other instru-

ments or a vocal performer, you can use the Part Transpose

function to change the pitch while still using the same fin-

gering as before. TWs function also allows songs in a diffi-

cult key (with many sharps or flats) to be played in a simple

key with easier fingering. Since Part Transpose can be set

independently for each Part of a Performance, you can use

it to create pitch differences between the pitch of the Parts

to produce parallel harmony at a 4th or 5th interval.

I

Note messages transmitted from MIDI OUT are not

transposed.

Part Transpose Settings

1 . Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [PFM PART] ([2]).

The [PFM PART] indicator will light.

2. Press [PFM PART] to access the Part Transpose setting

page.

Part Tr.anspose
UPPERS +5

3. Use [LOWERl/[UPPERl to select the Part whose setting

you wish to change.

4. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to modify the value.

5. To end settings, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

This completes Part Transpose settings.

Changing the Pitch (Pitch
Bend Lever)

When the pitch bend lever is moved to left or right, the

pitch of the sounds you play will change.

Bend Range (tlie range of pitch change) can be set indepen-

dently for each Patch.

Parts to which the Pitch Bend Lever effect

will apply

The Part(s) to whicli the Pitch Bend Lever effect wiU apply

will depend on the key mode.

Single, Split: The effect wiU apply to the Patch of the Part

selected by Panel Select.

Dual: Regardless of Panel Select, the effect will apply to the

Patches of both Parts. If you wish to apply the effect only to

the Patch of a certain Part, set the Bend Range of that Patch

too.

I
Bend Range Settings

The Bend Range is set using the keyboard. Centered on C4
(middle C), you can specify a range of up to -^/-2 octaves in

semitone steps,

1. Press [BEND RANGE].

The indicator will blink, and the Bend Range setting page

will appear.

if a setting has been made

BEND

Bend R-anSt' fisyn
fill CI ear [WRITE

3

if no setting has been made

Bend Ran9e Hs9n
( No t- fi£s i 9ned

)

2. Press a key to the left of C4.

The range from C4 to that key will be the Bend Range avail-

able when the Pitch Bend lever is moved toward the left.

C4
T

BendRar^

t

Pitch Bend lever

To cancel the setting, press [BEND RANGE] or [EXIT].

3. Press a key to the right of C4.

The range from C4 to that key will be the Bend Range avail-

able when the Pitch Bend lever is moved toward the right.

4. Press [BEND RANGE] or [EXIT].

The indicator will change to lit, and the previous display

will reappear.

This completes Bend Range settings.

If Bend Range has been set, the [BEND RANGE] indicator

will always be lit. Conversely, when the [BEND RANGE]
indicator is dark, no setting has been made, and moving the

Pitch Bend lever will not change the pitch.
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• Guitar vibrato tailpiece simulation

If tlie left Bend Range is set to the maximum (2 octaves),

you will be able to produce a sudden drop in pitch similar

to that produced by leaning on the vibrato arm of an electric

guitar.

I
Canceling the Bend Range
Setting

1. Press [BEND RANGE).

The indicator will blink, and the Bend Range setting page

will appear.

2. Press [WRITE] or press the C4 key.

The bend range settings have now been canceled.

3. Press [BEND RANGE].

The indicator will go dark, and the previous display will

reappear.

To modify only the pitch of one side

If you wish to modify only the bend range for one side of

the Pitch Bend lever, cancel the bend range settings and

then re-make bend range settings just for the side that you

wish to modify.

Adding Cyclic Change
(Modulation Lever (LFO 2))

Chapter 3 explained how to use LFO 1 to cyclically modu-

late the sound, but you can also u.se the Modulation lever to

apply modulation from LFO 2 at a different frequency than

LFO 1. The LFO 2 waveform is triangle wave.

O PITCH

OFILTEn

oamp

Since the sound will be affected only when you push the

Modulation lever away from yourself, this is a useful way

to add accents to your performance.

LFO 2 settings are made independently for each Patch.

Parts to which the Modulation Lever effect

vi^ill apply

The Part(s) to which the Pitch Bend Lever effect will apply

will depend on the key mode.

Single, Split: The effect will apply to the Patch of the Part

selected by Panel Select.

Dual: Regardless of Panel Select, die effect will apply to the

Patches of both Parts. If you wish to apply the effect only to

the Patch of a certain Part, set the Depth of that Patch to 0.

I
Selecting the Object of Setting the

Modulation Depth (Depth Select)

Press [DEPTH SELECT] to select one of die following three

objects for which you will set the depth of modulation.

When the Modulation lever is moved, the pitch, brightness,

and volume will be modified simultaneously, each accord-

ing to the Rate and the various Depth settings that you have

made.

PITCH: Set the depth of the LFO 2 effect on pitch. This pro-

duces vibrato.

FILTER: Set the depth of the LFO 2 effect on the filter

(brightness). This produces a wah effect.

AMP (amplifier): Set the depth of the LFO 2 effect on the

amplifier (volume). This produces tremolo.

I
Setting the Modulation Depth
(Depth)

Rotate [DEPTH] to set the depth of the LFO 2 effect on the

currently selected Depth Select item (PITCH, FILTER, or

AMP).

Rotating the knob to the right of center will produce a

greater effect. Rotating the knob to the left of center will

invert the LFO 2 waveform and produce a greater effect.

With a setting of center, LFO 2 will not affect the sound.

time

• Hints for use

By raising OSC COMMON [LFO 1 DEPTH], selecting FIL-

TER for LFO 2 [DEPTH SELECT] and pushing the

Modulation lever away from yourself, you can modify the

pitch and brightne.ss at different speeds.
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I
Setting the Modulation Speed
(Rote)

Rotate [RATE] to set the speed of modulation for LFO 2.

Rotating the knob toward the right will produce faster mod-

ulation.

The Rate setting is common to PITCH, FILTER, and AMP.
These cannot be set separately.

Using a Pedal to Control Your
Performance (Control Pedal)

The Control Pedal allows you to adjust the volume or to

control the parameters of the front panel sliders/knobs. You

will need to connect an expression pedal to the Control

Pedal jack.

The function of the Control Pedal can be set independently

for each Performance.

OFF: No change will occur.

MODULATION: CCOl: The same change will occur as

when the Modulation lever is moved.

PANFOT: CCIO: Pan (stereo position) will be modified.

EXPRESSION: CCll: The volume will be adjusted.

LFOl RATE, LFOl FADE - AMP LF02 DEPTH, RIBBON
UP, RIBBON DOWN: You can select one slider/knob from

the front panel (with the exception of [VOLUME] and

[TEMPO]) and use pedal operations to modify the corre-

sponding parameter. RIBBON UP and RIBBON DOWN will

produce the same changes as when the Ribbon Controller is

operated (UP is from the center toward the right, and

DOWN is from the center toward the left).

* CC indicates the Controller number (p. 107).

Parts to which the Control Pedal effect will

apply

The Part(s) to which the Control Pedal effect will apply will

depend on the key mode and on the function that is select-

ed.

Single, Split: Tlie effect will apply to the Patch of the Part

selected by Panel Select.

Dual (when MODULATION, PANPOT, EXPRESSION, RIB-

BON UP, or RIBBON DOWN is selected): Regardless of

Panel Select, the effect will apply to the Patches of both

Parts.

Dual (for other selections): The effect will apply to the Patch

of the Part selected bv Panel Select.

I
Pedal Settings

1. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [PFM COM-
MON] ([1]).

The [PFM COMMON] indicator will light.

2. Press [PFM COMMON] to access the Control Pedal

Assign page.

Pedal Assign
EXPRESSIONS CCll

3, Use [DOWN]/[UP] to select the desired function.

To select a panel slider/knob (LFO 1 RATE-AMP LF02
DEPTH), you can simply move the desired slider/knob and

its fimction will be selected. To select the Ribbon Controller

(RIBBON UP, RIBBON EKDWN), press the right edge or the

left edge of the Ribbon Controller.

Pedal fissi'Sn
LFOl RATE

4. To complete the setting, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

This completes the Control Pedal function assignment.

Sustaining the Sound
(Hold Pedal)

When a pedal switch is connected to the Hold Pedal jack,

notes you play will be sustained as long as you press the

pedal. The sound of newly-pressed keys will be layered

onto currently-sounding notes. This is the same function as

the damper pedal of a piano.

Parts to which the Hold Pedal effect will

apply

The Part(s) to which the Hold Pedal effect will apply will

depend on the key mode.

Single, Split: Tlie effect will apply to the Patch of the Part

selected by Panel Select.

Dual: Regardless of Panel Select, the effect will apply to the

Patches of both Parts.
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Chapter 5« Playing Arpeggios and Original

Patterns (Arpeggiator / RPS)

The arpeggiator and the RPS function can be used to produce automatic playback from the keyboard.

Playing Arpeggios
(Arpeggiator)

The arpeggiator (UP, DOWN, UP&DOWN, RANDOM)
allows you to play arpeggios (broken chords) simply by

liolding a chord.

* The data of the arpeggios will be transmitted from the

MIDI OUT connector.

ARPEGGIATOR/RPS
OUP-

-j ODOWN-jnpS
J on

—

1

OWN-JHI

.-J

RANGE 010CT
I \ 02OCT
'

* 3ocr
040CT

ARp HOLD anec

C^D L
l-ROM PLAV-^

Parts >vhich >vill be arpeggiated

The Part(s) which will be arpeggiated will depend on the

key mode.

Single: The Part selected by Panel Select can be arpeggiated.

Dual: The sound of only the Upper/Lower, only the Upper,

or both the Lower and Upper Parts can be layered. For

details refer to "Selecting the Part for Arpeggiation in Dual

Mode (Arpeggio Destination)" (p.76).

Split: Only the Lower Part will be arpeggiated. By setting

Oscillator Shift to a positive (+) setting, you can cause the

arpeggio to be played with notes higher than the Lower

keyboard area.

I
Arpeggiator Settings

Arpeggiator Settings can be made independently for each

Performance.

[ON/OFF]
Turn the arpeggiator/RPS on/off. When this is On the indi-

cator will light, and the keyboard will play either arpeggios

or original patterns. When this is Off the indicator will be

dark, and the keyboard can be played normally.

[MODE]
Select one of the following five modes for the

arpeggiator/RPS.

UP: The keys you press will sound in order of pitch begin-

ning with the lowest.

DOWN: The keys you press will sound in order of pitch

beginning with the highest.

UP&DOWN: The keys you press will sound in order of

pitch, going from lowest to highest, and then back down to

lowest. For this setting, both the UP and the DOWN indica-

tors will light.

RND: The keys you press will sound in random order.

RPS: You can play original patterns simply by pressing a

single key. For this setting, the UP, DOWN, and RND indi-

cators will all be lit.

* The Mode setting can be changed even when arpeggia-

tor/RPS is off.

[RANGE]
Select one of the following four ranges in which the arpeg-

gio will sound.

1 OCT : The arpeggio will sound in a one octave range

(only the notes of the chord that you press).

2 OCT

3 OCT

4 OCT

The arpeggio will sound in a two-octave range.

The arpeggio will sound in a three-octave range.

The arpeggio will sound in a four-octave range.

* When Mode is set to RPS, the Range setting has no

effect.

* The Range setting can be changed even when arpeggia-

tor/RPS is off.

[ARP HOLD]
This switches Hold on/off for the arpeggiator/RPS. When

Hold is On the indicator will light, and the arpeggio or RPS

pattern will continue playing even if you take your fingers

off the keys. If you play a different chord or key while the

arpeggio or RPS pattern is being held, the arpeggio or pat-

tern will change.

To stop the arpeggio or pattern, press [ARP HOLD] to turn

Hold off. When Hold is off, the arpeggio or pattern will

play only while you continue pressing the key(s).

* If you have selected RPS as the Mode, you can press the

C2 key (RPS STOP) to stop the patterns without turning

Hold off.

[TEMPO]
This sets the tempo of the arpeggio/RPS and Motion

Control (p.81). Rotating the knob toward the right will

speed up the tempo.

* It is also possible to synchronize the tempo to MIDI

Clock messages transmitted by a sequencer etc. For

details refer to "MIDI Sync" (p.90), and "Synchronizing

the Arpeggio, Pattern, and Motion" (p.95).
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I
changing the Beat of the

Arpeggio (Arpeggio Beat Pattern)

This setting determines the Beat Pattern of the arpeggio.

The location of the accents and tlie note lengths of the

arpeggio will change, modifying the beat (rhytlun).

The Beat Pattern can be set independently for each

Performance.

Beat Pattern types

1/4, 1/6, 1/8, 1/12, 1/16, 1/32, PORTA-Al-11, PORTA-
Bl-15, SEQUENCE-Al-7, SEQUENCE-Bl-5,
SEQUENCE-Cl-2, SEQUENCE-Dl-8, ECHOl-3,
MUTEl-16, STRUMMINGl-8, REFRAINl-2, PER-

CUSSIONl-4, WALKING BASS, HARP, RANDOM
* If you have selected RPS as the Mode, the Beat Pattern

setting will have no effect.

1. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [PFM COM-
MON] ([1]).

The [PFM COMON] indicator will light.

2. Press [PFM COMMON] to access the Beat Pattern set-

ting page.

flf-p Beat Pattern
i.--4

3. Use [DOWNl/[UP] to set the value.

4. When you finish making settings, press [EXIT].

Tlie previous display will reappear.

Tlie Beat Pattern setting has now been made.

I
Selecting the Part for Arpeggiation in

Dual Mode (Arpeggio Destination)

When the Key mode is Dual, you can select one of two ways

in which the Upper or Lower Part will be arpeggiated.

The Arpeggio Destination can be set independently for each

Performance.

LOWER & UPPER: Arpeggios will be played with the lay-

ered sounds of both tlie Upper and Lower Parts.

LOWER; Arpeggios will be played only in the Lower Part.

For example, this would allow you to play chords in the

Upper Part and play arpeggios in the Lower Part.

UPPER: Arpeggios will be played only in the Upper Part.

* The Arpeggio Destination setting is valid when UP,

DOWN, UP&DOWN, or RANDOM is selected as the

Mode. When RPS is selected, both Upper and Lower

Parts will play the Pattern,

1 . Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [PFM COM-
MON] ([11).

The [PFM COMMON] indicator will light.

2. Press [PFM COMMON] to access the Arpeggio

Destination setting page.

firpe99 i o Dest
LOWER £ UPPER

3. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to set the value.

4. When you finish making settings, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

The Arpeggio Destination setting has now been made.

• Technique for simultaneously playing chords and

arpeggios in Dual mode

If you set the Arpeggio Destination to LOWER, and simul-

taneously play chords and arpeggios, normally it will be

possible to play chords of up to only 4 notes. However if

you set Voice Assign (p. 85) to 2-6, two voices will be

assigned to the arpeggio (Lower) and 6 voices will be

assigned to the chord (Upper), allowing you to play chords

of up to 6 notes.

Playing Original Patterns
with One Finger (RPS)

RPS (Realtime Phrase Sequence) is a function that lets you

assign various musical patterns to each of the keys on the key-

board, and play them with just one finger. Each of the 48 keys

of the keyboard with the exception of the C2 key (RPS STOP)

can be assigned an original pattern that you record, and at any

time you can play a desired pattern using just one finger.

* The data of the RPS Patterns will be transmitted from

the MIDI OUT connector.

Parts which will play Patterns

The Part(s) which will play the Patterns will depend on the

Key Mode.

Single: The Part selected by Panel Select will play the pattern.

Dual: The sound of both Upper and Lower parts will be

layered and will play the pattern.

Split: Only the Lower Part will play the pattern.
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Cautions when playing patterns in Split

mode
When in Split mode, only the Lower keyboard area can

playback patterns. This means that when playing patterns

in Split mode, the patterns you wish to use must be

assigned to the keys in the Lower area ("Copying a Pattern"

(p.80)).

Also, when playing patterns in Split mode, you must make

Voice Assign settings {p-85) so that the number of voices

assigned to Lower is greater than the number of notes

which occur at the same timing within the pattern. If the

number of voices assigned to Lower is less than the number

of notes which occur at the same timing within the pattern,

the pattern cannot be played back correctly.

I
Setting the Timing at Which Patterns

Will Switch (Pattern Trigger Quantize)

If while a certain pattern is playing back you press another

key, the pattern of the later-pressed key will be selected.

The Pattern Trigger Quantize setting determines the timing

at which the next pattern is selected.

Pattern Trigger Quantize is common to the entire JP-8000.

OFF: Patterns will switch at the moment that a key is

pressed.

BEAT; Patterns will switch at the beginning of the next beat

that occurs after the key is pressed.

MEASURE: Patterns will switch at the beginning of the

measure beat that occurs after the key is pressed.

1-1

Pattern 1

1-2 1-3 1-4

Pattern 2

C 13 11n —'—I

—

'—

^

Wj. iH'-^s- 'fj

While Pattern 1 is playing back,

press the key for Pattern 2 at this timing

OFF

1-1

J J ^j^\]>mnnmmi?^\

1-1 1-2 1-3 1-1 1-2 1-3 1 1

BEAT J J ^j^inm ^j^-\m,-'Si

1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4

MEASURE J J '^in^i' J3ll|t^;js3*^]i3i

1 . Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [SETUP] ([6]).

The [SETUP] indicator will light.

2. Press [SETUP] to access the Pattern Trigger Quantize

setting page.

P-attern Trig Qtz
BEAT

3. Use [DOWN)/[UPl to set the value.

4. When you finish making settings, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

This completes Pattern Trigger Quantize settings.

I
Settings for Recording

Before you record a pattern, you must set recording-related

parameters during Recording Standby ([REC] blinking) or

during Recording ([REC] lit), Press [LOOP LENGTH]-
[METRONOME] ([l]-[4]) to select the parameter, and use

[DOWN]/[UP] to set the value.

[LOOP LENGTH] 1-4 (measures)

Specify the number of measures in the pattern for record-

ing/playback.

The pattern will be played /recorded repeatedly from the

first measure to the number of measures that you specify,

Loop Length: setting of 2 measures12 3 4

||: |J J J J|J jT71 :|i |J J J J|J J j1

Measures 1-2 are

played back repeatedly

Not played back

Loop Length: setting of 4 measures

1 2 3

II-"
|J J J J|J J J J|J J J J|J J J J| :||

Measures 1-4 are played back repeatedly

* Even if you shorten the Loop Length, the data of the

measures not played back will not disappear. If you

once again length the Loop Length, the original data

will still be played back.

[QUANTIZE] (input Quantize)

Input Quantize is a function that aligns the timing of notes

played on the keyboard, moving their timing to precise

intervals as they are recorded. If you use Input Quantize,

your recording will be rhythmically "tight" even if the tim-

ing of your playing is slightly off.

OFF : Quantization will not be applied. Notes will be

recorded at the timing that you played them.

J^ : Notes will be aligned to the nearest 16th note

triplet.

J* : Notes will be aligned to the nearest 16th note.

A ; Notes will be aligned to the nearest 8th note triplet.

J^ : Notes will be Jiligned to the nearest 8th note.

J» : Notes will be aligned to the nearest quarter note

triplet.

J : Notes will be aligned to the nearest quarter note.
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Input Quantize J J J J J J J J

timing at which

notes were played

timing at which J
notes are recorded

J J J J

J J J J

J

[GATE TIME] (Gate Time Ratio)

This sets the length of the notes being recorded, relative to

the Input Quantize setting. This will cause notes to have a

uniform length regardless of how they were played, and is

useful when you wish to record mechanical-sounding

phrases.

* If Input Quantize is turned Off, the Gate Time Ratio set-

ting is ignored, and notes will he recorded with the

length that they were played.

REAL Notes will be recorded with the length that

they were played.

STACCATO : Notes will be recorded with a short length

(staccato).

33% : Notes will be recorded with a length that is

33% of the Input Quantize setting.

50% : Notes will be recorded with a length that is

50% of the Input Quantize setting.

66% : Notes will be recorded with a length that is

667o of the Input Quantize setting.

100% : Notes will be recorded with a length that is

100% of the Input Quantize setting.

Input Quantize

33%

50%

J J J J J J J J

I i i i i I I

H ra ra SI B SI H

100%

[METRONOME]
This selects the type of metronome sound and its volume.

Typel: VOLUME 4-1: A electronic sound (chirp)

metronome will be heard.

OFF: The metronome will not sound.

Tjrpei VOLUME 1-4: A pulse sound (blip) metronome will

be heard.

I
Recording a Pattern

Pattern recording will occur using a method called Loop

Mix Recording, in which a pattern of a fixed length will be

played back repeatedly, and new notes added to the previ-

ously-recorded notes.

* Do not turn off the power during pattern recording.

Pattern or Motion data (including previously-recorded

data) may be lost.

1 . Press [ON/OFF] to turn on the Arpeggiator/RPS.

2. Press [MODE] to select RPS.

3. Hold down [REC], and press the key for which you

wish to record a pattern.

The indicator will blink, and you will enter Recording

Standby mode. The keyboard will be in normal playing con-

dition.

specified pattern

[^3
Pa+.t-er-ri(C 4) REC
CSTBV3 M= 1 B= 4

beat

4. Press [LOOP LENGTH]-[METRONOME] ([1]-[4J) to

set the recording parameters ("Settings for Recording",

p.77).

After making settings, return to Recording Standby mode

by pressing a button [1H4] whose indicator is lit or by

pressing [EXIT].

5. Use [TEMPO] to specify a tempo that is comfortable

for recording.

hi Recording Standby mode (while [REC] is blinking), your

playing on the keyboard will not be recorded. You can prac-

tice to try out the tempo.

* If you record a pattern when the Key Mode is Split, all

keys will use the sound of the Lower Patch.

6. Press [REC].

The [REC] indicator will change to being lit, and recording

will begin.

!^21L Pattern (C 4> REC
CREC] ri= 1 B= 4

7. Listen to the metronome, and record in time with the

count

The notes you play will be successively layered.
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, , t i ) first recording pass
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I second recording pass

mtwt'^
* Up to 8 notes can be recorded at the same timing.

8. During recording (while [REC] is lit) you can also

modify the recording parameters.

By modifying Input Quantize and/or Gate Time Ratio set-

ting etc., you can record notes of different length.

third recording pass

fourth recording pass

After you make settings, you can return to the recording

display by pressing a button [l]-[4] whose indicator is lit or

by pressing [EXIT].

9. To stop recording, press [REC] or [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark.

The pattern has now been recorded.

I
Erasing Unv^anted Notes

During recording you can erase unwanted notes to correct

your pattern. Use the keyboard to specify the note and

duration that you wish to erase.

* Do not turn off the power during the Pattern Erase oper-

ation. Pattern or Motion data (including previously-

recorded data) may be lost.

* It is not possible to erase unwanted notes during

Recording Standby.

1 . Enter record mode with the pattern that you wish to

correct (p.78).

2. Press [ERASE] ([5]).

The following display will appear.

Note Erase
Push Keybo.3rd

3. Erase the unwanted note(s).

If you wish to erase only a specific note, press that key.

Notes of that key will be erased while you continue holding

the key. If you wish to erase a specific range of notes, press

the top and bottom key of that range. Notes in that range

will be erased while you continue holding the key.

Erasing the note(s) of just one key

Key-on Key-off

C3 E3 F3 G3 C3 E3 F3 G3 O E3 F3 G3

\
the E3 notes are erased

while the key is pressed

^i3=j=i=i:;;;:i=^ipe^
o F3 G3 O F3 G3 C3 E3 F3 G3

Erasing the notes of a specific area

E3G3

Key-on

-I^^ Key-off

J J J
j'

j J J

C3 E3 F3 G3 O E3 F3 G3 C3 E3 F3 G3

i
the E3, F3, F#3 and G3 notes are

erased while the keys are pressed

m m ^^
C3 C3 C3 E3 F3 G3

4. To resume recording, press [ERASE] or [EXIT].

You will return to recording mode.

5. To end recording, press [REC] or [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.
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I
Copying a Pattern

You can copy a pattern from one key to a different key.

* Do not turn off the power during the Pattern Copy oper-

ation. Pattern or Motion data (including previously-

recorded data) may be lost.

1 . Press [ON/OFF] to turn on the Arpeggiator/RPS.

2. Press [MODE] to select RPS.

3. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [INIT/UTIL]

([7]).

The [INIT/UTIL] indicator wUl right.

4. Press [INIT/UTIL] to access the Pattern Copy setting

page.

Pat-tern Copy
FROM C 4 [WRITE]

5. Press the key foe the copy source pattern, and press

[WRITE].

6. Press the copy destination key.

Pat-t.ern Copy
TO F#4Ci..JRITE3

* Since the copied pattern will overwrite the pattern that

is currently stored for the copy destination key.

To cancel the Pattern Copy operation, press [EXIT].

7. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed".

This completes the Pattern Copy operation.

8. To end the Procedure, press [EXIT].

I
Erasing a Pattern

* If you perform the following procedure, a pattern you

created will be cleared (erased). If you wish to keep the

pattern data, either copy it to a different key or use Bulk

Dump (p.97) to save tlie data on a sequencer etc. before

erasing it.

* Do not turn off the power during the Pattern Clear oper-

ation. Pattern or Motion data (including previously-

recorded data) may be lost.

1 . Enter Recording Standby or recording mode for the

pattern that you wish to clear (erase)(p.78).

2. Press [CLEAR] {[61).

The following display will appear.

P -3 1- 1-ern C lear
[WRITE]

To cancel the Pattern Clear operation without erasing the

pattern, press [CLEAR] or [EXIT].

3. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed," and then the previ-

ous display will reappear.

This completes the Pattern Clear operation.

4. To end recording, press [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.
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Chapter 6* Recording Slider/knob Movements
(Motion Control)

The JP-8000 is able to record slider/knob movements up to 8 measures long, and play them back. By playing back the

recorded slider/knob movements (Motions) in time with your music, you can add a variety of tonal changes to your playing.

Tliis function is called Motion Control.

ARPEGGIATOR/RPS
TEMPO MODE O UP 1

O DOWN J i

o ntio -—

*

MCmON
COMTTIOL

.J

RANGE '^^ ^ ""^^ 1

1 1 I"";:! 1
"=

1

C A OCT

ARPHOLD •REC 2

1^11 =
1 1

-
1

^RQWl PLAV-l

Playing Back a Motion

Motions allow you to apply complex tonal changes to

arpeggio or pattern playback, or to your normal keyboard

playing.

Motions will apply to the Part selected by Panel Select.

Motions can be played back in the following two ways.

Playing back a Motion to modify the tone

while you continue playing

If you wish to playback a Motion to modify the tone while

you continue to play, press [l]/[2] at the desired moment
while you continue playing, and the Motion will playback.

The tone will begin changing at the moment that the Motion

is played back.

Tone begins to change
when you press Motion [1]/[2]

Key-on Motion On

Playing back a Motion to modify the tone

at the beginning of your playing

If you wish to playback a Motion to modify the tone from

the beginning of your playing, first press fl]/[2] to start the

Motion playing back, and then press a key to play the key-

board or playback a pattern. You may also make settings so

that the Motion begins to playback at the moment that you

press a key ("Playing Back a Motion From the Beginning

Each Time a Key is Pressed (Motion Restart)," p.82).

Tone is modified by the Motion

when you play a key

Iwlotion On Key-on

With either method, you can stop the Motion by pressing

the button for the selected Motion to turn off the indicator.

When a Motion is stopped during play, the sound will not

return to the original Patch settings, but will continue play-

ing with the tone that was in effect at the end of the Motion.

If you wish to bring back the original sound of the Patdi, re-

select the Patch.

* The data of the Motions will be transmitted from the

MIDI OUT connector.

* If Motion Control is used simultaneously with the

Ribbon Controller or Velocity, changes in the values of

any overlapping parameters will be summed.

I
Moving Sliders or Knobs
While Playing Back Motions

You can also move sliders or knobs to add further tonal

changes while a Motion is playing back.

If you move a slider/knob whose movement was recorded

in the Motion, the movement of the slider/knob will take

priority, and the Motion-controlled tonal change will switch

to the change being controlled by the slider/knob. If you

then stop moving the slider/knob, the tone will again

change according to the Motion when tlie Motion returns to

the beginning.

If you move a slider/knob whose movement was not

recorded in the Motion, the sound will change in the way

that it normally does.

• Switching between Motions and Slider/Knob

Movements

The sliders/knobs of the JP-8000 have 11 switch points.

When a slider/knob is moved past one of these switch

points, control over the parameter change will be trans-

ferred from the Motion to the slider/knob movement.
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I
Ploying Back a Motion From Ihe Beginning

Eocii Time o Key is Pressed (Morion Resfart)

This setting lets you specify whether a Motion will be

played back from the beginning each time a key is pressed.

Motion Restart can be set independently for each

Performance.

OFF: The Motion will continue playing back even if you

press a key again.

ON: If a key is pressed after all keys are released, the

Motion will be played back from the begiiming.

Motion Restart OFF

Motion continues playing

even if a new key is pressed

Key-on

Motion Restart ON

Key-on

Motion plays back from the beginning

when a key is pressed

i

Key-on Key-on

This means that when you record a Motion while playing

back a Pattern, the Pattern and Motion will begin playback

simultaneously when you press the key of the Pattern if

Motion Restart is turned On. This is a convenient way to

ensure that the start timing of the Pattern and Motion arc

aligned.

1 . Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [SETUP] ([6]).

The [SETUP] indicator will light.

2. Press [SETUP] to access the Motion Restart setting

page.

Mot i on Restart
OFF

3. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to set the value.

4. To complete the procedure, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

The Motion Restart setting has now been made.

I
Switching Motion Sets

The JP-8000 has two Motion Sets (SET A/SET B), with two

motions in each set. Here you can select the Motion Set (A

or B) that will be assigned to the panel buttons.

Motion Sets are common to the entire JP-8000.

1 . Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [SETUP] ([6]).

The [SETUP] indicator will light.

2. Press [SETUP] to access the Motion Set setting page.

Motion Set
SET H

3. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to select the MoHon Set.

4. To end the procedure, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

The Motion Set has now been selected.
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Recording a Motion

I
Settings for Recording

Before you record a Motion, you must set recording-related

parameters during Recording Standby ([REC] blinking).

Press [LOOP LENGTH] or [METRONOME] ([l]-[4]) to

select the parameter, and use [DOWN]/[UP] to set the

value.

[LOOP LENGTH] 1-8 (measures)

Specify the number of measures in the Motion for record-

ing/playback.

Tlie Motion will be played/recorded repeatedly from the

first measure to the number of measures that you specify.

Loop Length: setting of 4 measures

12 3 4 5 6

Measures 1-4 are

played back repeatedly

Not played back

Loop Length: setting of 8 measures

12 3 4 5 6 7

Measures 1-8 are played back repeatedly

* Even if you shorten the Loop Length, the data of the

measures not played back will not disappear. If you

once again length the Loop Length, the original data

will still be played back.

[METRONOME]
This selects the type of metronome sound and its volume.

Typel: VOLUME 4-1: A electronic sound (chirp)

metronome will be heard.

OFF: The metronome will not sound.

Type2: VOLUME 1-4: A pulse sound (blip) metronome will

be heard.

I
Recording a Motion

Motion recording allows you to "layer" the movements of

two or more knobs/ sliders. Since recording will take place

repeatedly over the measures that were specified by Loop

Length, you can easily layer the movements of two or more

knobs/sliders by operating them separately. However,

moving a previously recorded knob/slider will cause the

previou.sly recorded motion to be overwritten.

Recording will begin when you move a slider/ knob, and

will end automatically at the end of the last measure.

* Do not turn the power off while recording a Motion.

Doing so could cause Pattern or Motion data (including

previously recorded data) to be lost.

Parameters whose movement can be
recorded in a Motion

Tlie movement of sliders/knobs other than [VOLUME] and

[TEMPO] can be recorded in a Motion.

1 . Playback an arpeggio or pattern.

If you turn [ARP HOLD] on, tlie arpeggio or pattern will

continue playing even if you release the keyboard.

If you will be recording the Motion with conventional play-

ing, play the keyboard as desired.

2. Use [TEMPO] to set a tempo that will be comfortable

for recording.

3. Hold down [REC] and press the button ([l]/[2]) to

which the Motion will be recorded.

The [REC] and Motion button indicators will blink, and you

will enter Recording Standby mode.

* If you turn the Motion Restart (p.82) before you record,

when you record a Motion while playing back a Pattern,

the Pattern and Motion will begin playback simultane-

ously when you press the key of the Pattern. This is a

convenient way to ensure that the start timing of the

Pattern and Motion are aligned.

riotion<H-l> REC
CSTBV3 ri= 1 B= 4

4. Press [LOOP LENGTH] and [METRONOME] ([1], [4])

to set the recording parameters ("Settings for

Recording").

After making settings, return to Recording Standby by

pressing the [1] or [4] button whose indicator is lit or by

pressing [EXIT].

5. Recording will begin when you move a slider/knob.

If you move a slider/knob that has already been recorded,

the previously recorded data will be erased as recording

takes place.

Movements of other sliders/knobs will be added to the

existing data.
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Motion'::fi--l) REC
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(CUTOFF FREQ)

(CUTOFF FREQ)

(RESONANCE)

first recording pass

second recording pass

tjiifd recording pass

If at the end of the Motion you return the slider/knob to the

same position it was in at the beginning of the Motion, the

beginning and end of the Motion will be smoothly coimect-

ed when the Motion is played back repeatedly.

6. To stop recording before the end of the motion, press

[REC] or [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.

7. If you continue recording to the end of the last mea-

sure, you will automatically exit recording and return

to Recording Standby.

The [REC] indicator will change to blinking.

8. Repeat steps 5-7 to record more slider/knob move-

ments.

9. Press [EXIT].

The indicator will go dark, and recording will end.

This completes Motion recording.

I
Erasing the Movement of a
Slider or a Knob

A specific parameter can be erased from a Motion. Use the

corresponding slider/knob to specify the parameter to be

erased.

* Do not turn the power off while erasing a sUder/knob

movement from a Motion. Doing so could cause Pattern

or Motion data (including previously recorded data) to

be lost.

1 . Enter recording standby for the Pattern that you wish

to modify (p.83).

2. Press [ERASE] ([5]).

The following display will appear.

Motion Erase
bel9ct- Kriob

3. For the parameter you wish to erase, move the corre-

sponding slider or knob through its full range.

When the slider/knob is moved from end to end, its data

will be erased.

I

'

4. To resume recording, press [ERASE] or [EXIT].

You will return to Recording Standby mode.

5. To end recording, press [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.

I
Erasing a Motion

If you perform the following procedure, a Motion you

created will be cleared (erased). If you wish to keep the

Motion data, use Bulk Dump (p.97) to save tlie data on a

sequencer etc. before erasing it.

Do not turn off tlae power during the Motion Clear oper-

ation. Pattern or Motion data (including previously-

recorded data) may be lost.

1 . Enter Recording Standby mode for the Motion that

you wish to clear (erase) (p.83).

2. Press [CLEAR] ([6]).

The following display will appear.

Motion Clear
[WRITE]

To cancel the Motion Clear operation without erasing the

Motion, press [EXIT].

3. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed," and then the previ-

ous display will reappear.

This completes the Motion Clear operation.

4. To end recording, press [EXIT].

The [REC] indicator will go dark, and recording will end.
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Chapter 7. Performance/System Settings

In addition to the parameters that are edited directly by the sliders or knobs, the JP-SOOO allows you to set a variety of other

parameters. These parameters are assigned to [VVM COMMON]-[SETUP] ([l]-[6]) located below the display, and can be

broadly categorized into Performance parameters which can be set independently for each Performance and System para-

meters which are common to the entire JP-8000.

Making Performance/
System Parameter settings

1 . Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [PFM COM-
MON]-[SETUP] ([ll-[6]).

Tine indicator of the button you pressed will light.

2. Press [PFM CO]VIMON]-[SETUP] to select the parame-

ter whose settings you wish to modify (refer to the sec-

tions below).

3. If you selected [PFM PART] or [EFFECTS] ([2] or [8]),

press [LOWER]/ [UPPER] to select the Part whose set-

tings you wish to modify.

4. Use [DOWN]/[UPl to modify the setting.

5. When you are finished making settings, press [EXIT].

The previous display will reappear.

Performance Parameter
Functions

In addition to the Key Mode, Panel Select, and

Arpeggiator/RPS settings that are set directly from the

front panel, the following parameters can also be set for

each Performance.

I
Settings for the Entire Performance

(Performance Common)

[PFM COMMON]
Part Detune -50- +50

When the Key Mode is Dual, adjust the pitch difference

between the Upper Part and Lower Part, up to a maximum
of +/-50 cents (1/2 semitone). Positive (+) settings will raise

the Upper pitch and lower the Lower pitch. Negative (-) .set-

tings will have the opposite effect.

• Creating a more spacious sound (2)

If you select the same Patch for both Upper and Lower and

set Dettme to approximately 20, the soimd will appear more

spacious.

Output Assign

This specifies how the Upper and Lower sounds will be

output from the output jacks and the headphone jack.

MIX OUT: Both the Upper and Lower sounds will be out-

put from both L and R.

PARALLEL OUT: The Lower sound will be output from L,

and the Upper sound from R.

* With PARA-OUT is selected, the Auto Pan/Manual Pan

(p. 62) and Panning Delay (p.65) effects will not be

obtained.

Pedal Assign OFF, MODULATION: CC01, PANPOT:

CC10, EXPRESSION: CC1 1, LFO 1 RATE-filBBON DOWN
This specifies the function that is assigned to the control

pedal. For details refer to "Using a Pedal to Control your

Performance (Control Pedal)" (p.74).

Voice Assign 6-2, 5-3, 4-4, 3-5, 2-6

When the Key Mode is Dual or Split, this setting specifies

the number of voices that will be assigned to the Lower and

Upper Parts respectively-

Split Point C-1-G9

When the Key Mode is Split, this setting specifies the split

point. The keyboard will be divided into upper and lower

areas around the specified split point.

C2 C3 C4

I

C5 C6

Lower

Split Point

Upper
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Arpeggio Dest (Arpeggio Destination)
LOWER&UPPER, LOWER, UPPER

When the Key Mode is Dual, this setting specifies whether

arpeggios will be played for both the Upper and Lower

Parts, or only for the Lower or Upper Part. For details refer

to "Selecting the Part for Arpeggiation in Dual Mode
(Arpeggio Destination)" (p.76).

Arp Beat Pattern (Arpeggio Beat Pattern)

1/4, 1/6, 1/8, 1/12, 1/16, 1/32, PORTA-Al-11,
PORTA-Bl-15, SEQUENCE-Al-7, SEQUENCE-
Bl-5, SEQUENCE-Cl-2, SEQUENCE-Dl-8,
ECHOl-3, MUTEl-16, STRUMMINGl-8,
REFRAINl-2, PERCUSSIONl-4, WALKING
BASS, HARP, RANDOM

This sets the Beat Pattern of the Arpeggio. The accent loca-

tions and note length of the arpeggio will change, modify-

ing the beat (rhythm). For details refer to "Changing the

Beat of the Arpeggio (Arpeggio Beat Pattern)" (p.76).

I
Settings for Each Port

(Performance Part)

Here you can make settings for the Part selected by Panel

Select.

[PFM PART]

Part Transpose -24- +24
Transpose the pitch that is sounded by the keyboard in

semitone steps. For details refer to "Transposing your

Performance (Part Transpose)" (p.72).

Part MIDI CH (Port MIDI Channef)

1-16, OFF

This sets the MIDI channel of the Part. Musical data from

each Part will be transmitted and received on this MIDI

channel. If you do not wish to use MIDI messages to select

the PatdT of a Part, or to transmit/receive musical data via

MIDI, turn this setting OFF.

• If you set the Part MIDI channel to the same MIDI chan-

nel as the Performance Control channel (p. 89),

Performance selections will take priority, meaning that

even when you attempt to use MIDI Program Change

messages to change the Patch of the Part, the

Performance will change instead. If you wish to select

Patches via MIDI, select a different MIDI chamiel.

Chorus Sync

This setting lets you synchronize the Chorus Rate (p.64) to

the tempo of the internal sequencer or to LFO I.

OFF: Chorus Rate will not be synchronized to the tempo of

the internal sequencer. The chorus will be applied accord-

ing to the Chorus Type setting (p.64).

}i (16th note)

^. (dotted 16lh note)

jij (8th note triplet)

J* (8th note)

Ji (quarter note triplet) J>. (dotted 8th note)

J (quarter note) J> (half note triplet)

J. (dotted quarternote) J (half note)

"^ (whole note triplet) J. (dotted half note)

•> (whole note) «»i' (double note triplet)

<>• (dotted whole note) '"' (double note)

3-8 MEASURES:

Chorus Rate will be synclironized to the tempo of the inter-

nal sequencer, and the chorus will be applied at intervals of

the specified note value or number of measures.

If MIDI Sync (p.90) is turned on, the Chorus Rate can be

synchronized to the tempo of an external MIDI device.

LFO 1: Chorus Rate will be synchronized to the LFO 1 Rate.

• An example of using Chorus Sync

Let's try out the Chorus Sync effect.

1 . Select Performance P:84.

2. Press [LOWER].

The Lower Patch will be selected.

3. Play the keyboard to sound an arpeggio.

4. Move [TEMPO].

The Chorus Rate will change in synchronization with the

tempo.

If you wish to create a sound using Chorus Sync, an easy

way to do so is to select the above Performance and then

use the sliders and knobs to modify the sound to your lik-

ing.

Delay Sync

Specify whether or not the Delay Time will be synchronized

to the tempo of the internal sequencer.

OFF: Delay Time will not be synchronized to the tempo of

the internal sequencer. The delay will sound according to

the [DELAY TIME] setting.

Jt (16th note) Jfi (8th note triplet)

>. (dotted 16th note) j) (8lh note)

J> (quarter note triplet) Ji. (dotted Sth note)

J (quarter note) Ji (half note triplet)

J. (dotted quarter note) J (half note):

Delay Time will be synchronized to the tempo of the inter-

nal sequencer, producing delayed sounds at intervals of the

specified note value.

If MIDI Sync (p.90) is ti.irned on, the Delay Time can be syn-

chronized to an external MIDI Clock. If MIDI Sync is On but
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no MIDI Clock messages are being received from an exter-

nal device, delay sounds will be produced as though the

sequencer tempo were set to 20.

n n n n
delay sounds

jlA JL

On the JP-8000, it is not possible to make the delay time

longer than 1250 ms (1.25 seconds) for a mono delay, or

longer than 625 ms for a panning delay. If you attempt

to set a Delay Time longer than that, the Delay Time will

be halved, and the delays will sound at half the speci-

fied interval.

For tempo values slower than the following, the Delay

Time will be halved.

^ = 24 J, =32

A = 36 J =48

J.

J

= 64

= 96

J. =72

An example of using Delay Sync

Let's try out the Delay Sync effect.

1 . Select Performance P:84.

The Upper Patch will be selected.

2. Play the keyboard to sound an arpeggio.

3. Move [TEMPO].

The Delay Time will change in synchronization with the

tempo.

If you wish to use Delay Sync as part of a sound that you

create, you can do so easily by selecting the above

Performance and moving the sliders or knobs to create the

desired Performance.

LFO Sync

This setting specifies whether or not the LFO 1 Rate will be

synchronized to the tempo of the internal sequencer.

OFF: LFO 1 Rate will not be synchronized to the tempo of

the internal sequencer. The sound will be modulated

according to the LFO 1 section [RATE] setting.

> (16th note) J>» (8th note triplet)

>. (dotted 16th note) j< (8th note)

Jj (quarter note triplet) J!. (dotted 8th note)

J (quarter note)

J. (dotted quarter note)

o* (whole note triplet)

> (whole note)

° (dotted whole note)

J» (half note triplet)

J (half note):

j. (dotted half note)

on' (double note triplet)

"•' (double note)

3-8 MEASURES:

LFO 1 Rate will be synchronized to the tempo of the inter-

nal sequencer, modulating the sound at intervals of the

specified note value or number of measures.

If MIDI Sync (p.90) is turned on, the LFO 1 Rate can be syn-

chronized to the tempo of an external MIDI device.

LF01

ri -H ri ri

• An example of using LFO Sync

Let's try out the LFO Sync effect.

1 . Select Performance P:85.

The Upper Patch is selected.

2. Play the keyboard to sound an arpeggio.

LFO 1 will shift the panning between left and right (Auto Pan).

3. Move [TEMPO].

The LFO 1 Rate will change in synchronization with the tempo.

If you wish to create a sound using LFO Sync, an easy way

to do so is to select the above Performance and then use the

sliders and knobs to modify the sound to your liking.

• About Chorus/Delay/LFO Sync and MIDI Sync

When Chorus/Delay/LFO Sync is set to a note value or

measure interval, the MIDI Sync (p.90) setting will deter-

mine whether Chorus Rate, Delay Time, and LFO 1 Rate

will be synchronized to the tempo specified by the JP-8000's

[TEMPO] or to the tempo of an external MIDI device.

DELAY TIME

r*0
ON MIDI Sync

External MIDI Device

BMS
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I
Stalling an Indmdual Envebpe While a

Key Remains Pressed (Individual Trigger)

In normal playing, the pitch, filter, and amplitude

envelopes will start at the moment that you play a key,

causing the sound to begin changing. However on the JP-

8000, you can cause just the filter or the amplitude envelope

to start at a different timing than the other envelopes. This

is referred to as the Individual Trigger function.

When you are playing the JP-8000 by itself and wish to use

the Individual Trigger function, set Key Mode to Split. The

timing of notes played in the Lower Part will start the enve-

lope of the Upper Part.

For Single and Dual, the JP-8000's envelope will be started

by note messages received from an external device.

Furthermore, the sound can be modified according to the

Velocity Assign {p.68) settings by changing the velocity of

the note data that is sent from the Lower Part or from an

external device.

" If the Individual Trigger switch is ON, there may be

cases in which the filter envelope and/or amplitude

envelope will not take effect when you play only the

keyboard of the JP-8000 (the Upper Part when the Key

Mode is Split), meaning that the notes may not sound as

you expect. If you want the envelopes to take effect, turn

the Individual Trigger switch OFF.

Example: Using the Individual Trigger function when

playing the JP-8000 by itself (Key Mode: Split)

notes played in

Upper

i

nnf(?R playnri in
i^ f J^ ? J^ ? J^ ?

Lower (trigger)

resulting playback
^ ^ ^ ? ih 1 ^ 7

[INDIV TRIG]

Indv Trig Svritch (Individual Trigger Switch)

This switches Individual Trigger on/off.

OFF: Note messages from the Lower Part and from an

external device will be played normally.

ON; Note messages from the Lower Part and from an exter-

nal device will function as envelope triggers.

Trig Desrination (Trigger Destination)

Select the envelope that will be started by the note messages

from the Lower Part and from an external device.

This effect will be more apparent if you increase the [ENV

DEPTH] of the FILTER section (if FILTER is selected) or the

[LEVEL] (if AMP is selected), so that the sound will be

sharply articulated. (In addition, set [FREQ] to a low setting

if you have selected FILTER.)

FILTER; Note messages from the Lower Part or from an

external device will start the filter envelope.

AMP: Note messages from the Lower Part or from an exter-

nal device will start the amplifier envelope.

FILTER&AMP :Note messages from the Lower Part or

from an external device will start the filter envelope and the

amplifier envelope.

Trig Source CH (Trigger Source Channel)

1-16

Specify the MIDI channel on which the note messages used

as triggers will be transmitted and received. Set this to a

MIDI channel that is different than the Part MIDI channel

(p.86).

* If you are using note messages from the Lower Part of

the JP-8000 as the trigger, note messages from the Lower

Part will be transmitted on the Trigger Source Channel.

Trig Source Note (Trigger Source Note)

When note messages from an external device are used as

the trigger, you can specify the keys of the note messages

that will be treated as triggers.

* If you are using note messages from the Lower Part of

the JP-8000 as the trigger, note messages from all keys of

the Lower Part will function as triggers, regardless of

this Trigger Source Note setting.

C-1-G9; Note messages of the specified key will function as

triggers. Note messages of other keys can be used for nor-

mal playing.

ALL; Note messages of all keys will function as triggers.

• An example of using Individual Trigger

Let's try out the Individual Trigger function using the

Upper Part and Lower Part of the JP-8000.

1 . Select Performance P:83.

2. Press and hold any desired notes in the Upper Part.

3. Play keys in the Lower Part.

The notes of the Upper Part will sound iia synchronization

with the timing of the arpeggio.

If you wish to create a sound using Individual Trigger, an

easy way to do so is to select the above Performance and

then adjust the sliders and knobs to your liking to create the

desired Performance.
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System Parameter
Functions

These setting are common to the entire JP-8000.

* For details on MIDI, refer to "What is MIDI?" (p.l07).

I
MIDI Settings (1)

(MIDI Parameters)

[MIDI PRM]

Perform Ctrl CH (Performance Control Channel)

1-16, OFF

This selects the MIDI channel on which MIDI Program

Change messages will be transmitted and received to select

Performances. If you do not wish to select Performances via

MIDI, turn Uiis OFF.

Remote Ctrl CH (Remote Control Channel)
1-16, ALL, OFF

By setting the Remote Control Channel to the transmit chan-

nel of an external MIDI device, you can use the keyboard and

controllers of the external MIDI device in exactly the same

way as the keyboard cmd controllers of the JP-8000 itself. You

will be able to use the external MIDI device to playback

arpeggios or patterns, or record patterns or Motions.

Device ID (Device ID Number) 1 7-32

This sets the Device ID Number.

Each type of MIDI device has its own model ID number,

which allows it to be distinguished from other types of

device. However when MIDI data is transmitted/received

between two or more identical devices, this is not enough to

distinguish them, since their model IDs are the same. This is

why a Device ID Number is provided so that two or more

JP-8000 units can be distinguished. With the factory set-

tings, the Device ID Number is set to 17. If you are using

only a single JP-8000, there is no need to change this.

Tx/Rx Edit Mode (Edit Transmit/Receive Mode)

This setting determines the type of MIDI message that will

be used to transmit and receive editing data when the JP-

8000's sliders/knobs except for [VOLUME] and

(TEMPOJare moved.

For the MIDI messages that are assigned to each slider/

knob in MODEl and for the factory setting of MODE2, refer

to "Transmit/ Receive Setting List" (p.n6).

* If MODEl is used to transmit and receive slider/knob

movements, the communication method will fall outside

of the MIDI Specification. Be aware that this mode uses

MIDI in a non-standard way.

* If you want the JP-8000 to receive the MIDI message that it

transmitted, the Edit Transmit/Receive Mode must be the

same during both transmission and reception. If different

settings are used, tlie MIDI messages cannot be received.

MODEl: Editing data of the sliders/knobs will he transmit-

ted and received usiiig the prescribed MIDI messages.

MODE2: Editing data of the sliders/knobs, you can specif}'

the MIDI messages that will be used to transmit and receive

editing data. The MIDI message that will be assigned to

each controller is set by the Transmit/ Receive Settings.

Tx/Rx Setting (Transmit/Receive Setting)

The MIDI message assigned to each slider/knob when the

Edit Transmit/Receive Mode is MODE2, and the MIDI mes-

sage assigned to the Ribbon Controller can be specified here.

The Ribbon Controller can be assigned separate MIDI mes-

sages for the right-hand (UP) and left-hand (DOWN) areas.

Willie this setting page is displayed, moving a slider or kiiob

(or in the case of the Ribbon Controller, pressing the right-

or left-hand side) will cause the MIDI message assigned to

that controller to appear in the display. Now you can use

[DOWN]/[UP] to specify the desired MIDI message.

* While this setteing page is displayed, the MIDI mes-

sages will not transmit if you move the sliders/knobs.

* The Transmit/Receive Setting of the ribbon controller is

always valid, regardless of whether the Edit

Transmit/Receive mode is set to MODEl or MODE2.

* If you want the JP-8000 to receive the MIDI message of

the slider/knob that it transmitted, the Transmit/

Receive Setting must be the same during both transmis-

sion and reception. If different settings are used, the

MIDI messages cannot be received.

The following MIDI messages can be assigned to each con-

troller.

OFF: No MIDI message will be assigned. Moving the con-

troller will not cause MIDI message to be transmitted.

MODULATION: CC01-CC31, CC33-PHASER:CC95,
AFTERTOUCH, EXCLUSIVE: The corresponding MIDI

message will be assigned.

* EXCLUSIVE carmot be assigned to the Ribbon Controller.

* CC indicate the controller number (p.107).

I
MIDI Settings (2)

(MIDI Switch)

[MIDI SW]

Local Switch

This specifies whether or not the controller section will be

disconnected from the internal sound source section (p.48).

* To avoid problems such as failure to sound, the Local

Switch will automatically be turned ON when the JP-

8000 is powered on.
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OFF: The controller section will be disconnected from the

sound source section. Messages from an external device will

control the sound source section. However if the Edit

Transmit/Receive Switch (p.90) is Off, the controller section

will be able to control the soimd source section.

ON: Tlie controller section will be connected to the sound

source section. The JP-8000's controllers will control the

sound source.

MIDI Sync

This specifies whether or not the tempo will be synchro-

nized to MIDI Clock messages received from an external

device.

OFF: The internal sequencer will operate using the

[TEMPO] setting. Any MIDI Clock messages received from

an external device will be ignored.

ON; The internal sequencer will synchronize to MIDI Clock

messages while receive MIDI Clock messages from an exter-

nal device.

* Some external MIDI devices do not transmit MIDI Clock

messages unless they are recording or playing back. If

such an external MIDI device is connected, be aware

that the tempo cannot be synchronized to MIDI Clock

unless the external MIDI device is recording or playing

back.

Tx/Rx Sv^itch (Edit Transmit/Receive
Switch) OFF, ON

This setting specifies whether MIDI messages will be trans-

mitted/received when panel buttons, sliders and knobs are

used to edit a Patch or Performance, or System settings.

However if this is OFF, reception of exclusive messages will

be determined by the setting of the Exclusive Receive

Switch.

Rx Exclusive SW (Exclusive Receive Sv^itch)

OFF, ON
This specifies whether or not exclusive messages will be

received.

Tx/Rx ProgChg SW (Program Change
Transmit/Receive Switch)

This specifies how Program Change and Bank Select mes-

sages will be transmitted and received when you select

sounds on an external MIDI device from the JP-8000, or

when you select JP-8000 Patches or Performances from an

external MIDI device.

OFF: Program Change and Bank Select messages will be

neither transmitted nor received.

PC: Only Program Change messages will be transmitted

and received.

BANK SEL + PC; Program Change and Bank Select mes-

sages will be transmitted and received.

I
Tuning / Other Settings

(Setup)

[SETUP]

Master Tune 427.5-452.9 (Hz)

Icent steps for a pitch adjustment of +/- 50 cents. This is

displayed as a frequency (Hz).

• Concerning tuning

The setting 427.5 Hz-452.9 Hz indicates the pitch of A4

(middle A). This is referred to as "standard pitch," and is

the note that is normally used to indicate the pitch of an

instrument. Two or more instruments can be tuned by set-

ting their A4 pitches to match.

Power Up Mode
This specifies the state that the panel settings will be in

when the power is turned on.

PERFORM P:ll; The P:ll Performance will be selected.

LAST-SET; The panel will be in the state it was when the

power was turned off.

LCD Contrast 1-8

This adjust the brightness of the display. Adjust it for best

visibility.

Pattern Trig Otz (Pattern Trigger Quantize)

OFF, BEAT, MEASURE
This specifies the timing at which patterns will be switched.

For details refer to "Setting the Timing at Which Patterns

Will Switch (Pattern Trigger Quantize)" (p.77).

* When MIDI Sync is ON, Trigger Quantize can be

applied to the start timing of an arpeggio or pattern.

Motion Restart OFF, ON
This specifies whether a Motion wOl be played back from

the beginning each time a key is pressed. For details refer to

"Playing Back a Motion From the Begirming Each Time a

Key is Pressed (Motion Restart)" (p.82).

Morion Set SET A, SET B

This selects the Motion Set. For details refer to "Switching

Motion Sets" (p.82).
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Chapter 8* Restoring the Factory Settings

(Initialize)

The Patch, Performance, Pattern, Motion, and System settings of the JP-8000 can be restored to the factory settings or stan-

dard settings.

* When the Initialize procedure is executed for data other than PATCH:TEMP or PERFORM:TEMP, the data for the speci-

fied type of setting will be restored to the factory values. If you have important data that you wish to keep, use the Bulk

Dump operation (p.97) to save the data on an external MIDI device before you perform an Initialize operation.

I
Procedure

1. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [INIT/UTIL]

([7]).

The [INIT/UTIL] indicator will light.

2. Press [INIT/UTIL] to access the Initialize setting page.

InitialzeCURITE]
PATCH

s

TEMP

3. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to select the type of data that will

be initialized (refer to the explanations that follow).

To cancel without initializing, press [EXIT].

4. Press [WRITE].

The display will indicate "Completed," and the previous

display will reappear.

This completes the Initialize operation.

I
Types of Initialization

PATCH: TEMP: The Temporary Patch will be set to a stan-

dard setting (p.92).

PATCH: USER ALL: All User Patches will be returned to

their factory settings.

PERFORM: TEMP: The Temporary Performance will be set

to a standard setting (p.92).

PERFORM: USER ALL: All User Performances will be

returned to their factory settings.

PATTERN: ALL: AU Patterns will be returned to their fac-

tory settings.

PATTERN: C#2-C4: The C#2-C4 Patterns will be returned

to their factory settings.

PATTERN: C#4-C6: The C#4-C6 Patterns will be returned

to their factory settings.

PATTERN: CURRENT: The currently selected Pattern (the

Pattern of the last-pressed key) will be returned to the facto-

ry setting.

MOTION: ALL: All Motions will be returned to their facto-

ry settings.

MOTION: SET A-l: Motion A-1 will be returned to the fac-

tory setting.

MOTION: SET A-2: Motion A-2 will be returned to the fac-

tory setting.

MOTION: SET B-1: Motion B-1 wiU be returned to the fac-

tory setting.

MOTION: SET B-2; Motion B-2 will be returned to the fac-

tory setting.

FACTORY PRESET: All User Patches, User Performances,

Patterns, Motion Control, and System settings will be

returned to their factory settings.

Returning only a specific User Patcii or User

Performance to the factory setting

With the factory settings. User Patches and User

Performances contain the same data as the correspondingly-

numbered Preset Patches and Preset Performances. If you

wish to return only a specific User Patch or User

Performance to the factory setting, use the following proce-

dure.

1 . Select the Preset Patch or Preset Performance of the

number corresponding to the User Patch or User

Performance that you wish to return to the factory set-

ting-

2. Save the settings to the correspondingly-numbered

User Patch or User Performance.
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# standard Settings

When PATCH : TEMP is executed. Patch parameters will be set as follows.

When PERFORM : TEMP is executed, the Upper/Lower Patch parameters and Performance parameters will be set as follows.

Patch parameters

60

"A09C COMMON/"

o :sr

6
-p-J Bl l:::n^

Chorus Type

SUPER CHORUS SLW

_C
Delay Type

PANNING L->R
000 000

Performance parameters

\ARf^GOIATOR/ RffS J

CZD

KEY&PAPffiL

ma
PFM PART ([2])PFM COMmun inji

L U
Part Detune Part Transpose Indiv Trig Switch OFF
Output Assign MIX OUT Part MIDI CH 2 1 Trig Destination FILTER

Pedal Assign EXPRESSION Chorus Sync OFF OFF Trig Source CH 15

Voice Assign 4-4 Delay Sync OFF OFF Trig Source Note ALL
Split Point C4 LFO Sync OFF OFF
Arpeggio Dest LOWER & UPPER
Arp Beat Pattern 1/16

1
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Chapter 9. Using MIDI

Chapters 1 through 8 have explained mainly how to use the JP-8000 on its own. Now that you understand how to operate

the JP-8000, let's move on to see how the JP-8000 can be connected with other MIDI devices for even more musical potential.

When the JP-8000 is used by itself, a maximum of only 8 simultaneous notes can be produced, and only two Parts can be

played. However by using MIDI, you can play a different sound module in the background while you play a solo on the JP-

8000 or layer the sound of the JP-8000 with the sound of a different synthesizer, in this way controlling two or more MIDI

devices as if they were a single instrument.

Chapter 9 will introduce several ways in which the JP-8000 can be connected with other MIDI devices.

* For details on setting System parameters, refer to "Chapter 7. Performance/System Settings" (p.85).

* MIDI cables are not included with the JP-8000. You will need to purchase them separately.

Controlling External MIDI
Devices

MIDI OUT

1 MIDI IN

External MIDI Sound Module

l.ai.j»ji|j-HBj e

. oeo 000

I—

I
Playing External MIDI Sound
Sources

Here's how you can play an external MIDI sound source

from the keyboard of the JP-8000.

1. Use a MIDI cable to connect the JP-8000's MIDIOUT
connector to the MIDI IN connector of the externa!

MIDI sound source.

2. Set the MIDI channel of each JP-8000 Part to the

receive channel of the sound of the external MIDI
sound source that you wish to play.

[PFM PART): Part MIDI CH

3. When you play the keyboard of the JP-8000, the notes

will be sounded on the external MIDI tone source.

I
Selecting Sounds on an
External MIDI Sound Source

When you select a Patch on the JP-8000, Program Change

(p.107) and Bank Select (p.107) messages are transmitted on

the Upper/Lower MIDI channels. When you select a

Performance, the Program Change and Bank Select mes-

sages corresponding to the selected Performance are trans-

mitted on the Performance Control channel.

The external MIDI sound soiu-cc will receive these Program

Change and Bank Select messages, and will change the

sound for the corresponding MIDI channel.

* Since the Bank Select messages that the JP-8000 is able to

transmit are limited (refer to the table of the next page),

for some external MIDI sound sources there will be limi-

tations on the sounds that can be selected. For details

refer to the owner's manual for your MIDI sound

source.

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the JP-8000's MIDI OUT
connector to the MIDI IN connector of the external

MIDI sound source.

2. If you want sounds to be selected on the external

MIDI sound source when you change Patches, set the

JP-8000's Part MIDI channel to match the Receive

Channel of the external MIDI sound source.

[PFM PART]: Part MIDI CH

If you want sounds to be selected on the external MIDI

sound source when you Performances, set the JP-8000's

Performance Control Channel to match the Receive Channel

of the external MIDI sound source.

[MIDI PRM]: Perform Ctrl CH

3. Set the Program Change Receive/Transmit Switch to

BANK SEL + PC.

[MIDI SW]; Tx/Rx ProgChg SW

4. Select Patches or Performances on the JP-8000.

Program Change messages (or Program Change and Bank

Select messages) will be transmitted, and the sound of the

external MIDI sound source will change.

* If the desired sound is not selected, set Program Change

Receive/Transmit Switch to PC, and manually select the

appropriate bank on the external MIDI sound source

beforehand.

* If the program numbers on the external MIDI sound

source are expressed as 0-127, subtract 1 from the pro-

gram number in the following table.
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Patches Bank Select PC#

(MSB/LSB)

User Patches

A11-A88 50H/00H 1-64

B11-B88 50H/00H 65-128

Preset Patches

An-A88 51H/00H 1-64

B11-B88 51H/O0H 65-128

Performances MSB/LSB PC#

User Performances

1-64 51H/00H

Preset Performances

1-64 51H/00H

1-^4

1-64

MSB is the value of controller number 0, and LSB is the

value of controller number 32.

PC# is the program number.

• About MIDI patchers

When several external MIDI devices are connected, the sig-

nal will gradually become degraded as the distance from

the transmitting device increases, eventually producing

reception errors. If you wish to connect three or more exter-

nal devices, we recommend that you use a MIDI patcher

(optional: A-880) and make cormections as shown in the fol-

lowing diagram.

I
MIDI IN

MIDI Patcher

i MIDI IN

External MIDI Device A
I MIDI IN

=° n

MIDI OUT
External MIDI Device B

ooo ooo

Controlling the JP-8000 from
an External MIDI Device

MIDI IN f

i

-H"*!OULl ^
o

O 006 >

x™lj o ooo e o
N» Ohh ^h -«••• T-AMt*

o •. . j.-~rvi.-~.Z.,,joOO OOO

.yj|
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MIDI OUT 1

11 1 ii sss

MMIIHlIi:
External MIDI Device

I
Playing the Sounds of the

JP-8000

You can play the keyboard of an external MIDI device or use

otlier musical data to play the sound source of the JP-8000.

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the MIDI OUT connector

of the external MIDI device to the JP-80O0's MIDI IN

connector.

2. Set the MIDI channel of each JP-8000 Part to match the

transmit channels of the external MIDI device.

[PFM PART]: Part MIDI CH

3. When you play the keyboard of the external MIDI
device, the JP-8000 will sound.

I
Selecting Patches on the

JP-8000

When sounds are selected on an external MIDI device, the

corresponding Program Change messages (or Program

Change and Bank Select messages) will be transmitted from

its MIDI OUT connector. If these Program Change and Bank

Select messages are received on the Upper/Lower MIDI
charmels, JP-8000 Patches will be selected.

The correspondence between tlie Program Change and Bank

Select messages that the JP-80D0 receives and the Patches tliat

will be selected is the same as described in the table in

"Selecting Sounds on an External MIDI Sound Source".

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the MIDI OUT connector of the

external MIDI device to the JP-8000's MIDI IN connector.

2. Set the MIDI channel of each JP-8000 Part to match the

transmit channels of the external MIDI device.

[PFM PART]: Part MIDI CH

3. Set the Program Change Transmit/Receive Switch to

PC or BANK SEL + PC.

[MIDI SW]: Tx/Rx ProgChg SW
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4.

If a Bank Select message other than those listed in the

table on page94 is received, that Bank Select message

will be ignored, and Patches will be selected within the

same group.

Select a sound on the external MIDI device.

The JP-8000 will receive the Program Change message (or

the Program Change and Bank Select messages) and will

change Patches.

I
Selecting Performances on the

JP-8000

When sounds are selected on an external MIDI device, the

corresponding Program Change messages (or Program

Change and Bank Select messages) will be transmitted from

its MIDI OUT connector. If these Program Change and Bank

Select messages are received on the Performance Control

MIDI channel, JP-8000 Performances will be selected.

The correspondence between the Program Change and

Bank Select messages that the JP-8000 receives and the

Performances that will be selected is the same as described

in the table in "Selecting Sounds on an External MIDI
Sound Source" (p.94).

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the MIDI OUT connector of the

external MIDI device to the JP-8000's MIDI IN connector.

2. Set the JP-8000 Performance Control MIDI channel to

match the transmit channel of the external MIDI device.

[MIDI PRM]: Perform Ch-1 CH

3. Set the Program Change Transmit/Receive Switch to

PC or BANK SEL + PC.

[MIDI SW]: Tx/Rx ProgChg SW
* If a Bank Select message other than those listed in the

table on page 94 is received, that Bank Select message

will be ignored, and Performances will be selected with-

in the same group.

4. Select a sound on the external MIDI device.

The JP-8000 will receive the Program Change message (or

the Program Change and Bank Select messages) and will

change Performances.

Using Note Messages from an
External Device for Individual Trigger

* For details on Individual Trigger, refer to "Starting an

Individual Envelope While a Key Remains Pressed

(Individual Trigger)" (p.88).

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the MIDI OUT connector of the

external MIDI device to the JP-8000's MIDI IN connector.

2. Make Individual Trigger settings.

[INDIV TRIG]; Indv Trig Switch/Trig Destination/

Trig Source CH/Trig Source Note

At this time, the effect will be more apparent if you adjust

the envelope of the JP-8000 sound to increase the [ENV

DEPTH] (if FILTER is the trigger destination) or the

[LEVEL] (if AMP is the trigger destination), so that the

sound will be sharply articulated. (In addition, set [CUT-

OFF FREQ] to a low setting if you have selected FILTER.)

3. Set the transmit channel of the external MIDI device.

Set it to match the Trigger Source Channel of tlie JP-8000.

4. Press and hold notes on the JP-8000's keyboard.

5. Start the sequencer of the external MIDI device.

The JP-8000 will sound at the timing of the incoming Note

messages.

I
1.

2,

3.

4.

Playing an arpeggio or pattern /

Recording a pattern

Use a MIDI cable to connect the MIDI OUT connector of the

extemal MIDI keyboard to the JP-8000's MIDI IN connector.

Set the JP-8000 Remote Control channel to match the

transmit channel of the extemal MIDI keyboard.

[MIDI PRM]: Remote Ctrl CH

By playing the extemal MIDI keyboard, you will be

able to play arpeggios or patterns.

If you enter Pattern Record mode and play the extemal

MIDI keyboard, the pattern you play will be recorded.

Synchronizing to External
MIDI Devices

I
Synchronizing the Arpeggio,
Pattern and Motion

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the MIDI OUT connector of the

extemal MIDI device to the JP-8000's MIDI IN connector.

2. Turn on MIDI Sync.

[MIDI SW]: MIDI Sync

3. Make settings on the extemal MIDI device so that it

will transmit MIDI Clock messages.

4. Start playback on the extemal MIDI device.

5. While listening to the playback of the extemal MIDI
device, start a Pattern or Motion.

The Arpeggio, Pattern, or Motion will play at the same

tempo as the playback of the extemal MIDI device. If you

adjust the tempo of the external MIDI device, the tempo of

the Arpeggio, Pattern, or Motion will change accordingly.

* Some external MIDI devices do not transmit MIDI Clock

messages vmlcss thoy are recording or playing back. If such

an external MIDI device is connected, be aware that

Arpeggio synchronization will not be possible unless the

external MIDI device is recording or playing back.
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I
Synchronizing Chorus, Delay
and LFO 1

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the MIDI OUT connector

of the external MIDI device to the JP-8000's MIDI IN

connector.

2. Make the desired settings for Chorus Sync, Delay

Sync, or LFO Sync.

[PFM PART]: Chorus Sync/Delay Sync/LFO Sync

3. Turn on MIDI Sync.

4. Make settings on the external MIDI device so that it

will transmit MIDI Clock messages.

5. Start playback on the external MIDI device.

6. While listening to the playback of the external MIDI
device, play the JP-8000.

The delay will sound or the Chorus and the LFO 1 will

change etc. at the same tempo as the playback of the exter-

nal MIDI device. If you change tlie tempo on the external

MIDI device, the Delay Time or LFO 1 Rate will change cor-

respondingly.

* Some external MIDI devices do not transmit MIDI Clock

messages unless they are recording or playing back. If such

an external MIDI device is connected, be aware that Chorus

sync. Delay sync and LFO sync will not be possible unless

the external MIDI device is recording or playing back.

Recording What You Play
on an External Sequencer

This section explains the procedure for using the JP-8000, an

external MIDI sound source, and an external sequencer to

create a multi-track recording.

The JP-8000's sound source can be used to play two tracks (Parts).

The other tracks will be played on the external MIDI sound source.

MIDI IN § n MIDI OUT

Sequencer

MIDI

IN i MIDI Patcher

MIDI
{

I

OUT

I
MIDI IN

MIDllNBn MIDI OUT
Sound Module A

|_»l_l«LI|4_liBJ e

wmM
OOO OOO

I
Settings for Recording

Before you begin recording, follow step 2 in "Recording

Procedure" (p.97) to check the settings of each device. In

order for your playing to be recorded correctly, the follow-

ing parameters must be set correctly.

JP-8000 settings

Performance Control Channel

([MIDI PRM]: Perform Ctrl CH)

Select the MIDI channel that will be used to select

Performances.

Part MIDI Channel ([PFM PART]: Part MIDI CH)

Select the MIDI charmels of the tracks that will be played

using JP-8000 Parts.

* The receive channel of each Part on the external MIDI

sound sources must be set to MIDI channels other than

those selected for the JP-8000.

Local Switch ([MIDI SW]: Local Switch)

Turn this OFF.

When the JP-8000 is played with the connections shown in

the diagram below, and the Local Switch is ON, the musical

data from the external sequencer MIDI OUT and the data

from the JP-8000's own controllers will be received in dupli-

cate, causing each note to be played twice (with a very

slight time lag). To prevent this, turn the Local Switch OFF

to disconnected the JP-SOOO's controller section from its

sound source section.

Sequencer

Recording

Set to Thru

Function On.

All perfonnance data that

arrives at MIDI IN will be

output from MIDI OUT.

MIDI IN

MIDI OUT

MIDI OUT

MIDI IN

Set to Local Off.

Sound Generating

Section

While at ttlis setting, ttie JP-

SOOO's keyboatd and controllers

are disconnected from the sound

generating section, so they will

not directly control it.

Controller Section

JP-8000
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Edit Transmit/Receive Switch ([MIDI SW]:
Tx/Rx Edit Switch)

Turn this OFF.

When you move a controller or playback a Motion, control

change messages or exclusive messages will be transmitted

and recorded on the external sequencer.

* Edit Transmit/Receive Mode and Transmit/Receive

Setting must be set to the same settings for playback as

were used for recording. If different settings are used for

recording and playback, the data will not be played

back correctly.

Exclusive Receive Switch ([MIDI SW]: Rx
Exclusive SW)

Turn this ON.

Exclusive messages recorded on the external sequencer will

be received, causing various parameters to be modified.

Program Change Transmit/Receive Switch

([MIDI SW]: Tx/Rx ProgChg SW)

Set this to BANK SEL + PC.

When a JP-8000 Patch or Performance is selected during

recording. Program Change and Bank Select messages will

be transmitted and recorded on the external sequencer. The

Program Changes recorded on the external sequencer will

be received by the JP-8000 to select Patches and

Performances.

* The Program Change Receive Switch must also be

turned ON for each Part on the external MIDI sound

sources.

External Sequencer Settings

* For tlie procedure of setting each function, refer to the

owner's manual for your external sequencer.

Transmit Channel

Set the transmit channel of the tracks to be played on the JP-

8000 to match the MIDI channels of the JP-8000's Parts. Set

the transmit channels of the tracks to be played on external

MIDI sound sources to match the receive channel of each

Part on the external MIDI sound sources.

Thru Function

Turn this ON, so that musical data received at the MIDI IN

of the external sequencer will be immediately retransmitted

from its MIDI OUT.

* If your external MIDI sequencer has no Thru fimction,

turn ON the Local Switch of your JP-8000.

Tempo
Play the metronome and set a tempo tliat will be comfort-

able for recording.

I
Recording Procedure

1. Use MIDI cables to connect the JP-8000 and the exter-

nal sequencer as shown on page 96.

2. Make settings for the JP-8000 and the external sequencer

as explained in the previous section, "Settings for

Recording."

3. Put the external sequencer in record mode, and record

your playing.

While listening to the metronome of the external sequencer,

record the rhythm parts first.

4. In the same way, record additional Parts.

For tracks to be played by the JP-8000, you can also record

controller movements and Motions of the JP-8000.

* Some sequencers are not able to record exclusive messages,

if this is the case, assign other MIDI messages such as

Control Changes to the controllers whose movement you

wish to record ("Transmit/Receive Settings," p.89).

* Arpeggio, Pattern, Motion, Chorus, Delay, and LFO 1

can be recorded in synchronization with the MIDI Clock

of the external sequencer. For details on synchroniza-

tion, refer to the explanations given in "Synchronizing

to External MIDI Devices" (p.95).

Saving Settings on an External

Sequencer (Bulk Dump)

The JP-8000 is able to transmit a variety of settings to an

external device as exclusive messages. This function is

referred to as Bulk Dump. By transmitting this data to an

external sequencer that is connected to the JP-8000, you can

save various JP-8000 settings. Alternatively, you can con-

nect another JP-8000 instead of a sequencer, and set the sec-

ond JP-8000 to the same settings.

I
Procedure

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the JP-8000's MIDI OUT
connector to the MIDI IN connector of the external

sequencer.

2. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and press [INITAJTIL] ([7]).

The [INIT/UTIL] indicator will light.

3. Press [INIT/UTIL] to access the Bulk Dump setting page.

Bulk Dump [WRITE

3

FILL
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4. Use [DOWN]/[UP] to select the type of Bulk Dump
(refer to the explanations that follow).

5. Put the external sequencer in record mode.

6. Press [WRITE] to transmit the data.

The following display win appear.

Transr-iit.tiri9,

To halt the Bulk Dump operation, press [EXIT].

7. When the Bulk Dump is completed, the display will

indicate "Completed," and then the previous display

will reappear.

8. Stop the external sequencer.

I
Types of Bulk Dump

* When ALL, PATCH:USER ALL, PATCH:USER A,

PATCH:USER B or PERFORMiUSER ALL are executed,

the temporary settings will not be transmitted.

ALL: All Patches, Performances, Patterns, Motion Control,

and System parameter settings will be transmitted.

PATCH: USER ALL: All User Patches will be transmitted.

PATCH: USER A: User Patches of group A will be trans-

mitted.

PATCH: USER B: User Patches of group B will be transmit-

ted.

PATCH: TEMP UPPER: The Patch currently selected for

Upper will be transmitted.

PATCH: TEMP LOWER: The Patch currently selected for

Lower will be transmitted.

PATCH: TEMP UP&LO: The Patches currently selected for

Upper and Lower will be transmitted.

PERFORM: USER ALL: All User Performances will be

transmitted.

PERFORM: TEMP: The currently selected Performance will

be transmitted.

PATTERN: ALL: All Patterns will be transmitted.

PATTERN: C#2-C4: The C#2-C4 Patterns will be transmit-

ted.

PATTERN: C#4-C6: The C#4-C6 Patterns will be transmit-

ted.

PATTERN: CURRENT: The currently selected Pattern (the

Pattern of the last-pressed key) will be transmitted.

MOTION: ALL: All Motions will be transmitted.

MOTION: SET A-1: Motion 1 of Motion Set A will be trans-

mitted.

MOTION: SET A-2: Motion 2 of Motion Set A will be trans-

mitted.

MOTION: SET B-1: Motion 1 of Motion Set B will be trans-

mitted.

MOTION: SET B-2: Motion 2 of Motion Set B will be trans-

mitted.

• Cautions when using bulk dump for Patterns and

Motions

On the JP-8000, all Motions and Patterns share the same

memory space. This means that depending on the current

memory usage, a Pattern or Motion that was dumped may

cause a "Memory Full!" display to appear when it is sent

back to the JP-8000, and that it will not be possible to send

the data back to the JP-8000. If this occurs, delete uimeeded

Patterns or Motions from memory, and transmit the bulk

data back to the JI^-8(K)0 once again.

I
Restoring Saved Settings to

the JP-8000

Here's how settings that were saved by bulk dump can be

restored to the JP-8000.

1 . Use a MIDI cable to connect the MIDI OUT connector

of the external sequencer to the MIDI IN connector of

the JP-8000.

2. Set the Device ID Number to the same setting as when

the Bulk Dump was executed.

3. Turn the Exclusive Receive Switch ON.

[MIDI SW]: Rx Exclusive SW

4. Transmit (playback) the data from the external

sequencer.

* Playback the external sequencer at the same tempo that

was used when recording the bulk dump. If the play-

back tempo is faster, it may be impossible to restore the

settings correctly.

• Hints

When recording your playing on an external sequencer, it is

convenient to use Bulk Dump to record the JP-8000's PER-

FORM: TEMP settings at the beginning of the recording.

If this is done, the JP-8000 will automatically be given those

Performance settings when the song is played back, so that

you will not need to select the Performance before playback.

Furthermore, even if the Performance settings are modified

after the song is recorded, the playback will still use exactly

the same settings.
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Sound-creating tips

This section will give you know-how and tips for editing a Patch to create various types of sounds. Refer to the explanations

and the panel diagrams, and actually operate yoiu' JP-8000 to hear the results.

* Itenxs for which a setting is not given in the panel diagram do not need to be set.

-^OSC COMMON,^

CUD CZIJ3p;'JM«» 3!e:

C3

3 8 9 4 5 7,12

*o
.rfor

Q 0-^Q

Chorus Type

—

6

Delay Type

MONO SHORT

10
11

1 . Use the Initialize operation to set the Ferfoimance to

the basic settings.

[INIT/UTIL]: Initialze: PERFOiyvi: TEMP

2. Since bass is a low-range instrument, set OSC
SHIFT to -2 OCT.

3. Set the FILTER section [CUTOFF FREQ] to the mini-

mum setting.

There wOl be no sound.

4. Move the FILTER section [D] to the position shown

in the diagram to create the attack portion of the

sound.

5. Move the FILTER section [S] to the position shown

in the diagram to specify the tone for the sustain

portion of the sound.

6. Set [MONO] to LEGATO.

With a setting of legato, you will be able to produce a

legato feeling similar to that which occurs when a fin-

ger is slid to another fret without releasing the string.

7. Move the FILTER section [ENV DEPTH] to the posi-

tion shown in the diagram to determine the overall

tone.

The sense of attack will lessen somewhat, and the tone

will become a bit darker.

8. Make the [-12dB/-24dB] indicator go darlt, to select -

12 dB.

Tlie core of the sound will remain unchanged, but the

tone will be less bright.

9. If desired, you can adjust the FILTER section [RES-

ONANCE] to add a distinctive character to tlie tone.

1 0. Set the DELAY TYPE to MONO SHORT.

[EFFECTS]: Delay Type: MONO SHORT

1

1

. Set the DELAY section [TIME] to the minimum set-

ting, and move [FEEDBACK] and [LEVEL] to the

positions shown in the diagram.

1 2. Adjust the FILTER section [ENV DEPTH] once again

to adjust the overall tone to your taste.
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Strings

2 3 4
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While you are creating a strings sound, it is a good idea to

audition the sound by playing chords of four notes or so.

This will give you a better idea of the character of the sound

then if you play only an individual note.

1 . Use the Initialize operation to set the Performance to

the basic settings.

[INIT/UTILJ: Initialze: PERFORM; TEMP

2. For the OSCl secHon [WAVEFORM], select SUPER
SAW.

3. Move the OSCl section [CTRL 1] (DETUNE) to the

position shown in the diagram.

4. Move the OSCl section [CTRL 2] (MIX) to the maxi-

mum position.

This will produce the impression of a larger ensemble

of strings.

5. Move the AMP section [R] to the position shown in

the diagram, so that the sound will linger for a time

after the key is released.

6. Move the AMP section [A] to the position shown in

the diagram, so that the attack will be a bit slower.

7. Set the CHORUS section [LEVEL] to the maximum
setting.

This will give the sound greater breath and depth.

8. Set the DELAY section [LEVEL] to the maximum set-

ting.

This wiU add reverberation.
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Efecfric piano

8 57 6

There are inevitable limitations in using conventional sub-

tractive synthesis to attempt to simulate the sound of an

electric piano, but by using X-MOD (cross modulation) you

can produce tl\e complex vkfaveform that is required.

1 . Use the Initialize operation to set the Performance to

the basic settings.

IINIT/UTILI; IniHalze: PERFORM: TEMP

2. Set [X-MOD DEPTH] to the maximum setting.

3. In the OSC2 section, set [RANGE] and [FINE/WIDE]

to the maximum settings.

4. Set the FILTER section [CUTOFF FREQ] to the mini-

mum setting.

The sound will no longer be heard.

5. Move the FILTER section [D] to the position shown

in the diagram, to specify how the brightness will

decay.

6. Adjust the FILTER section [ENV DEPTH] to modify

the tone to your taste.

7. Move the FILTER section and AMP section [R] set-

tings to the positions shown in the diagram.

Tills will eliminate the click that is heard when a key

is released.

8. Set the FILTER section [KEY FOLLOW] to the

desired position.

Play and compare notes in the high and low keyboard

ranges as you adjust this setting.

9. Move the CHORUS section [LEVEL] to the position

shown in the diagram.

This will give the sound more spaciousness and

depth, making it more mellow.

10. Move the DELAY section [LEVEL] to the position

shown in the diagram to add reverberation to the

sound.

n . If you want keyboard playing dynamics to affect the

brightness (FILTER section [ENV DEPTH]) and vol-

ume (AMP section [LEVEL]), adjust the Velocity set-

tings (p.68). Before you make these adjustments,

turn on [VELOCITY] in the KEYBOARD section.
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Organ

2 3,9 4 7 6 5 8

1

.

Use the Initialize operation to set the Performance to

the basic settings.

[INIT/UTIL]: Initialzc: PERFORM: TEMP

2. In the OSCl section [WAVEFORM], select SUPER

SAW.

3. Move the OSCl section [CTRL 1] (DETUNE) to the

position shown in the diagram.

4. Move the OSCl section [CTRL 2] (MIX) to the maxi-

mum position.

5. Hold down [SHIFT] ([EXIT]) and use the FILTER

section [KEY FOLLOW] and [DOWNAJP] buttons to

set the Key Follow value to +32.

6. Hold down [SHIFT], and use the FILTER section

[RESONANCE] and [DOWN]/[UP] to set a

Resonance value in the range of 65 - 75.

7. Hold down [SHIFT] and use the FILTER section

[CUTOFF FREQ] and [DOWN/UP] buttons to set the

cutoff frequency value to 71.

This will use filter oscillation to add a parallel fifth

harmony.

Changing the cutoff frequency value in steps of 1 will

change the pitch of the oscillation m semitone steps. If

you wish, you can select a different pitch as desired.

Examples) 64 -> 1 octave

68 " third

75 -> seventh

8. Move the FILTER secHon [ENV DEPTH] to the posi-

tion shown in the diagram.

This will adjust the click sound which occurs when a

key is released.

9. As desired, you can move the OSCl section [CTRL 1]

(DETUNE) to adjust the rotational speed of the

rotary speaker.
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Understanding Sound

Since moving the controllers on the JP-8000's front panel will modify the sound, it's easy to make new sounds. However if

you have a certain sound in mind, moving the controllers at random will not get you any closer to the desired soimd. In

order to create the sound you want, you will need a basic understanding of sound. This section will provide tlie basic under-

standing of "sound" that you need. Reading and understanding it will help you create the sounds you want.

The Basics of Sound

In our lives we are surrounded by all types of sound. These

sounds exist as "waves," or vibrations in the air. When
these vibrations reach our ear and are conveyed to the

brain, they are interpreted as "sound." The shape of these

"waves" determines the type of sound that they are per-

ceived as.

The three elements of sound

'

The ttiree elements of sound are "pitch," "brightness," and

"volume."

Pitch

Pitch is determined by the speed at which the wave repeats.

A wave which repeats at a frequency of once each second is

refereed to as a "1 Hz" (Hertz) wave.

As the frequency increases, the pitch will rise. As the fre-

quency decreases, the pitch will be lower. For example, A4

(middle A) has a frequency of 440.0 Hz, but if this is raised

an octave the frequency will be doubled (A5 = 880.0 Hz),

and if it is lowered an octave the frequency will be halved

(A3 = 220.00).

1 Hz sound wave
A5

(=880 Hz)"

A4
(=440 Hz)"

1 second

time

time

^ KEY BOARD OSC SHIFT [-OCT]/[+OCT] (p.71)

Brightness

Brightness is determined by the form (shape) of the wave.

For example if you compare a piano waveform with a sine

waveform, you will see that the piano waveform is much
more complex than the sine waveform. Such differences in

complexity are interpreted by our ears as the "brightness"

of the sound.

Brightness is also closely related to the "partials" (over-

tones) that will be discussed later.

Piano waveform (complex)

"clang"

time

"pohhh"

time

- OSC 1 [WAVEFORM] (p.55)

-* OSC 2 [WAVEFORM] (p.57)

Volume
Volume is determined by the amplitude (size) of the wave-

form. Greater amplitude means louder volume, and lesser

amplitude means softer volume.

time „ . time
soft sound

loud sound

AMP [LEVEL] (p.62)
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Partiais ••••• •

We have mentioned that the brightness is determined by

the shape of the waveform, but how is the shape of the

waveform determined?

It is generally known that waveforms are made up of multi-

ple sine waves. For example, sawtooth waves or square

waves consist of a fundamental (the "basic" frequency) plus

integer multiples of the fundamental frequency such as 2x,

3x, ... and so on. These multiples of the fimdamental fre-

quency are referred to as "overtones" or "partiais."

Partiais which are integer multiples of the fundamental are

referred to as "harmonic partiais," and partiais which are

not integer multiples of the fundamental are referred to as

"inharmonic partiais." By combining these partiais, an infi-

nite range of sounds can be created.

Sawtooth wave Square wave

time

X_L

1 i
| .s Partiais

a a
m T3 xs jz xz x:
g ^ n 5 u) ID

f<5
ma <n cs •

a. o. o. Q. a.
ca T3 T3 i: .c j=

Partiais

The more high-frequency partiais are included in a sound,

the brighter it will appear. The more low-frequency partiais

are included in a sound, the mellower (darker) it will

appear. The technique of cutting these partiais to modify

the brightness (= waveform) of the sound is known as "sub-

tractive synthesis," and is one of the most common methods

of synthesis. This means that synthesizers which use this

method of synthesis need to contain waveforms which

include a rich assortment of partiais. By using a filter to

selectively cut these partiais, the brightness of the sound

can be modified.

bright waveform Low Pass Filter

level

, partiais

I; which are cut

frequency

Higher partiais are cut,

making the waveform more rounded (mellow)

time

> FILTER [TYPE] / [CUTOFF FREQ]/[RESONANCE]/

[-12dB/-24dB]/(KEY FOLLOW] (p.59)

In addition to the filter, the waveform can be modified by

Sync, Ring Modulator, or Cross Modulation to modify the

waveform in various ways.

Time-varianf changes in the sound (Envelope) • • •

On any acoustic instrument, the waveform goes through

various changes between the begirming and the end of the

note. This is because each of the three elements of sound

(pitch, brightness and volume) change as time passes.

These time-variant changes are referred to as the "enve-

lope," and every natural instrument has its own characteris-

tic envelope.

Pitch envelope

pitch

Trumpet, etc.

time

Brass instruments such as the trumpet often have a slight

variance in pitch when the musician first begins to blow. On
a synthesizer, this "time-variant pitch change" is created by

the Pitch Envelope.

> OSC COMMON [A]/[D] (p.59)

Filter envelope

cutoff

frequency

time

Notes on a piano etc. contain the most partiais (i.e., are

brightest) when the note begins, and as the sound decays,

the upper partiais gradually diminish, causing the tone to

become more mellow (darker). On a synthesizer, this "time-

variant change in brightness" is created by the Filter

Envelope.

> FILTER [A]/[D]/[S]/[R] (p.61)
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Amplifier envelope
Piano, etc.

time

Organ, etc.

+ a

volume

Key-off

Key-on
time

On a piano, the sound begins the instant that the key is

pressed, and gradually diminishes in volume. However on

an organ, the same volume is maintained as long as the key

is pressed. On a synthesizer, this type of "time-variant

change in volume" is created by the Amplifier Envelope.

- AMP [A]/[D]/[S]/[R] (p.62)

Adding Expression to

Sound

In addition to the "three elements of sound," there are

many ways in which expression can be added. This section

explains some of these ways.

Using the LFO

Vibrato

-I- 1,

pitch

time

Vibrato is a cyclic modulation of the pitch. This is a perfor-

mance technique often used by vocalists and on violin or

flute to add expression to the sound.

LFO 1 [RATE] (p.63) +OSC COMMON [LFO 1 DEPTH]

(p.58) etc.

Wah

cutoff

frequency

time

Trumpet Wah pedal

Wah is a cyclic modulation of the brightness. TWs is a per-

formance technique that can be heard when a cup mute is

used on a brass instrument, or when a wah pedal is used on

an electric guitar,

LFO 1 [RATE] (p.63) +FILTER [LFO 1 DEPTH/PAN]

(p.61) etc.

Tremolo

soft time

Tremolo is a cyclic modulation of the volume. This is an

effect that is frequently used on electric pianos.

- LFO 1 [RATE] {p.63) + AMP [LFO 1 DEPTH] (p.62) etc.

Effects • •

Effects can be categorized into two types; those which mod-

ify the overtone (partial) structure to modify the original

sound itself, and those which add sound to the original

sound.

Tone Control

gain

+ 1 k Bass Treble

'~>

K J

f

freque

- ' t

This effect adjusts the balance between the high and low

frequencies by emphasizing/attenuating the high/low fre-

quency ranges.

* TONE CONTROL [BASS]/[TREBLE] (p.64)

Chorus

original

sound
-L(+>(+)-* delay circuit -T"©-^

|modulalion[

output

This effect adds a slightly time-delayed sound to the origi-

nal sound, making the sound depth and spaciousness.

CHORUS [LEVEL] (p.64)

Delay

original

sound
delay circuit output

Tills effect adds a time-delayed sound to the original sound,

creating an echo-like effect.

DELAY [TIME]/[FEEDBACK]/[LEVEL] (p.65)
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What is MIDI?

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) is a worldwide

standard for exchanging musical data between electronic

musical instruments and computers, etc. MIDI does not

handle the "audio" data itself, but instead handles musical

performance data and commands in digital form. Tlie digi-

tal signals handled by MIDI are referred to as MIDI mes-

sages.

Any devices that have MIDI connectors can be connected

via MIDI cables to exchange musical data, regardless of

their manufacturer or model.

MIDI IN This connector receives MIDI messages

from an external MIDI device.

MIDI OUT ; This connector transmits MIDI messages

from the JP-8000.

MIDI THRU : MIDI messages received at MIDI IN are

immediately retransmitted from this con-

nector.

MIDI Channels

MIDI is able to transmit many streams of data over a single

cable. This is made possible by the concept of "MIDI chan-

nels." There are 16 MIDI channels: 1-16. MIDI messages

will be received when the channels of the receiving and

transmitting devices match.

On the JP-8000, the transmit channel and the receive chan-

nel are shared. If you set the MIDI channel of the Upper and

Lower Parts to match the channel settings of an external

MIDI device, MIDI messages can be transmitted and

received on that channel.

Main MIDI Messages Used
by the JP-8000

MIDI includes a wide variety of messages that can be used

to convey various types of data. MIDI messages can be

broadly classified into those which are handled separately

by channel (Channel messages) and those which are han-

dled regardless of channel (System messages). The main

types of MIDI message used by the JP-8000 are as follows.

Channel messages •••••••••••••••••

These messages are used to convey musical performance

operations, and make up the greater part of MIDI messages.

Note-on

This message is transmitted when a key is played. Each

Note-on message includes the following three pieces of

data, which are transmitted as one message.

Note-on

Note number

Velocity

a key was played

the key (number) that was played

how strongly (quickly) it was played

Note numbers are expressed as a number in the range of

0-127, with middle C (C4) as 60.

Note name

C-1— C2-

—se-
es-

• 48-

C4-
60-

— C5-
— 72 - — 84—127

Note number

Note-off

Tl-iis message is transmitted when a key is released. When

this message is received, the sound for that key will be

turned off. Each Note-off message includes the following

three pieces of data, which are transmitted as one message.

Nole-off

Note number

Velocity

a key was released

tlie key (number) that was released

how strongly (quickly) it was released

Pitch Bend

This message indicates the position to which the pitch bend

lever was moved.

Aftertouch

This message indicates how strongly pressure was applied

to the keyboard after a note was played. There are two

types of aftertouch message; Channel Aftertouch which

controls an entire channel, and Polyphonic Aftertouch

which controls individual notes independently. On tlie JP-

8000 you can use the Transmit/Receive Settings (p.89) to

assign aftertouch to a panel controller.

Program Change
Tliis message is used to select sounds. On the JP-8000, the

program numbers 1-128 of this message will select Patches

or Performances (p.94).

Control Change
These messages are used to create musical expression.

On the JP-8000, Bank Select (CC#0, CC#32) are used in con-

junction with Program Change messages to select Patches

or Performances (p.94). Modulation (CC#1), Pan (CC#10),

Expression (CC#11), and Hold (CC#64) can be controlled

via pedals or the modulation lever to add expressiveness to

your playing (p.73). A variety of other control change mes-

sages can be assigned to various sliders/knobs and the

Ribbon Controller by the Transmit/Receive Settings (p.89).
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System Messages* • ••••••••••••••••

This category includes exclusive messages, messages used

for synchronization, and messages that keep a MIDI system

running correctly. Of these, the JP-8000 uses mainly exclu-

sive messages.

Exclusive Messages
Exclusive messages are used to convey information

between devices of the same manufacturer and model (or

compatible model), so that data unique to these devices

(such as sound data settings) can be exchanged.

If MIDI could be used only to convey messages that were

defined in the MIDI specification, it would not be possible

to convey messages unique to a manufacturer or unique to

a particular instrument. Thus, each manufactiu-er defines its

own exclusive message format, and uses this format to con-

vey proprietary data.

On the JP-8000, Transmit/Receive Settings (p.89) allow

exclusive messages to be assigned to the sliders /knobs.

Also, exclusive messages can be used to transmit data such

as Patch settings to a sequencer for storage ("Saving

Settings on an External Sequencer (Bulk Dump)" p.97).

About the MIDI Implementation Chart

MIDI handles a wide variety of performance-related mes-

sages, but the types of messages that can be transmitted or

received by each type of device will differ. The MIDI
Implementation Chart that is included in the owner's man-

ual of every MIDI device tells you at a glance which types

of MIDI message can be transmitted and received by that

particular device. Message types marked by "O" in both

charts can be exchanged between the two devices.
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Troubleshooting

If there is no sound, or if the instrument does not operate the way that you expect, check the following points first. If this

does not resolve the problem, contact your dealer or a nearby Roland service center.

* Roland will take no responsibility for the recovery of any settings or data, nor for any damages incurred thereby.

Povy^er does not turn on

• Is the Power cord connected correctly to

the JP-8000 and to an AC outlet?

Check the Power cord connections.

No sound / Volume is lov/

• Is the pov/er of the connected devices

turned on?

Make sure that the power of your amp or mixer system is

turned on.

• Is the volume turned down?

Check the volume of the JP-8000 and of the connected amp
or mixer.

• Is there sound in the headphones?

If there is soimd in the headphones, it is possible that the

connection cables are broken, or that the amp or mixer is

malfunctioning. Check the connection cables and your other

equipment once again.

• Is the Demo Song playback selected?

Simultaneously press [ARP HOLD] and [REC] in the

Arpeggio/RPS section to exit Demo Song playback mode.

• Is the Local Switch turned OFF?

Turn the Local Switch ON (p.89).

• Are the AMP section levels at a low set-

ting?

Check the [LEVEL] settings of the AMP section {p.62).

• Is the Sustain level of the AMP section set

too low?

Check the [S] setting of the AMP section {p.62).

• Is the frequency of the FILTER section set

too low?

Check the [CUTOFF FREQ] setting of the FILTER section

(p.60).

• Is the rate of the LFO 1 section set to slow?

Check the [RATE] setting of the LFO 1 section (p.63).

• Have volume messages been received from an

external MIDI device to lower the volume?

Check the volume.

• Do the transmit channel and the receive

channel match?

Miike sure that tlie transmit and receive channels of the JP-

8000 and the external MIDI device match (p.86).

• is the Individual Trigger Switch turned

ON?

Turn the Individual Trigger Switch OFF (p.88).

Arpeggios or Patterns do not sound /

Motion is not played back

• if an external MIDI device is not connected

Make sure that MIDI Sync is turned OFF (p.90).

• if on external MIDI device is connected
(and you w^ish to synchronize the play-

back)

Turn MIDI Sync ON, and start recording or playback on the

external sequencer etc. MIDI Clock messages will be trans-

mitted, and the Arpeggio, Pattern, or Motion will begin

playback (p.95).

Pitch is vsrrong

• Are the Range settings of the OSC 2 sec-

tion correct?

Check the [RANGE] settings of the OSC 2 section (p.57).

• Are the Fine tune/Wide settings of the OSC
2 section correct?

Check the [FINE/WIDE] settings of the OSC 2 section

(P.57).
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• is the Part Transpose setting correct?

Check the Part Transpose Setting (P.72)

• Is the Master Tune setting correct?

Check the Master Tune setting {p.90).

• Has a Pitch Bend message been received

from an external device, leaving the pitch

"hanging"?

Move the pitch bend lever.

Cannot select sounds

• Is the Local Switch OFF?

Turn the Local Switch ON (p.89).

• Is the Program Change Transmit/Receive

Switch OFF?

Turn the Program Change Transmit/Receive Switch ON
{p.90).

Notes drop out (ore broken off)

• Is Mono/Legato selected?

When Mono or Legato is selected, only one note at a time

will sound even if two or more keys are pressed. If you

wish to play two or more notes at a time, press [MONO] to

make the indicator go dark, selecting Poly.

• Is the maximum simultaneous polyphony
being exceeded?

The JP-8000 can produce up to 8 notes at once. No more

notes than this can be sounded at once.

Sound is cracked (distorted)

• Is the level of the AMP section set to high?

Check the [LEVEL] setting of the AMP section (p.62).

Click is heard wfhen key is

pressed / released

For some sounds, a click or "blip" noise may be heard when

a key is pressed or released. (This will be noticeable for

some sounds but not for others.) This is due to extremely

fast Attack Time or Release Time settings for the

filter/amplifier, and is useful for creating the click soimd of

an organ attack.

If you want to avoid the click sound, raise the Attack Time

and Release Time settings of the filter section and amplifier

section, and lower the Envelope Depth of the filter section.

MIDI messages are not trans-

mitted / received correctly

• Are the various MIDI channel settings cor-

rect?

Check the Part MIDI channel and Performance Control

channel settings (p.86, p.89).

• Are the various transmit/receive s^vitch

settings correct?

Check the settings of the Program Change Transmit/

Receive Switch (p.90) and the Exclusive Receive Switch

(p.90).

• Is the Device ID Number setting correct?

Set the Device ID Number that was used when recording

the exclusive data to the sequencer (p.89).

• Is the Bulk Dump setting (type) correct?

Check the Bulk Dump setting (p.98).

• Is the sequencer being played back at a
correct tempo?

Playback the sequencer at the tempo that was used when

recording the exclusive data (p.98).
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Error Messoges

If an incorrect operation is performed or if the operation cannot be executed correctly, an error message will be displayed.

Refer to the explanations below and take the appropriate action.

Battery Low!

Cause: The internal backup batterj' (the battery which maintains the data in the user memory) is run-

ning down.

Action: Contact your dealer or a nearby Roland service center to have tlae battery replaced.

Check Sum Error!

Cause: The check sum value of the received exclusive message was incorrect.

Action: Correct the check sum value.

Memory Damaged!

Cause: The data in user memory has been damaged.

Action: Contact your dealer or a nearby Roland service center to repair.

Memory Full!

Cause: User memory is full, and further recording or editing is not pos.sible.

Action: Delete unneeded data.

MIDI Buff. Full!

Cause: More MIDI data was received at once tlian could be handled by the JP-8000.

Action: Reduce the amount of MIDI data that is being received by the JP-8000.

MIDI Off Line!

Cause: There is a problem with the MIDI cable connection.

Action: Check that the MIDI cable has not been disconnected or broken.

Rx Data Error!

Cause: MIDI messages could not be received correctly.

Action: If this error message appears repeatedly, there is a problem with tlie content of the MIDI mes-

sages.
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Parameter List

Patch Parameters

Parameter Full Name of Parameter Value

NAME Patch Name ASCII Characters (max.l6)

LFOl Section WAVEFORM LFOl Waveform TRI,SAW,SQR,S/H

RATE LFOl Rate 0-127

FADE LFOl Fade 0-127

OSC COMMON Section OSC BALANCE Oscillator Balance -64(OSCl)-+63{OSC2)

RING Ring Modulator Switch OFF, ON
X-MOD DEPTH Cross Modulation Depth 0-127

LFOl&ENV DESTINATION LFOl & Envelope Destination OSCl+2, OSC2, X-MOD DEPTH

LFOl DEPTH Oscillator LFOl Depth -64- +63

ENV DEPTH Oscillator Envelope Depth -64- +63

A Oscillator Envelope Attack Time 0-127

D Oscillator Envelope Decay Time 0-127

OSCl Section WAVEFORM OSCl Waveform SUPER SAW, TRIANGLE MOD,

NOISE, FEEDBACK OSC,

SQR(PWM), SAW, TRI

CTRLl OSCl Control 1 0-127

CTRL2 OSCl Control 2 0-127

OSC2 Section WAVEFORM OSC2 Waveform SQR(PWM), SAW, TRI

SYNC Sync Switch OFF, ON
RANGE OSC2 Range -WIDE, -24- +24, +WIDE

FINE/WIDE OSC2 Fine Tune/Wide -50- +50cent/-4-0oct/0- +4oct

PULSE WIDTH OSC2 Pulse Width 0-127

PWM DEPFH OSCl PWM Depth n-127

FILTER Section TYPE Filter Type HPF, BPF, LPF

-12clB/-24dB Cutoff Slope -12dB/oct,-24dB/ocf

CUTOFF FREQ Cutoff Frequency 0-127

RESONANCE Resonance 0-127

KEY FOLLOW Cutoff Frequency Key Follow -64- +63

LFOl DEPTH Filter LFOl Depth -64- +63

ENV DEPTH Filter Envelope Depth -64- +63

A Filter Envelope Attack Time 0-127

D Filter Envelope Decay Time 0-127

S Filter Envelope Sustain Level 0-127

R Filter Envelope Release Time 0-127

AMP Section LEVEL Amplifier Level 0-127

AUTO/MANUAL Auto Pan/Manual Pan Switch OFF, AUTO PAN, MANUAL PAN

LFOl DEPTH/PAN Amplifier LFOl Depth -64{L)-+63{R)

A Amplifier Envelope Attack Time 0-127

D Amplifier Envelope Decay Time 0-127

S Amplifier Envelope Sustain Level 0-127

R Amplifier Envelope Release Time 0-127

TONE CONTROL Section BASS Tone Control Bass -64- +63

TREBLE Tone Control Treble -64- +63

CHORUS Section "level Chorus Level 0-127

DELAY Section TIME Delay Time 0-127

FEEDBACK Delay Feedback 0-127

LEVEL Delay Level 0-127

KEYBOARD Section VELOCITY Velocity Switch OFF, ON
PORTAMENTO Portamento Switch OFF, ON
TIME Portamento Time 0-127
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MONO
LEGATO

OSC SHIFT

RATE

DEPTH SELECT

DEPTH (PITCH)

DEPTH (FILTER)

DEPTH (AMP)

RIBBON ASSIGN

VELOCITY ASSIGN

BEND RANGE (UP)

BEND RANGE (DOWN)

Chorus Type

Delay Type

Mono Switch

Legato Switch

Oscillator Shift

LF02Rate

Depth Select

Pitch LF02 Depth

Filter LF02 Depth

Amp LF02 Depth

Ribbon Assign

Velocity Assign

Bend Range Up

Bend Range Down

Chorus Type

Delay Type

OFF, ON
OFF, ON
-20CT- +20CT

0-127

PITCH, FILTER, AMP
-64- +63

-64- +63

-64- +63

-127- +127/-100 - +100/-50 - +50

-127 - +127/-100 - +100/-50 - +50

0-24 semitone

0-24 semitone

SUPER CHORUS SLW/MID/

FST/CLR, FLANGER SLOW/

DEEP/ FAST, DEEP PHASING

SLW, JET PHASING, TWISTING,

FREEZE PHASE 1 /2

PANNING L->R/R->L/SHORT,

MONO SHORT/LONG

LF02 Section

CONTROLLER Section

(EFFECT) ([8])
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Performance Common Parameters

Parameter Name of Parameter Value

NAME Perfonnance Name ASCII Characters (max, 16)

KEY & PANEL Section KEY MODE Key Mode

PANEL SELECT Pane! Select

SINGLE, DUAL, SPLIT

LOWER & UPPER, LOWER,

UPPER

ARPEGGIATOR/RPS Section ON/OFF

MODE

RANGE
ARP HOLD
TEMPO

Part Detune

Output Assign

Pedal Assign

Arpeggio Switch

Arpeggio Mode

Arpeggio Range

Arpeggio Hold

Tempo

Part Detune

Output Assign

Pedal Assign

Voice Assign

Split Point

Arpeggio Destination

Arpeggio Beat Pattern

OFF, ON
UP, DOWN, UP & DOWN,

RANDOM, RPS

10CT-40CT

OFF, ON
20-250

-50- +50

MIX OUT, PARALLEL OUT

OFF, MODULATION:CC01,

PANPOT:CC10, EXPRESSION:CCll,

LFOl RATE-RIBBON DOWN
6-2, 5-3, 4-4, 3-5, 2-6

C-l-Ci

LOWER & UPPER, LOWER,

UPPER

1/4,1/6,1/8,1/12,1/16,1/32,

PORTA-Al-11, PORTA-Bl-15,

SEQUENCE-Al-7, SEQUENCE-Bl

-5,SEQUENCE-C1-2,

SEQUENCE-Dl-8, ECHOl-3,

MUTEl-16, STRUMMINGl-8,

REFRAINl-2, PERCUSSIONl^,

WALKING BASS, HARP, RANDOM

OFF, ON
FILTER, AMP, FILTER & AMP
1-16

C-1-G9, ALL

[PFM COMMON] ([!])

Voice Assign

{Only Dual & Split Mode)

Split Point

(Only Split Mode)

Arpeggio Dest

(Only Dual Mode)

Arp Beat Pattern

IINDIV TRIG] (131) Indv Trig Switch

Trig Destination

Trig Source CH
Trig Source Note

Individual Trigger Swatch

Individual Trigger Destination

Individual Trigger Source Channel

Individual Trigger Source Note

Performance Part Parameters

Parameter Full Name of Parameter Value

(PFM PART] (121) Part Transpose

Part MIDI CH
Chorus Sync

Delay Sync

LFO Sync

Part Transpose

Part MIDI Channel

Chorus Sync

Delay Sync

LFO Sync

-24- +24 semitone

1-16, OFF

OFF, 1/16, 1/8(3), 1/16(.), 1/8,

1/4(3), l/8(.), 1/4, 1/2(3), l/4(.),

1/2, 1/1(3), l/2{.), 1/1,2/1(3),

1/1(.), 2/1, ,3-RMEASURFS, LFOl

OFF, 1/16, 1/8(3), 1/16(.), 1/8,

1/4(3), l/8(.), 1/4, 1/2(3), l/4(.), 1/2

OFF, 1/16, 1/8(3), 1/16(.), 1/8,

1/4(3), l/8(.), 1/4,1/2(3), l/4(.),

1/2, 1/1(3), l/2(.), 1/1,2/1(3),

l/l(-),2/l,3-8MEASURES
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System Parameters

Parameter FuU Name of Parameter Value

KEYBOARD Section KEYBOARD SHIFT Keyboard Shift -20CT-+20CT

RIBBON CONTROLLER Seclion RELATIVE

HOLD
Ribbon Relative

Ribbon Hold

OFF, ON
OFF, ON

IMIDl FRMl (141) Perform Ctrl CH
Remote Ctrl CH
Device ID

Tx/Rx Edit Mode

Tx/Rx Setting

Performance Control Channel

Remote Control Channel

Device ID Number

Edit Transmit/Receive Mode

Transmit/Receive Setting

1-16, OFF

1-16, ALL, OFF

17-32

MODEl,MODE2

OFF, MODULATIONrCCOl-

CC31, CC33-PHASER:CC95,

AFTERTOUCH, EXCLUSIVE

OFF, ON
OFF, ON
OFF, ON
OFF, ON
ON, PC, BANK SEL + PC

427.5^52.9 Uz

PERFORM P:ll, LAST-SET

1-8

OFF, BEAT, MEASURE

OFF, ON
SET A, SET B

(MIDI SW] ([5]) Local Switch

MIDI Sync

Tx/Rx Edit SW
Rx Exclusive SW
Tx/Rx ProgChg SW

Master Tune

Power Up Mode

LCD Contrast

Pattern Trig Qtz

Motion Restart

Motion Set

Local Switch

MIDI Sync Switch

Edit Transmit/Receive Switch

Exclusive Receive Switch

Program Change Transmit/Receive Switch

Master Time

Power Up Mode

LCD Contrast

Pattern Trigger Quantize

Motion Restart

Motion Set

ISETUP] (161)

Recording Parameters

Parameter Full Name of Parameter Value

Pattern Loop Length

Input Quantize

Gate Time Ratio

Metronome

Pattern Liwp Length

Input Quantize

Gate Time Ratio

Pattern Metronome

l-A measures

OFF, 1/16(3), 1/16, 1/8(3), 1/8,

1/4(3), 1/4

REAL, STACCATO, 33%, 50%,

66%, 100%

Typel : VOLUME 4-1, OFF,

Type2: VOLUME 1-4

1-8 measures

Typel: VOLUME 4-1, OFF,

Type2: VOLUME 1^

Motion Loop Length

Metronome

Motion Loop Length

Motion Metronome
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Transmit/Receive Setting List

Parameter Name MODEl MODE2 (Factory Setting)

LFOl Section RATE

FADE

OSC BALANCE

X-MOD DEPTH

LFOl DEPTH

ENV DEPTH

A
D

CTRL]

CTRL2

RANGE
FINE/WIDE

PULSE WIDTH

PWM DEPTH

CUTOFF FREQ

RESONANCE

KEY FOLLOW
LFOl DEPTH

ENV DEPTH

A
D
S

R

LEVEL

LFOl DEPTH/PAN

A
D
S

R

B.

Tl

LI

Tl

Fl

LI

Tl

RATE

DEPTH (PITCH)

DEPTH (FILTER)

DEPTH (AMP)

GENERAL1:CC16

EXCLUSIVE

BALANCE:CC08

SOUND-CTL1:CC70

GENERAL3:CC18

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE

FOOT-TYPE:CC04

SOUND-CTL7:CC76

EXCLUSIVE

SOUND-CTL8iCC77

SOUND-CTL9:CC78

SOUND-CTL10;CC79

SOUND-CTL5:CC74

SOUND-CTL2:CC71

EXCLUSIVE

GENERAL4:CC19

GENERAL6;CC81

GENERAL7:CC82

GENERAL8:CC83

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE

VOLUME:CC07

GENERAL5:CC80

SOUND-CTL4:CC73

SOUND-CTL6:CC75

EXCLUSIVE

SOUND-CTL3:CC72

TREMOLO:CC92

PHASER:CC95

CHORUS:CC93

FFECT-CTL1;CC12

FFECT-CTL2;CC13

SELESTE:CC94

'ORTA-TIME:CCQ5

GENERAL2:CC17

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE

GENERAL1:CC16

CC20

BALANCE:CC08

SOUND-CTL1:CC70

GENERAL3;CC18
CC25

CC26

CC27

FOOT-TYPE:CC04

SOUND-CTL7:CC76

CC21

SOUND-CTL8:CC77

SOUND-CTL9:CC78

SOUND-CTL10:CC79

SOUND-CTU5:CC74

SOUND-CTU:CC71

CC30

GENERAL4:CC19

GENERAL6:CC81

GENERAL7:CC82

GENERAL8:CC83

CC28

CC29

VOLUME:CC07

CENERAL5:CC80

SOUND-CrL4:CC73

SOUND-CTL6:CC75

CC31

SOUND-CTL3:CC72

TREMOLO:CC92

PHASER:CC95

CHORUS:CC93

FECT-CTL1:CC12

TECT-CTU:CC13

SELESTE:CC94

3RTA-TIME:CC05

GENERAL2:CC17

CC22

CC23

CC24

AFTERTOUCH

BREATH:CC02

OSC COMMON Section

OSCl Section

OSC2 Section

FILTER Section

AMP Section

TONE CONTROL Section BASS TREMOLO:CC92 TREMOLO:CC92

TREBLE PHASER:CC95 PHASER:CC95

CHORUS Section LEVEL CHORUS:CC93 CHORUS:CC93

DELAY Section TIME EFFECT-CTL1;CC12 EFFECT-CTL1:CC12

FEEDBACK EFFECT-CTL2;CC13 EFFECT-CTU:CC13

LEVEL SELESTE:CC94 SELESTE:CC94

KEYBOARD Section TIME PORTA-TIME:CCQ5 PORTA-TIME:CC05

LF02 Section

RIBBON UP *

RIBBON DOWN

Ribbon controller Transmit /Receive Settings are valid regardless of whether Edit Transmit/Receive Mode is set to MODE 1

or MODE
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Model: JP-8000 MIDI Impiementation
Date: Oct. 24. 1996

Version: 1.00

Mark Meaning Range

n; MIDlch.inncI OH-FH (ch.l -di.l61

Value, Vflocily elc. IXIH-TFH (0 - 127)

Note Number (X1H-7FH {(1 - 1 27)

ON/OFF nOH-3FH (1) - 63 : OFF), 40H-7FH (M -

kk;

1 . Data reception/transmission (sound source section)

Channel voice messages

• Note Off

sMa& 2nd byte 3rt^ \>ytv

8nH kkH vvli

9nli kkH OflH

if the MIDI channel number of a recL-ivcd Note Off coincides with the Remote Control

channel, the message will have the same effeci as when a note is released on the JP-

SOtKVs keybuard. This means that you can control the arpeggiator and RPS (Rec/Play)

from an esterna! MID! keyboard.

' When the Individual Trigger Switch is ON, and if MID! channel number of received

Note Off is coincident with Triger Source Channekand also the Note Number of

received Note Off is coincident with Trigger Source Note, the Envelope of Trigger

f>estination will be released.

• Note On
Elaliis 3nd byte 3rd bytg

kkH vvH

If the MIDI channel number of a received Note On coincides with the Remote Control

channel, the mesKige will hnve the same effect as when a note is played on the JP-

80(KVs keyboard. This means that you can control the arpeggiator and RPS (Rec/Play)

from an external MIDI keyboard.

When the Individual Trigger Switch is ON, and if MIDI channel number of received

Note Off is coincident with Triger Source Channel,and also the Note Number of

received Note C)n is coincident with Trigger Source Note, the Envelope of Trigger

Destination will be started.

* Control Change

' The value specified by a Control Change messages will nol be reset even by a Program

Change.elc-

* Tx/Rx Setting {p.89) is effective when Tx/Rx Edit SW (p.W) is ON and Tx/Rx Edit

Mode(p.89)i5MOD02.

if you operate the knobs. Control Change messages are transmitted. And if Control

Change messages are received, the value of the corresponding parameters will change.

• If Ribbon Controller is specified as the Control Change message, the message will func-

tion as Ribbon Controller operations.

* Tx/Rx settings can be made for controller numbers 1 to 31 and 33 to 95. Refer to

Transmit/Receive 5>etting List (p.l lf>) for the default settings.

• If tlie MIDI channel number of the received Control Change corresponds to the Remote

Control Channel, and if the Tx/Rx Setting of knobs are set to Control Change mes-

sages, the response will be the same as if the knobs of the JP-800t) itself were operated.

However if the Tx/Rx Edit SW system parameter is ON and if there are Patch parame-

ters for which control changes are specified for the Tx/Rx Setting system parameter,

tho.se control changes will not have their normal function but will fimction in the same

way as IP-SOOO knob movements for those Patch parameters.

O Bank Select (Controller number 0,32)

status 2nd byte 3rd bytp

BnH nOH mmH
BnH 20H IIH

mm,n=Bank number: mi (XIH - 7F 7FH (bank.1 - bank.! f>384)

* Not received and transmitted when the Tx/Rx Program Change SW is OFF or PC.

' Bank Select processing will be suspended until a Program Change message is received.

* If an unavailable (nonexistent) Bank Select number is received it will be ignored, and

only the Program Change will be received.

* The Patches corresponding to each Bank Select are as follows.

Bdiik SelecL
MSB I LS3

Progrciiii No. Group

eo
81

- 127
- 127

User
Preset

1 - 128
1 - 12S

• The PerfomianLes corresponding to each Bank Select are as follows.

Bank Select 1 Program No, j Group Perform No.
MSB

I

LSB i

!

80
ai

0-63
0-63

Uj=et

Preset
1-64
1-54

O Modulation (Controller number 1

)

.ststM.? 2nd byte 3rd byte

BnH OIH vvH

' This can be used to control the modulation depth for pitch/cutoff/amp.

O Breolfi type (Controller number 2)

sMus 2nd byte .3rd byt?

BnH t)2H vvH

O Foof type

slalus 2nd byte 3 i:d byte

BnH {)4H vvH

O Portamento Time

sttttug ;znd byte 3rd byK'

(Controller number 4)

(Controller number 5}

" This adjusts the time ol pitch change when Portamento is ON or when using the

Portaminto Control. A value of results in the fastest change.

O Dafa Entry (Conh-oller number 6,38)

status 2nd hyt^* 3rd hylg

BnH 06H mmH
BnH 26H IIH

mm,!I= the value of the parameter specified by RPN mm=MSB, 1I=LSB

O Volui

status

BnH

(Controller number 7)

2nd byte 3rd byte

(17H v\-H'

• Volume mesages are used to adjust the volume balance of each Part.

O Balance (Controller number 8)

sMuss gpd byte 3rd byte

BnH 0«H vvH

O Panpot

SiaiUS 2nd byte 3rd byte

BnH O.MT vvH

(Controller number 1 0)

* Panpot messages are used to adjust the pan of each Part.

O Expression (Controlter number 1 1

}

SlatUJi 2nd byte 3rd byte

BnH OBH vvH

* Expression mes.sages are used to adjust the volume of each part. It can be used to inde-

pendently from Volume messages .Expression messages are used for musical expression

within a performance; e.g., expression pedal movements, crccendo and decrcsccndo.

O Effect Control 1

SlSiUS l^fj hyte 3rd byte

BnH OCH vvH

(Controller number ] 2}
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O Effect Confrol2

SMi3& 2nd byte ^^d
, 1?yte

BnH ODH wH

O General Purpose Controlier1-4

BnH in-l'^H vvH

O Hold! (Controller number 64)

status i^nti byte M byK-

BnH 40H xxii

3 Portamento

BnH 41

H

O Legato Footswitch

status 2nd byte

BnH 44H

3rd bylt^

sxH

xxi-i

(Controller number 1 3}

(Conh-oller number 16-) 9)

Ttiis de\'ice receives the following RPNs.

(Controiier number 65}

(Controller number 681

RPN

mm 01)1

1

Data entry

M.SD USD
mm I -I

—

7FH 7Ft-i

Notes

Pitch Bend Sensitivity

mm : 00! I - OCI I (0 - 12 semitones)

it : ignored (prixessed .IS (K)ii)

Up lo 1 octave can be specified in semitone steps.

* The Bend Range up parameter. Bend Range Down parameter

will abo be changed.

Master Fine Tuning

mm, \l 2(1 001 1 - 40 {M I - 60 UOH { -8192 '50 / 8192 - - +8192 "

50/ 8192 cent)

*
In Patch mode, the Master Tune parameter will ctiange.

RPN null

mRPN and NRPN will be set as "unsF«dfied". Once this setting

has been niade, siA>seqiienl Data Entry messages will be ignored,

(it is noi neiessary to Iransniil Data Entry for RPN Null settings.)

Parameter values lliat were previously set will not cliange

mm, 11: ignored

O Sound Controller!

statu-^ 2nd byte

10

3rd byte

vvH

O General Purpose Controllers 5-8

siatua 2mi byte 3rd byte

BiiH 5(KS3H vvH

O Portamento Control

status ^;nd bytg

[Contnalier number 70-79)

[Controller number 80-83)

(Controller number 84)

3rd byte

kkH

A Note On message received immediately after a Portamento control will be sounded

with the pitch changing smotithly from the source note number,

If a voice is already sounding at the same note number as the source note number, that

voice will change pitch to the pitch of the newly received Note On, and continue

sounding (i.e., will be played legato).

Exampiel.

On MiPI Description Result

90 3C 40 NolconC4 C4 cm

D0 54 3C (rorlaiMTlo Conlrol from C4) no chanp.'(C4 voice still sounding)

90 40 40 Note on E4 glitie Iroin C4 to E4

80 3C 40 Note lift C4 no change

80 40 40 Notco(fE4 F,4 off

Kx.imple 2.

On MIDI Pexriplion Pwult

BIJ 54 3C H'ortamento Gmlrol from C4} no change

W 40 40 (Note on E4) E4 is played with glide from C4 to F4

80 40 40 (Note off E4) F4 off

' The speed of the pitch change caused by Portamento is determined by the lORTA-

MENTO TIME parameter value.

O Effects Depth 2-5

Ualus ln4 1'yiv 3rd bvte

BnH 5C-5FH Ifckll

O RPN LSB/MSB

status 2nd byte 3rd bvie

BnH 65H mmH
BnH I.4H UH

{Controller number 92-95)

(Conh-oller number 100,101)

mm=MSB of tlie parameter number specified by RPN

l!=I-Sfi of the parameter number specified by RPN

Control Changes include RPN (Registered Parameter Numbers), wliich arc extended

parameters whose function is defined in the MID! specification.

When using RPNs, first the RPN (Controller numbers 100 and 101; they can be sent in any

order) is transmitted to specif)' the parameter you wish to control. Then, Data Entry mes-

sages (Controller numbers 6 and 38) are uaed to set the value of the specified parameter.

Once a RPN parameter has been specified, all further Data Entry messages on that chan-

nel are considered to apply to that specified parameter. In order to prevent accidents,

when the desired setting has been made for the parameter, it is recommended that RPN

beset tn Null.

• Program Change
.stsfM.** 2nd byte

CnH ppH

pp=Program number : OOH - 7FH (prog, I - pnig.128)

• Not trarwmited and received when the Tx/Rx Program Change parameter is OFF.

• When this message is received on the Performance Contral channel, the Performance

will change.

' When this message is received, all voices will l^e turned off.

• Channel Pressure

stntus 2o,d„byie

DnH vvH

• The Tx/Rx Setting (pii9) is effective when Tx/Rx Edit SW (p.90) is ON and Tx/Rx Edit

Mode (p.89) is MODE2. You can assign Chaimel Pressure messages to the Ribbon

Controller.

If you operate the assigned Icnobs, Channel Pressure messages an; transmitted. When

Channel Pres.sure messages are received, the value of the corresponding parameters

wiii change.

' if Channel Pressure messages are assigned to Ribbon Controller Up or Down, the mes

sages will correspond to Ribbon Controller Up or Down operations. With the factor^'

Settings, Cliannel Pressure messages are assigned to Ribbon Controller Up.

• 1( the MIDI channel numtnjr on which Channel Pressure is received corresponds to tlie

Remote Control Channel, and if tlie Tx/Rx Setting of the Ribbon Controller is also set

fo Channel Pressure, the result is same as if the Ribbon Controller of llie JP-8000 itself

is operated.

' Tfie jP-S(XiO's keyboard does not implement Channel Pressure,

• Pitch Bend Change
stqtuy 2nd byte 3rd byte

EnH UH mmH

mm,ti=^Pitch Bend value: IK) (KIH - 40 OOH - 7F 7FH (-KW2 - - +8191

)

• Pitch Bend Change messages will control the pitch according to Bend Range

Up/Down patch parameter.
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I channel Mode messages

• All Sound Off (Controller number 1 20)
-St ill US 2nd bylc 3r4,,l7>'k

'

ii=M!Di channel:

ODH

nn - FH (ch.l - ch.16)

" When tiii.s nifj*saj;i.' i^ rectiivud, al\ nolcs cvirrently sounding tin the corresponding

cIidriHi.'! will be turned off.

• Reset All Controllers (Controller number 1 21

)

status 2nd byte 3rd byte

linH 79H 0()H

" When this message is rccciv«i, the following controllers will be set to their reset val-

Conl roller Reset vnlii

Pitch Bend Change

Modulation

Expression

Hold ]

RPN

Ribbon Up

Ribbon Down

I All Note Off

±0 (center)

(minimumi

127 (maximum)

(off)

Unset. Previously set data will not change-

(minimum) Default setting is Channel Pressure,

(minimum) Default setting is Breath Type.

(Controller number 1 23)
status 2nd byte 3r<i .,t^y,t,g

BnH 7BH tH)l

!

' When All Note Off is received, all currently sounding notes of the corresponding chan-

nel will be turned off. Htiwever if Hold 1 is on, the sound will be held until these are

turned off.

• Omni Off (Controller number 1 24)

attlfas Zn^ t^y'g 3rd byte

BnH 7CH OOH

" The same processing as when All Note Off is received will be done.

• Omni On (Controller number 1 25)

^sMaa 2nd byle 3rd by te

BnH 7DH (JOH

" The same prtxressing as when All Note Off is received will be done.

• Mono (Controller number 1 26)

S,ta,t,»!? Z"d byte 3rd byte

BnH TEH mmH

mm=Mono number ilOH - lOH {(1 - 16)

' The same priKessing as when All Note Off is received will be done, and the MONO
Switch parameter will be set to ON.

• Poly (Controller number 1 27)

&li3,t.ys 2nd byte 3rd byte

BnH 7FH OOH

• The same prixressing as when AH Note Off is received will be done, and thp MONO
Switch parameter will be set to OFF.

i System Realtime messages

• Active Sensing
status

FEH

* When an Active Sensing message is received, the unit will begin monitoring the inter-

vals of all further messages. During monitoring, if more than 420 ms passes without a

message being received, the same processing will be done as when All Sound Off, All

Note Off, and Reset All Controllers messages are received. Tlien monitoring will be

hailed.

I System Exclusive messages

roH

da fa byte

iiliddH eeH

Status

F7H

FOH:

ii = ID number:

dd,..., ee -

F7H:

System Exclusive message status

This is the ID number (manufacturer JD) thai specifies the manufactur-

er whose exclusive message this is. Roland's manufacturer ID is

IIH-ID numbers 7EH and 7FH are defined in an expansion of the

MIDI standard as Universal Non-realtime messages (7EH) and

Universal Realtime Messages (7FH).

OOH - TIT^I (0 - 127)

EOX (End Of Exclusive)

The System Exclusive message received by the jP-8000 are; messages for Mode setting,

Data request (RQl) and Data Set (DTI).

# Data transmission

This instrument can use exclusive messages to exchange many varieties of internal set-

tings with other devices.

The model ID of the exclusive messages used by this instrument is OOH 06H.

a Data Request 1 RQl

This message requests the other device to transmit data. The address and size indicate the

type and amount of data that is n.*questcd.

When a Data Request message is received, if the device is in a state in which it is able to

transmit data, and if the address and size are appmpriate, the requested data is transmit-

ted as a Data Set 1 (DTI } message. If the conditions are not met, nothing is transmitted.

FOH

Byte

dala.bylc-

4 1 H,dev,OOH,06H,l 1 H^aH,bbH,ccH,ddH„ssM,ttI l,uul I,sum

sta tus

F7I-I

Remarks

FOH
41H

dev

OOH

06H

UH
aaH

bbH
ccH

ddH
ssH

ttH

uuH
vvH
sum

F7H

Exclusive status

ID number (Roland)

devicelD (dev: lOH

-

mode! JD (iJP-80()0)

model ID (iJP-8000)

command ID (RQl)

address MSB
address

address

address LSB

size MSB
size

size

size LSB

checksiun

EOX (End Of Exclusive)

' The size of data that can be transmitted at one time is fixed for each type of data, and

data requests must be made witli a fixed starting address and size. Refer to the address

and size given in " 5. Parameter address map " (p.l21)

For the rheck,sum, refer tn page 127.

O Data Set I DTI

This message transmits ttie actual data, and is used wiien you wish to set tlie data of the

receiving device.

status

FUH

Byte

POH

41II

dev

OOH

06H

12H

aaH

bbH

ccH

ddH

ecH

data byte

4tH,dev,nOH,n6H,12H, aaH, bbH, ccH, ddH, ecH. ... tfH, sum

status

F7H

Remarks

(dcv:l()H-lPH)

0r-8(XXl)

(JP-fl(XIO)

Exclusive status

ID number (Roland)

device ID

model ID

model ID

command ID (DTI)

address MSB

address

address

address LSB

data; The actual data to be transmitted. Mulli-byle data is tran.smitted in the

order of the address.

riH

sum

F7H

data

checksum

EOX (End Of Exclusive)
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The amount uf data that is transmilted at one timt is fixed for the type of data, and

oniy data (if the fixed starting address and size wiH be transmitted. Refer to the address

and size given in "5, Parameter address map "(p.12I).

Data whose size is greater than 128 bytes should be divided into packets of 12K bytes

or less and transmitted. Successive "Data Set 1 messiiges should have at least 20 ms of

time inter\'al between them.

For the checksum piease refer to page 127.

This message is not received if Rx Exclusive SW is OFF.

2. Data reception/transmission (Arpeggiator/RPS section)

The MIDI channel of the transmitted MIDI message depends on the settinf; of KEY

MODE, ARPECGIATOR DESTINATION, PANEL SELECT and PART MIDI CH,

Transmitted messages during playing ARPEGGIATOR/RPS

• Note Off (See p. 11 7)

• Note On (See p. 11 7)

• Portamento control (Controller number 84) (See p. 1 1 8)

Messages recorded/played back by RPS

• Note Off (See p. 11 7)

• Note On (See p. 11 7)

3.Messages acknowledged for synchronization

Systeni Realtime messages (Received only)

• Timing Clock

status

F8H

" This message ivill be received if the MIDI Sync SW is ON.

• Start

FAH

• This message wil! be received if the MIDI Sync SW is ON,

• ConKnue
states

FBH

This message will be received if the MIDI Sync SW is ON.

• Stop

rcH

• This message will be received if the MIDI Sync SW is ON.

4. Messages automatically generated by the system

Channel Mode messages

• Omni off (Controller number 1 24)

status 2nd (".vie 3fd hyle

SnH 7CH OllH

* At start-up, this message is transmitted tu all channels.

• Poly (Controller number 1 27)
status 2nd byte Brd byte

BnH 7FH OOH

* At start-up, this message is transmitted to all channels.
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S.Parameter address map

ir-mXK) {Modfl ID = miH {)6H)

For nddrcKses marked by a #, ihe data must be divided into 2 parts for transmission. For oxampk', data with the hexada

mitted in thiit order.

I value ABH would be divided into OAH and IIBH, and trans-

Start
Address

00 00 00 00

Description

System Area 1-1

01 00 00 00 Performance Temporary Area 1-2

02 00 00 00
03 00 00 00

User ratch (Patch U;A11 - U:EB8)
User Performance (Performance U:ll - U;EB)

1-4

08 00 00 00
09 00 00 00

Pattern Data {Pattern 1 - 48)
Motion Controller Data (Motion A, Motion B)

1-6
1-7

1 - 1 . System Area

offset
I

Address

I

OC 00 00 00
OG 00 10 00

i
00 00 20 00

!
00 00 30 00

System parameter
Pattern Setup
Motion Setup
Tx/Rx Setting

1-1-2
l-i-3

1 - 1 -1 . System Parameter size = 1 7h (23 byte)

offset
Address

00 00 00 00
00 00 00 01
00 00 00 02
00 00 00 03
00 00 GO 04
00 00 00 05
no 00 00 06
00 00 00 07
no no on OR
00 no 00 09
no no on OA
00 00 00 OB
00 00 00 OC
00 00 on OD
00 00 00 OE
00 00 00 OF
00 uo 00 10
00 00 00 11
00 00 00 12
00 00 00 13
00 00 00 14
00 00 00 15
00 00 00 16

Pat ecer Name

Performance Bcsiik

Performance No.
Performance Control Channel
Power Up Mode
MIDI Sync
Local Switch
Tx/Rx Edit Mode
Tx/Rx Edit Switch
Tx/Rx Program Change Switch
Remote Control Channel
Master Tune
Pattern Trigger Quantize
Motion Restart
Motion Set
Gate Time Ratio
Input Qfiantize
Pattern Metronome
Motion Metronome
Factory Preset Menu
Bulk Dump Menu
Keyboard Shift
Ribbon Relative
Ribbon Hold

Sys. Ex. Value

Olh - 02h
OQh - 3Fh
OOh - lOh
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 02h
OOh - IXh
OOh - 64h
OOh - 02h
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 05h
OOh - 06h
OOh - 08h
OOh - 08h
OOh - ODh
OOh - llh
OOh - 04h
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh

Meaning of Value

USER, PRESET
11 - 88
1 - IS, OFF
PERFORM P:ll, LAST- SET
OFF, OK
OFF, ON
MODEl, M0DE2
OFF, ON
OFF, PC, BANK SEL + PC
1-16, ALL. OFF
427.5 - 452.9 [Hz}
OFF, BEAT, MEASURE
OFF, ON
SET A SET B
REAL, 'staccato, 33%. 50%, 66%, 100%
OFF. 1/16(3), 1/16. 1/8(3) 1/4
TYPEl V0L4 - 1, OFF, TYEP2 VOLl - 4

TYPEl V0L4 - 1, OFF. TYEP2 VOL.! - 4

PATCH:TEMP MOTION : SET B-2. F. PRESET
ALL. PATCH: USER ALL MOTION: SET B-2
-2 - +2 ! octave]
OFF, ON
OFF, ON

M-2. Pattern Setup

Offset
Address

00 00 00 00
00 00 00 01
00 OO 00 02

00 00 00 2F

size = 30h (48 byte)

Parameter Name

Pattern 1 Loop length
Pattern 2 Loop length
Pa t tern 3 Loop 1 ength

Pattern 48 Loop length

Sys. Ex. Value Meaning of Valu

Olh - 04h
Olh - 04h
Olh " 04h

1-4 [measure]
1-4 {measure]
1-4 {measure]

1-1-3. Motion Setup size : 04h (4 byte)

Offset
Address Parameter Name Sys Ex. Value Meaning of Value

00 00 00 OC Motion Controller Al Loop length Olh - 08h 1 - 8 {measure]
00 00 00 01 Motion Controller A2 Loop length Olh - 08h 1-8 [measure I

00 00 00 02 Motion Controller Bl Loop length Olh - 08h i - 8 {measure]
00 00 00 03 Motion Controller B2 Loop length Olh - 08h 1-8 [measure!
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1-1-4. Tx/Rx Setting 2Ah (42 byte)

Uf Eset
Address Name Meaning of Valu

OC 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
OC 00
00 00
00 00
00 no
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
DO 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
OU 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00

00 00
GO 01
00 02
00 03
00 04
00 05
00 06
00 07
00 UB
00 09
00 OA
00 OB
00 OC
00 OD
00 OE
GO OF
00 10
GO 11
00 12
00 13
00 14
00 15
00 16
00 17
00 18
00 19

00 IE
00 IF
00 20
00 21
00 22
00 23
00 24
00 25
00 2G
00 27
00 28
00 29

Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
'I-x/Rx

Tx/RX
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx
Tx/Rx

SeLting
Settiiiy
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting
Setting

LFOl Race)
LFOl Fade)
LF02 Rate)
Cross Modulation Depth)
Oscillaator Balance)
OSC LFOl Depth)
Pitch LF02 Depth!
OSC Env. Depth)
OSC Env. Attack Time)
OSC Env- Decay Time)
OSCl Concroll)
OSCl Control21
0SC2 Range)
OSC2 Fine Tune)
0SC2 Controll)
0SC2 CQntrol2)
Cutof f Frequency I

Resonance)
Cutout Key Follow)
Filter LFul Depth)
Filter LF02 Depth)
Filter Env Depth)
Filter Env Attack Time)
Filter Env Decay Time)
Filter Env Sus . Level)
Filter Env Rel. Time)
Amplifier Level)
Amplifier LFOl Depth)
Amplifier LF02 Depth)
Amp. Env, Attack Time)
Amp. Env. Decay Time}
Amp. Env. Sus. Level}
Amp. Env. Release Time)
Tone Concrol Base)
Tone Control Treble)
Chorus Level)
Delay Time)
Delay Feedback)
Delay Level)
Portamento Time)
Ribbon Controller Up)
Ribbon Controller Down)

OOh - 60h
OOh - 60h
OOh - (iOh

OOh - SOh
OOh - 60h
OOh - 60h
OOh - 60h
OOh - f,l)h

fJOh - 6Uh
OOh - SOh
OOh - 60h
OOh - fiOh

OOh - 60h
OOh - (,0h
OOh - 60h
OOh - 6 Oh
OOh - fiOh

OOh - SOh
OOh - hilh

OOh - 50h
OOh - 60h
OOh - BOh
OOh - 601,

OOh - 50h
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh SOh
OOh - SOh
OOh - 5Fh
OOh - bFh

OFF.
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF.
OFF.
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF.
OFF,
OFF

,

OFF.
OFF,
OFF.
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF.
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,
OFF,

CC tfl-31.
CCfll-31,
CCill-31,
CCf!l-31,
CCfll-31.
CC#1-31.
CCtll-31,
CCfil-31,
CC« 1-31,
CC(tl-31,
CC#1-31,
CC«1-31,
CC«1-31,
CC#1-31.
CC#1-31,
CC»1-31,
CC#1-31,
CCfil-31.
CC#1-31,
CC#1-31.
CC#1-31,
CC«1-31.
CCfll-31,
CC»1-31,
CC«1-31.
CC#1-31,
CCftl-31,
CC#1-31,
CC#1-31,
CC»1-31,
CCfil-31,
CCSl-31,
CCfil-31,
CC#1-31.
CCfil-31,
CCfil-31,
CC#l-3i,
CC#l-3i,
CCfii-31,
CCfil-31.
CC81-31,
CC#1-31,

AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER,
AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER.
AFTER

,

AFTER,
AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER,
AFTER,
AFTER,
AFTER,
AFTER

,

AFTER.
AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER.
AFTER

.

AFTER

,

AFTER,
AFTER

,

AFTER,
Ai'-TER

,

AFTER

,

AFTER,
AFTER

,

AFTER,
AFTER,
AFTER,
AFTER,
AFTER,
AFTER,
AFTER,

CCS33-95.
CCS33-95,
CC#33-95,
CC#33-95,
CC#33 -95,

CC#33-95,
CC#3 3-95,
CC«33-95,
CC#33-9b,
CC#3 3-95,
CC#33-95.
CC#33-95,
CC#33-95.
CC#33-95,
CC 1(33-95,
CC#33-95,
CCt33-95,
CC#33-95,
CC#33-95,
CCfi33~95.
CC*33~95,
CCI33-95,
CC#33-95.
CCfr33-95,
CC#33~95.
CC#33-55.
CC#33 95,
CCS33-95,
CCft33-95,
CC#33-95,
CCfi33-g5.
CC»33-95,
CC«33-95.
CCfi33-95,
CCfi33-95,
CCfi33-95,
CCtl33-95,
CC#33~95,
CCt(33-95,
CC#33-95,
CC#33-95
CC#33-'95

SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SY3EX
SYSEX
EYSEX
SYS EX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
EYSEX
EYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SYSEX
SVSEX

1 -2. Performance

offset
Address

00 00 00 00
00 00 10 00
00 00 11 00
00 00 40 00
OO 00 42 00

Description

Performance Common
Performance Part (Upper)
Performance Part ( Lower

)

Patch (Upper)
Patch (Lower)

1 -2-1 . Performance Common size = 24h (36 byte)

OE Eset
Address

on on nn on
00 00 00 0!
on 00 no n:^

00 00 00 03
00 00 00 01
00 00 00 05
Ot) 00 0(J OS
on 00 on 07
00 00 nn Ofi

on no nn 09
on 00 nn OA
01) 00 on OB
00 00 on OC
00 00 00 OD
on 00 00 OE
00 00 00 OF
00 00 00 10
on 00 00 1 1

00 00 00 a
00 00 00 13
on 00 00 14
on 00 00 !;
on 00 on 16
on no nn 17
on 00 nn in
00 00 on l?
00 00 on lA
00 00 00 IB
00 00 00 IC
00 00 00 in
on 00 IE
on 00 IF

#00 00 00 20
on 00 00 21

«oo (HI 00 3 J
00 00 00 23

Parameter Name Sys. Ex. Value Meaning of Value

Performance Name 1
Performance Name 2
Performance Name 3

Performance Name 4

Performance Name 5

Performance Name 6

Performance Name 7

Performance Name H

Herformance Name 9
Performance Name 10
Performance Name 11
Performance Name 12
Performance Name 13
Performance Name 14
Performance Name 15
Performance Name 16
Key Mode
Split Point
Panel Select
Part Detune
Output Assign
Arpeggio Destination
Voice Assign
Arpeggio Switch
Arpeggio Mode
Arpeggio Beat Pattern
Arpeggio Octave Range
Arpeggio Hold
Pedal Assign
Individual Trigger Switch
Individual Trigger Destination
Individual Trigger Source Channel
Individual Trigger Source Note MSB
Individual Trigger Source Note LSB
Tempo MSB
Tempo LSB

20h - 7nh
20h - 7Dh
20h - VDh
20h - 7nh
2 Oh - 7nh
20h - 7nh
20h - 7Dh
20h - 7Dh
20h - 7Dh
20h - 7nh
20h - 7Dh
2 Oh - 7Dh
20h - 7nh
20h - 7Dh
20h 7Dh
20h - 7nh
OOh - 02h
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - 02h
OOh - 64h
OOh - nth
OOh - 02h
OOh - 04h
OOh - Olh
OOh - 04h
OOh - 59h
OOh - 03h
OOh - Olh
OOh - 2Dh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 02h
OOh - OFh
OOh - Oih
OOh - 7Ph
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh

ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
ASCII Code
SINGLE, DUAL, SPLIT
C-1 - G9(M
UPPER, LOWER. UPPER&LOWER
-50 - +50
MIX OUT, PARARELL OUT
LOWERiUPPER, LOWER, UPPER (")
6-2, 5-3, 4-4, 3-5, 2-6 {•"*)

OFF, ON
UP. DOWH. UP&DOWN, FANDOM, RPS
1/4, 1/6, ... SEQUENCE-AI RANDOM
1-4 [octave]
OFF, ON
OFF, MODULATION, PANPOT, ...
OFF, ON
FILTER EH\;', AMPLIFIER ENV, FILTERiAMP
1-16
C-1 - G9. ALL

20 - 250 [beat/minuite)

{*) "Split Point" parameter is effective on!y when "Key Mode" parameter is SPLIT.

{**) "Arpeggio Destination" parameter is effective only when "Key Mode" parameter is DUAL.
(*") "Voice /Vssign" parameter is effective only when "Key Mode" parameter is DUAL or SPLIT.

1 -2-2. Performance Part size = 07h (7 byte)

Offset
Address Parameter Nome Sys. Ex. Value Meaning of Value

00 00 00 00 Patch Bank OOh - 02h IN PERFORMANCE, USER, PRE.^ET (')
00 00 00 01 Patch No. OOh - 7Fh All - B88 (')
00 00 00 02 Pare MIDI Channel OOh - iOh 1-16, OFF
00 00 00 03 Part Transpose OOh - 30h -24 - * 24 [semitone]
00 00 00 04 Delay Sync OOh - DAh OFF. 1/16, 1/8(3) , 1/16(.) , .

.

00 00 00 05 LFO Sync OOh - 16h OFF, 1/lfa, 1/H(J) . 1/16( .) . . .

00 00 00 06 Chorus Sync OOh - .17h OFF. 1/16, 1/8(3) , 1/16( -), -
.

C^) The Patches changes if received "Patch No." when "Patch Bank" parameter Is 1 c
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1 -3. Patah size = 01 6Fh (239 byte)

Offset
AddrcGE Parameter Name Sys. Ex, Value Meaning of Value

-==

00 00 00 00 Patch Name 1 2 Oh - 7Fb ASCII Code
00 00 00 01 Patch Name 2 2 Oh - 7nh ASCII Code
00 00 DO 02 patch Name J 2 Oh - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 tlU UU Ui Patch Namp 4 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
OC 00 CO 04 Patch Name 5 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 GO 05 Patch Name 6 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 06 Pdtch Nrtme 7 2 Oh - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 07 Patch Name 8 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 08 Patch Name 9 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 09 Patch Name 10 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 OA Patch Name 11 2 Oh - 7Dh ASCII erode

00 00 GO OE Patch Name 12 20h - 7nh ASCII Code
00 00 00 GC Patch Name 13 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 OD Patch Name ;4 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 DE Patch Name 15 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 OF Patch Name 16 20h - 7Dh ASCII Code
00 00 00 10 LFOl Waveform OOh 03h TRI, SAW, SQR, S/H
00 00 00 11 I.F01 Rate OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 12 LFOl Fade OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 13 LF02 Rate OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 14 LF02 Depth Select OOh - 02h PITCH, FILTKR. AMPI IFIER
00 00 00 15 Ring Modulator Switch noh - Olh OFF. ON
00 00 00 16 Cross Modulation Depth OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 17 Oscillator Balance OOh - 7Fh -64 (OSCl) +63(0SC2)
00 00 00 IH LFOl & Fnvelope Destination OOh - 02h 0SC1*2, 0SC2. X-MOD DEPTH
00 00 00 19 OSC LFOl Depth OOh - 7Fh -64 - 463

00 00 00 lA Pitch LF02 Depth OOh - 7Fh -64 - -63

00 00 00 IB OSC Envelope Depth OOh ' 7Fh -64 - +63
00 00 00 IC OSC Envelope Attack Time OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 ID OSC Envelope Decay Time OOh 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 IE OSCl Waveform OOh - 06h SUPER SAW, Tl-n-T, . . . , PULSE, SAW, TRI

00 00 00 IF OECl Controll OOh - 7Fh - 127

00 00 00 20 OSCl Controi2 OOh - 7Fh - 127
GO 00 00 21 0SC2 Waveform OOh - 02h PULSE, TRI SAW
00 00 00 22 0SC2 Sync Switch OOh - Olh OFF. ON
00 00 00 23 0SC2 Range ODh - 32h -WIDE, -24 - +24. +WIDE
00 00 00 24 0SC2 Fine/Wide OOh - 64h -50 - +50 cent

)

00 00 00 25 USC2 rontroll {Pulse Width) OOh - 7Fh - 127
on 00 00 26 OSC2 Concroi2 (PWM Deptli) 00b - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 27 Filter Type OOh - 02h HPF, BPF, .PF
00 00 00 2B CutoEf Slope OOh - Olh -12. -24 (dB.-'octl

00 00 00 29 Cutoff Frequency OOh - 7Fh - 127

00 00 00 2A Resonance OOh - 7Fh - 127

00 00 00 2B Cutoff Frequency Key Follow OOh - 7Fh - 127

00 00 00 2C Filter LFOl Depth OOh - 7Fh -64 - +63
00 00 00 2D Filter LF02 Depth OOh - 7Fh -64 - +63

00 00 00 2E Filter Envelope Depth OOh - 7Fh -64 - +63
00 00 00 2F Filter Envelope Attack Time OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 30 Filter Envelope Decay Time OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 31 Filter Envelope Sustain Level OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 32 Filter Envelupe Release Time OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 33 Amplifier Level OOh - 7Fh 127
00 00 00 34 Amplifier LFOl Depth OOh 7Fh '64 - >63 ('

)

00 00 00 35 Amplifier LF02 Depth OOh - 7Fh -64 - +63

00 00 00 3G Amplifier Envelope Attack Time OOh - 7Fh - 127
DO 00 00 37 Amplifier Envelope Decay Time OCh - 7Fh - 127
CO 00 00 38 Amplifier Envelope Sustain Level OOh - 7Fh - 127

00 OC 00 39 Amplifier Envelope Release Time OOh - 7Fh - 127

00 OG 00 3A Auto Pan/Manual Pan Switch OOh - 02h OFF. AUTO PAEJ, MAI-IUAL PAK {*)

00 00 00 3B Tone Control Bass OOh " 7Fh -64 - +63
00 00 00 3C Tone Control Treble OOh - 7Fh -64 - +63
on 00 on 3D Chorus Type OGh - OBh SUPER CHORUS SLW, . . , FREEZE PHASE 2

00 00 00 3E Chorus Level OCh - 7Fh - 127

00 00 00 3F Delay Type OOh - 04h PANNING L 'R, MOHO LONG
00 00 00 40 Delay Time OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 41 Delay Feedback OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 42 Delay Level OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 43 Bend Range Up OOh - ISh 0-24 Isemitone]
00 00 00 44 Bend Range Down OOh - 18h 0-24 1 semitone!
00 00 00 45 Portamento Switch OOh ' DIh OFF. ON
00 00 00 46 Portamento Time OOh - 7Fh - 127
00 00 00 47 Mono Switch OOh ~ Olh OFF, ON
00 00 00 4B Legato Switch OOh - Olh OFF. ON
00 no 00 49 Oscillator Shift OOh - D4h -2 - +2 [octave]

HOO 00 00 4A Ribbon: LFOl Rate MSB OOh - Olh COh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - -127

00 00 00 4B Ribbon: LFOl Rate LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 4C Ribbon: LFOl Fade MSB OOh Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 4D Ribbon: LFOl Fade LSB OOh - 7Fh
*IO0 00 00 4E Ribbon: LF02 Rate MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 4F Ribbon: LF02 Rate LSB OOh - 7Fh
*00 00 00 50 Ribbon: Crass Modulation Depth MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - -127
00 00 00 51 Ribbon: Cross Modulation Depth LSB OOh - 7Kh

#00 00 00 52 Ribbon: Oscillator Balance HEB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 53 Ribbon: Dsrillator Balance LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 54 Ribbon: pitch LFOl Depth MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - +127

00 00 00 55 Ribbon: Pitch LFOl Depth LSB OOh ~ 7Fh
#00 00 00 56 Ribbon: Pitch LF02 Depth MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 57 Ribbon: Pitch LF02 Depth LSB OOh 7Fh
#00 00 00 58 Ribbon: OSC Envelope Depth MSD OOh Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 59 Ribbon : OSC Envelope Depth LGB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 5A Ribbon: OSC Envelope Attack Time MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 5B Ribbon: OSC Envelope Attack Time LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 5C Ribbon: OSC Envelope Decay Time MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh ~ FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 5D Ribbon: OSC Envelope Decay Time LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 5E Ribbon: OSCl Controll MSB OOh - Olh OOh ~ 7Fh ~ FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 BF Ribbon: OSCl Control! LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 no 00 60 Ribbon: OSCl Control2 MSB QOh - Olh OOh " 7Fh - FE:h as -127 - - + 127
00 00 00 61 Ribbon: OSCl Control2 LSB OOh - 7Fh

too 00 OO 62 Ribbon: OSC2 Range MSB Oh - Olh 4Dh - 7Fh Bih as -50 - - + 50

00 00 00 63 Ribbon: 0SC2 Range LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 64 Ribbon: OSC2 Fine/Wide MSB OOh - Olh IBh - 7Fh - E3h as -100 ^ D - + 100
00 00 OO 65 Ribbon: OSC2 Fine/Wide LSB OOh - 7Fh

«0D 00 00 66 Ribbon: 0SC2 Controll MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127
00 GO DO 67 Ribbon: OSC2 Controll LSB OOh - 7Fh

SOD 00 00 68 Ribbon: OSC2 Control2 MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 69 Hibbon: OSC2 Control2 LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 6A Ribbon: Cutoff Frequency MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 6B Ribbon: Cutoff Frequency LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 6C Ribbon : Resonance MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 6D Ribbon: Resonance LSB OOh - 7Fh
flOD CO 00 6E Ribbon: Cutoff Freq. Key Foilow MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 GF Ribbon: Cutoff Freq. Key Follow LSB OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 DO 70 Ribbon: Filter LFOl Depth MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 71 Ribbon: Filter LFOl Depth LSB OOh ~ 7Fh
#00 00 00 72 Ribbon: Filter LF02 Depth MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127
00 00 DO 73 Ribbon: Filter LF02 Depth LSB OOh - 7Fh

#00 00 DO 74 Ribbon: Filter Env. Depth MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - D - + 127

00 00 DO 7S Ribbon: Filter Env. Depth LSB OOh - 7Fh
*oo 00 no 76 Ribbon: Filter Env. Attack Time MSB OOh - Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127

00 00 00 77 Ribbon: Filter Env. Attack Time L5E OOh - 7Fh
#00 00 00 7B Ribbon; Filter Env. Decay Time MSB OOh Olh OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127 - - + 127
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00 00
MOO 00
00 00
#00 00
00 00

tlOO 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

SOD 00
00

100 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

SQO 00
00 00

KOO 00
00 00

*00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00
#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

«00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 CO
00 00
#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00
#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
on 00

BOO 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 oo

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00

#00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00

00 79
00 7A
00 7E
00 7C
00 7D
00 7E
00 7F
01 00
01 01
01 02
01 03
Oi 04
01 05
01 06
01 07
01 oa
01 09
01 OA
OJ OB
01 oc
01 OD
01 OE
01 OF
01 10
01 li
01 12
01 13
01 14
01 15
01 16
01 17
01 18
01 19
01 lA
01 IB
01 IC
01 ID
01 IE
ox IF
01 20
01 21
01 :;i2

01 23
01 24
01 25
01 26
01 27

01 2C
01 2n
01 2E
01 2F
01 30
01 31
01 32
01 33
01 34
01 35
Oi 36
01 37
01 3fi

01 3 9

01 3A
01 3B
01 3C
01 3D
01 3E
01 3F
01 40
01 41
01 42
01 43
01 44
01 4S
01 46
01 47

01 49
01 4A
01 4E

01 50
01 51
01 52
01 53
01 54
01 55
01 56
01 57
01 58
01 59
01 5A
01 SB
01 5C
01 50
01 5R
01 5F
01 60
01 61
01 G2
01 63
01 64
01 65
01 66
01 67
01 68
01 69
01 6A
01 6B
01 6C
01 6D
01 GE

Ribbon

:

Ribbon:
Ribbon:
Ribbon

;

Ribbon:
Ribbon:
Ribbon

Filter Env. Decay Time LSB
Filter Env. Sustain Level MSB
Filter Env. Sustain Level LSE
Filter Env. Release Time MSB
Filter Env. Release Time LSB
Amplifier Level. MSB
Amp 1 i t ier Leve 1 LSB

Ribbon: Amplifier LFOl Depth mkr
Ribbon: Amplifier LFOl Depth LSB
Ribbon: Amplifier LF02 Depth MSB
Ribbon: Amplifier LF02 Depth LSB
Ribbon: Amp. Env. Attack Time MSB
Ribbon; Amp. Env. Attack Time LSB
Ribbon; Amp. Env. Decay Time MSB
Ribbon: An^. Env. Decay Time LSB
Ribbon: Amp. Env. Sustain Level MSB
Ribbon: Amp. Env. Sustain Level LSB
Ribbon: Amp. Env. Release Time MSB
Ribbon: Amp. Env. Release Time LSB
Ribbon: Tone Control Bass MSB
Ribbon: Tone Control Bass LSB
Ribbon; Tone Control Treble MSB
Ribbon; Tone Control Treble LSB
Ribbon: Chorus Level MSB
Ribbon: ChoruG Level LSB
Ribbon: Delay Time MSB
Ribbon: Delay Time LSB
Ribbon : Delay Feedback MSB
Ribbon: Delay Feedback LSB
Ribbon: Delay Level MSB
Ribbon; Delay Level LSB
Ribbon: B^nd Switch
Ribbon: Portamento Time MSB
Ribbon: Portamento Time LSB
Velocity Switch
Velocity: LFOl Rate MSB
Velocity: LFOl Rate LSB
Velocity: LFOl Fade MSB
Velocity: LFOl Fade LSB
Velocity: LF02 Rate MSB
Velocity: LF02 Hate LSB
Velocity; Cro.q.s Modulation Depth MSB
Velocity; Cross Modulation Depth LSB
Velocity: Oscillator Balance MSB
Velocity: Oscillator Balcince LSB
Velocity: Pitch LFOl Depth MSB
Velocity; Pitch LFOl Depth LSD
Velocity: Pitch LF02 Depth MSB
Velocity: Pitch LF02 Depth LSB
Velocity: OSC Envelope Depth MSB
Velocity: OSC Envelope Depth LSB
Velocity; OSC Envelope Attack Time MSB
Velocity: OSC Envelope Attack Time LSB
Velocity: OSC Envelope Decay Time MSB
Velocity: OSC Envelope Decay Time LSE
Velocity: OSCl Contrull MSB
Velocity: OSCl Controll LSB
Velocity: OSCl Control2 MSB
Velocity: OSCl Control2 LSB
Velocity: 0SC2 Range MSB
Velocity: 0SC2 Range LSB
Velocity: 0SC2 Fine/Wide MSB
Velocity: 0SC2 Fine/Wide LSB
Velocity: 0SC2 Controll MSB
Velocity: 0SC2 Control! LSB
Velocity: 0SC2 Controls MSB
Velocity: 0SC2 Controls LSB
Velocity: Cutoff Frequency MSB
Velocity: CiitofC Frequency LSB
Velocity: Resonance MSB
Velocity: Resonance LSB
Velocity: Cutoff Freq. Key Follow MSB
Velocity: Cutoff Froq. Key Follow LSB
Velocity: Filter LFOl Depth MSB
Velocity: Filter LFOl Depth LSB
Velocity: Filter LF02 Depth MSB
Velocity: Filter LF02 Depth LSB

Filter Env. Depth MSB
Filter Env. Depth LSB
Filter Env. Attack Time MSB
Filter Env. Attack Time LSE
Filter Env. Decay Time MSB
Filter Env.
Filter Env.
Filter Env.
Filter Env.

Vel
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity
Velocity

Decay Time LSB
Sua. Level MSB
Sus. Level LSB
Release Time MSB

Filter Env. Release Time LSB
Amplifier Level MSB
Amplifier Level LSB
Amplifier LFOl Depth MSB

Velocity: Amplifier UFUl Depth LSB
Velocity: Amplifier LF02 Depth MSB
Velocity: Amplifier LFa2 Depth LSB
Velocity: Aitip. Env. Attack Time MSB
Velocity: Amp. Env. Attack Time LSB

Decay Time MSB
Decay Time LSB
Sustain Level MSB
Sustain Level LSB
Release Time MSB
Release Time LSB

Veloci ty

;

Amp . Env

.

Ve loc i ty

:

Amp . Env

.

Veloci ty

:

Amp . Env

.

Velocity

;

Amp . Env

,

Velocity: Amp. Env.
Velocity: Amp. Env.
Velocity: Tone Control Bass MSB
Velocity: Tone Control Bass LSB
Velocity: Tone control Treble MSB
Velocity: Tone Control Treble LSB
Velocity: Chorus Level MSB
Velocity: Chorus Level LSB
Velocity: Delay Time MSB
Velocity: Delay Time LSB
Velocity: Delay Feedback MSB
Velocity: Delay Feedback LSB
Velocity: Delay Level MSB
Velocity: Delay Level LSB
Velocity: portamento Time MSB
Velocity: Portamento Time LSB
Active Indicator of Bender
Active Indicator of Velocity
Active Indicator of Ribbon

OOh 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh • 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Ph
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7rh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
QOh " 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
GOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh ~ 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Ph
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh ~ 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Clh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - 7Fh
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh
OOh - Olh

OOh ' 7Fh - FEh at- -127

OOh 7Fh FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh aE -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -i27

OOh - 7Fh - FEh aE -127

OOh - 7Fh FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh 7Fh FEh as 127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh aE -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

-

OOh
I

- 7Fh FEh as -127

OFF
OOh

ON
- 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh ~ 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7 Kb - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh ~ FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

4Dh - 7Fh - Blh as -50

IBh - 7Fh - E3h as -100

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh ~ 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh ' 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh ~ 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh " FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

OOh - 7Fh - FEh as -127

NOT
NOT
NOT

ACTIVE,
ACTIVE,
ACTIVE,

ACTIVE
ACTIVE
ACTIVE

*127

i-127

127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 50

+ 100

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

tl27

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

+ 127

" Amplifier LFOl Depth " is rcfiarded as Pan LPO Depth when " Auto Pan/Manual Pan Switch " is ON.
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1 -4. User Pafch Area
Offset

Address

on no 00 oo
00 00 02 00
00 00 04 00
CO DO OG 00

00 00 ic 00
00 00 'E 00
no ni 00 no
00 01 04 00

00 01 7C 00
00 01 7E 00

Descrlptio

User Patch 1 (All)
User Patch 2 {A12)
User Patch 3 (A131
User Patch 4 (A14}

User Patch 53
User Patch 64
User Patch 65
User Patch 67

IA87}
lASB)
(BID
(B13)

User Patch 127 (D87)
User Patch 128 (B8R)

1-3
1-3
1-3

1-3
1-3

1 -5. User Performance Area
Offset

Address Descript i on

00 00 00 00
00 01 00 00
00 02 00 00
00 03 00 00

00 3D on 00
00 3E 00 00
00 3F 00 00

User Performance 1 (11)
User Performance 2 (12)
User Performance 3 ( 13

)

User Performance *! (14)

User Performance 62 ( R6)
User Performance 53 (B7)
User Performance 64 (88)

1-2
1-2
1-2

1 -6. Pattern Data

offset
Address Description

00 00 00 00
00 01 DO 00
00 02 00 00
00 03 00 00

00 2E 00 00
00 2F 00 00

Pattern ,

Pattern :

Patcem :

Pattern

Data
Data
Data
Data

Pattern 47 Data
Pattern 4B Data

1 -7. Mofion Controller Data

00 00 00 00
00 40 00 00

Description

Motion Controller A Data
Motion Controller B Data

I Address block map
00 00 00 00

01 00 00 00

System Axea

reter to 1-1

jPerf. Temporary

refer to 1-2

03 00 00 00

08 00 00 00

09 00 00 00

I
Vi^er Patch

I

+ -. +

refer to 1-4

User Perf

refer to 1-5

I
Pattern Data

|

ref<?r to 1-6

i
Motion Data j

refer to 1-7

DO 00 00 00

00 00 10 DO

00 00 20 00

00 00 30 00

00 00 00 00

00 00 10 00

oo 00 11 00

00 00 40 00

00 00 42 00

00 00 00 00

00 00 02 00

00 00 04 00

00 01 7E 00

00 00 00 00

00 01 00 00

oo 02 00 00

00 3F 00 00

00 00 00 00

00 01 00 00

00 02 00 00

00 2P 00 00

oo 00 00 00

00 40 00 00

Perf. Common

Part (upper!

Part (lower)

Patch (upper)

Patch (lower)

System

Pattern setup

Mot i or Setup

Tx/Rx Setting

Patch U:A11

Patch U:A12

Patch U:B8e

Perf. U:li

Perf. U:12

Perf. U:88

refer to 1-2

Pattern 1

Pattern 2

Pattern 48

Motion Ctrl A

Motion Ctrl B

refer to i-1-1

reger to 1-1-2

rcger to 1-1-3

legei to 1-1-4

refer to i-2-1

refer to 1-2-2

refer to 1-2-2

refer to 1-3

refer to 1-3

refer ::o 1-3

refer to 1-3

refer to 1-3

... 00 00 GO 00

00 00 10 00

OG 00 11 00

00 00 40 00

"

. OC OD 42 00

Perf. Common
[

refer to 1-2-1

Part (upper)
|
refer to 1-2-2

Part (lower)
[
refer to 1-2-2

Patch (upper)
|
refer to 1-3

Patch (lower)
|
refer to 1-3
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6.Supplementary material

• Decimal/Hexadecimal fable

(hexadecimal values are indicated by a following "H")

MID! uses 7-bit hexadecimal values lo indicale dala viilues tind the address and f*tze of

exclusive messages. The following table shows the correspondence between decimal and

hexadecimal numbers.

O Examples of actual MIDI messages

n D
i

OOH 32 2 OH 04 40H 96 60H
1 OIH 33 21H 65 41H 97 61H
2 02H 34 22H 66 42H 98 62H
^ 03H 35 23H 67 43H 99 03H
i 0411 36 24H 68 44H 100 64H
s 05H 37 25H 69 45H 101 65H
6 06ti 38 2 6H 70 46H 102 66H
7 07H 39 27H 71 47H 1 103 6 7H
8 OSH 40 2 8H 72 4aH 104 63H
9 09H 41 29H 73 49H 105 69H

10 OAH 42 2 AH 74 4AH 106 6AH
11 OBH 43 2BH 7 5 4BH 107 6BH
12 OCH 44 2CH 76 4CH 108 6CH
13 ODH 45 2DH 77 4DH 109 6DH
14 OEH 46 2 EH 78 4 EH 110 6SH
15 OFH 47 2FH 79 4FH 111 6FH
16 iOH 48 3 OH 80 50H 112 70H
n IIH 49 31H 81 51H 113 71H
18 12H 50 32H 82 52H 114 72H
19 13H 51 33H 83 53H 115 73H
20 14H 52 34H 84 54H 116 74H
21 15H 53 35H 85 55H 117 75H
22 16H 54 3 6H 86 56H 118 76H
23 17H 55 37H 87 57H 119 77H
24 18H 56 3eH 88 58H 120 78H
25 19H 57 39H 89 59H 121 79H
26 lAH 58 3 AH 90 5RH 122 7 AH
27 IBH 59 3BH 91 5BH 123 7aH
2B ICH 60 3rH 92 5CH 124 7CH
29 IDH 61 3DH 93 5rJH 125 7DH
10 lEH 62 3 EH 94 5 EH 126 7 EH
11 IFH 63 3FH 95 5FH 127 7FH

D: decimal

H: hexadecitnal

* Decimal expressions such as used for MIDI channel, Dank Select, and Program Change

win be the value I greater than the decimal value given in the above table.

* Since each MIDI byte carries 7 significant data bits, each byte can express a maximum

of 128 different values. Data for which higher resolution is required must be transmit-

ted using hvo or more bytes. For example a value indicated as a two-byte value of aa

bbH would have a value of aa x 128 + bb.

' For a signed number { + /-), (K)H = -64, 4UH = +f-i), and 7FH ~ +63. I.e., the decimal

equivalent will be 64 less than the decimal value given in the above table. For a two-

byte signed number, 00 OOH = -8192, 40 OOH = +/^). and 7F 7FH = +H191, For example

the decimal expression of aa bbH would be aa bbH - 40 OOH = (aa x 128 4 bb - 64 x 128.

' Hexadecimal notation in two 4-bit units is used for data indicated as 'nibbled'. The nib-

bled two-byte value of Oa Ob H would be a x 16 + b.

<£xamp!e 1 > What is the decimal equivalent of 5AH?

From the above table, 5AH = 90.

<Example 2> What is the decimal equivalent of the 7-bit hexodecrma! values 1 2 34H?

From the above table, UH = 18 and 34H = 52

Tlius, 18x128 + 52 = 2336

<Examp!e 3> What is Hie decimol equivalent of the nibbled expression OA 03 09 ODH?

From the above table, OAH = 10, 03H = 3, 09H = 9, UDH = 13

Thus, the result is (00 x 16 + 3) x 16 + 9} x 16 + 13 = 418B5

<Exampie 4> What Is the nibbled equivalent of the decimal number 1 258?

IG I 1258
16 J IS . . .10
16 J i ...14

<Exampie1>92 3E5F
9n is the Note On status and 'n' is the .VliDI channel number. Since 21 1 - 2, 3EH -= 62, and

5FH = 95, this is a Note On message of MIDI CH = 3, note number 62 {note name 04) and

veltx:ity95

<Example 2> CE 49

CnH is the Program Change status and n' is the MIDI channel number. Since EH = 14,

and 49H = 73, this iH a Program Change message of MIDI CH = 15, Program number 74

(in the C.S sound map. Flute).

<Example 3> EA 00 28

EnH is the Pitch Bend Change status and 'n' is the MIDI channel number. The 2iid byte

(OOH^O) is the LSB of the Pitch Bend value, and the 3rd byle (28M=4l)) is the MSB.

t lowever since the Pitch Bend is a signed number with at 40 OOH ( = 64 x 128 + = 8192),

the Pitch Bend value in this case is

28 OOH - 40 OOH = 40 x 128 + - (64 x 128 + 0) = 5120 - 8192 = -3072

if we assume that the Pitch Bend Sensitivity is set to two semitones, the pitch will change

only -20t) cents for a Pitch Bend value of -8192 (00 OOH). Thus, this message is specifying a

Pitch Bend of -200 x (-3072) / (-8192) = -75 cents on MIDI CH = 11.

<Example 4> B3 64 00 65 00 06 OC 26 00 64 7F 65 7F

BnH is the Control Change status, and 'n' is the MIDI channel number, tn Control Change

messages, the 2nd byte is the controller number, and the 3rd byte is the parameter value.

MIDI allows what is known as "running status," when if messages of the the same status

follow each other, it is permitted to omit the second and following status bytes. In the

message above, running status is being used, meaning that the message has the following

content.

B3 (>4 m MIDI CH = 4, RPN parameter number USD; OOH

(B3) 65 (Ml MIDI CH - 4, RPN parameter number MSB; OOH

(B3) 06 OC MIDI CH = 4, parameter value MSB: OCH

{B3) 26 00 MIDI CH = 4, parameter value LSB; OOH

(B3) 64 7F MIDI CH = 4, RPN parameter number LSB: 7FH

{B3) 65 7F MIDI CH = 4, RPN parameter number MSB: 7FH

Thus, this mes.^iage transmits a parameter value of OC tX)H to RPN parameter number 00

(IOH on MIDI CH = 4, and then sets the RPN parnmeler number to 7F 7FH.

The function assigned to RPN parameter number 00 tXlH is Pitch Bend Sensitivity, and the

MSB of the parameter value indicates semitone steps. Since the MSB of this parameter

value is OCH = 12, the maximum width of pitch bend is being set lo -/ + 12 semitones (i

(Ktave) (CS sound sources ignoa- the 1.55 of Pitch Bend Sensitivity, but it is best to trans-

mit the I-SR (parameter value 0) as well, so that the message can be correctly received by

any device.

Once the parameter number has been set for RPN or NRPN, all subsequent Data Entry

messages on that channel will be effective. Thus, it Is recommended that after you have

made the change you want, you set the parameter number to 7F 7H-1 (an 'unset' or 'null'

setting). The final (B3) 64 7F (B3) 65 7F is for this purpose.

It is not a good idea to store many events within the data of a song (e.g., a Standard MIDI

File song) using running status as shown in <Examp!e 4>. Wlien the song is paused, fast-

forwarded or rewound, the sequencer may not be able to transmit the proper status, caus-

ing the sound source to misinterpret the data. It is best to attach the proper status byte to

all events.

it is also important to transmit RPN or NRPN parameter number settings and parameter

values in the correct order. In some sequencers, data events recorded in the same clock (or

a nearby clock) can sometimes be transmitted in an order itther than the order in which

they were recorded, it is best to record such events at an appropriate interval (I tick al

TPQN=96. or 5 ticks at TPQN=480),

' TPQN :Ticks Per Quarter Note (i.e., the lime resolution of the sequencer)

From the above table, ()=00H, 4=04H, 14=0EH. 10=0A1

1

Thus the result is 00 04 OE OAI

1
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O Examples of exclusive messages and oalculating the checksum

Roland exclusive messages (RQl, DTI) are transmitted with a checksum at the end of the

data (before F?) lo clieck that the data was received correctly. The value of the checksum

is determined by the address and data (or size) of the t-xciusive mc^isage.

How to calculate the checksum (hexadecimal values are indicoted by a 'H')

The checksum consists ol a value whose lower 7 bits are whf-n the address, size and

checksum itself are added.

rhe following formula shows how to calculate the checksum when the exclusive message

to be transmitted has an address of aa bb cc ddH, and data or size of ee ffH.

aa + bb + cc + dd + ei> + ff = total

total / 12K = quotient .,. remainder

12S- remainder = checksum

<Example 1> Scttin;- the Temporary Performance Upper Pari Transpose lo +5 (Uri).

The "Parameter address map" indicates that the starting address of the Temporary

Performance is 01 (X) 00 OOH, that Temporary' Performance upper Part offset address is 10

OOH, Part Transpt^se is 00 03H. Thusthe adress is;

01 00 00 OOH
10 OOH
00 03.H

01 00 10 03M

Since +5 is parameter value IDH,

Rl 41 10 on 06 12 01 Oil 00 28 ID ?? F7

(1) (2) (3) ii) (5) .lddres.s data checksum (S)

(1 ) Exclusive status (2)ronuinbiT(Rolandl CTdevicf 1D(17)

(4)mndcllD(|P-S(inm (5) aimmand ID (DTI I (6) KOX

Next we calculate the checksum.

(IIH + noH + lOH + n3H + IDH = 1 -1- + lis + 3 + 29 = 49 (sum)

49 (tnlal) 12R ^i) (quiitient) ... 49 (remainder)

chei-ksiim = 12R - 49 {quotient) = 79 = 4FH

This means Ihat the message Iransmitled will be Rl J 110 00 06 12 01 00 10 (1,1 ID 4F F7 .

<Example 2> Retrieving data (or Patch n[ Performance USER:13 Lower Part,

The "Parameter address map" indicates that the starting address of the User Periurmance

i.s (1.1 no HI OOH, the start address of Performance USFRrll

is 0.1 (XI (Xl OOH, and that the offset address of Performance Lower Part is 00 00 42 OOH.

Thus,the adress is:

03 00 00 OOH
00 02 00 OOH

<) 00 00 42 OOH
03 02 42 OOH

Since Patch has a size of 00 00 01 OFII, we add that size to the start address of the

Temporary Patch Lower Part, resulting in:

01 CO 42 OOH
4.1 00 01 6FH

01 00 43 5FH

Thus, the Size for the retrieved data will he:

nO(X)43 6P ?? F7

size checksum (6)

01 00 43 6FH
-1 01 00 00 OOH

09 GO 43 SFH

FO 41 in 0006 11 111 00 00 00

(1) (2) (3) (4) P) addres.s

(!) Exclusive stahis

{4)modellD0P-H000)

(2) ID number (Roland) (3) device ID{t7)

(5) rnmmand ID (RQl ) (6) EOX

Calculating the checksum as shown in <Fxample 2>, we get a message of FO 41 10 00 06 U
Oi 00 00 (Kl f«l EK) 43 6FH 4F F7 to be transmitted.

• ASCII code table

ICtiar] Hex.
1
[Ctiarj Hex. || Char 1

Hex. ij Char |

SP 2 OH
A 41H a 61H 3 OH 3 AH
B 42H b 62H 1 JIH 3BH

C 43H c 63H 2 32H < 3(:h

D 44H d 64H 3 33H iDH
E 45H e 65H 4 34H - 3 EH
F 46H f 66H 5 35H > 3FH
G 47H g 67H 6 36H 9 4 OH
H 48H h S8H 7 37H 1

5BH
I 49H 1 69H B 38H 5CH
J 4?iH 3 6AH 9 39H ] 5DH
K 4BH k 6BH ! 21H 5EH
L 4CH 1 6CH 22H 5FH
M 4DH m 6DH (t 23H 60H
H 4 EH n 6 EH $ 24H { 7BH

4FH o 6FH % 25H
1

7CH
P BOH 70H & 26H ) 7DH

51H q 71H ' 27H
R 52H r 72H ( 2 an
S 53H E 73H ) 29H
T 54H t 74H * 2AH
U 55H u 7Sn + 2EH
V 5611 V 76H 2CH
w 57H w 77H 2DH
X 58H X 7 8H 2EH
Y 59H V ion / 2FH
z 5AH z 7AH

Note; Sr indicates "space".

Since the size of the Performance Part is 03 02 42 IH)H,

F(l 41 10 OOOli 11 03 02 42 00 (XI 00 01

(1) (2) (3) (4) P) addre,ss data

77 F7

checksum (6)

(l)i:Mlu.sive.stalu.s (2) ID number (Roland) (3) device ID(17)

(4)m(KlcllD(|P-81XXl) (5) command ID (DTI) (fi) EOX

Next we calculate the checksum.

03H + n2H + 42H + OOH + OOH + IIOH + 01 H + 6FH = 3 + 2 t 66 * + + + 1 + 1 1 1 = 183 (sum)

1S3 (total) + 128 = Kquolient) ... 55 (remainder)

checksum = 128 55 (quotient) » 73 = 49H

Thus,a message of FO 41 10 00 06 1 1 113 02 42 (X) (XI (XI 01 6D 49 F7 would be transmitted,

<Example 3> Retrieving data for Temporary' Performance (RQ!)

The "Parameter address map" gives (he following start addresses for Temporary

Performance data.

01 iX) (10 (Xli I Temporary' Performantx* Common

OllXnOtXllI Part (Upper)

01 IX) 1 1 (XII

I

Part (Lower)

01 (XI 40 (101

1

PatchfUppcr)

01 00 42 (XII

1

Patch(Lowcr)
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Model JP-8000 MIDI implementation Chart
Date: Oct. 14, 1996

Version : 1 .00

Function...
Transmitted Recognized Remarks

Basic Default

Channel Changed

1-16

1-16

1-16

1-16

Default

Mode Messages

Altered

Mode 3

MONO, POLY
Mode 3

Mode3, 4(M=1) *2

Note

Number :
True Voice

12-108 0-127
0-127

,, , . Note ON
V^'O'^'ty

Note OFF
*3
*3

O *3
*3

After Key's

Touch Ch's

X

M
X

O *4

Pitch Bend O

0-95

Control

Change

*1,*4 *1,*4 See page 1 1

7

Prog

Change : True #

*1
**************

*1

0-127 Program Number 1-128

System Exclucive *1,*4 O M,M

System ^f'^sP-^fJ : Song SelCommon ^ "
: Tune

X

X

X

O
X

X

„ . : Clock
System : Commands
Real Time ' Start

: stop

X
X
X
X

*1
X

8
: All sound off

, : Reset all controllers
^"'^

: Local ON/OFF
Message : All Notes OFF

: Active Sense
: Reset

X
X
X
X

X

O

(123-127)

X

Notes
* 1 O X is selectable.

* 2 Recognized as M=1 even if M*1

.

* 3 RPS patterns can record and playback these messages.
* 4 Motions can record and playback these messages (except for Control Change 0, 32).

Mode 1 : OMNI ON, POLY Mode 2 : OMNI ON, MONO
Mode 3 : OMNI OFF, POLY Mode 4 : OMNI OFF, MONO

O: Yes

X:No
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Specifications

Synthesizer Section

• Parts

2 (Upper/Lower)

• Maximum polyphony
8 Voices

• Waveform
SUPER SAW
TRIANGLE MOD
NOISE

FEEDBACK CSC
SQUARE (PWM)

SAW
TRIANGLE

• Effects

Tone Control

Chorus

Delay

• Internal Memory
Patches User

:

128

Preset

:

128

Performances User

:

64

Preset

;

64

• Controllers

Ribbon Controller

Pitch Bend Lever/Modulation Lever

Expression Pedal (Accessory)

Hold Pedal (Accessory)

Arpeggiator/RPS Section

• Arpeggio Mode
UP
DOWN
UP&DOWN
RANDOM

• Pattern Data (internal Memory)
Patterns

:

48

Maximum Loop Length (Measures) : 4

• Resolution

24 ticks per quarter note

• Recording Method
realtime

• Tempo
20 to 250

Motion Control Section

• Motion Data (Internal Memory)
Motions

:

4

Maximum Loop Length (Measures) : 8

• Recording Method
realtime

• Tempo
20 to 250

Others

• keyboard
49 Keys (with Velocity)

• Display

16 characters, 2 lines (backlit LCD)

• Connectors
MIDI connectors (IN, OUT)

Otitput jack (L(MONO), R)

Control Pedal jack

Hold pedal jack

Headphone jack

• Power Supply

AC 117 V, AC 230 V or AC 240 V

• Power Consumption
24 W(AC 117 V), 28 W(AC 230 V), 20 W(AC 240 V)

• Dimensions
925 (W) X 349 (D) x 113 (H) mm
36-7/16 (W) X 13-3/4(D) x 4-1/2 (H) inches

• Weight
8.0 kg/ 17 lbs 11 oz (except Power cord)

• Accessories

Owner's Manual

Power Cord

• In the interest of product development, the specifica-

tions for this product are subject to change without

prior notice.
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Index

[A]

ACinJet 12

aftertouch 89,107

Amplifier 62

Arpeggiator 32, 75

aq.->eggio 32, 75

Arpeggio Beat Pattern 76, 86

Arpeggio Destination 76, 86

asterisk 27,54

Attack Time

Amplifier Attack Time 62

Filter Attack Time 61

Oscillator Attack Time 59

audio cable 16

Auto Pan 62

[B]

bank 20,52

bank select 90, 94, 107

Bass 25,64,106

Bend Range 67,72

BPF (Band Pass Filter) 59, 60

Bulk Dump 97

[C]

channel message 107

Chorus 26, 64, 86, 106

Chorus Sync 86

Chorus Type 26, 64

cursor .28, 54

Cross Modulation Depth 58

control change 89, 107

controller 48,89,96

Control 1 21,55

Control 2 21, 55

Cutoff Frequency ....21,22,55,60

Cutoff Slope .'...60

[D]

Decay Time

Amplifier Decay Time 62

Filter Decay Time 61

Oscillator Decay Time 59

Delay 26,65,86,106

Delay Sync 86

Delay Type 65

Delay Time 25,65

Demo Song 19

Depth (LFO 2) 73

Depth Select 73

Detune 55

Device ID Number 89

DSP Oscillator 8

Dual 46

m
edit 52

effects 65,106

envelope 59, 61, 62, 105

Envelope Depth

Filter Envelope Depth 59

Oscillator Envelope Deptli 61

error message Ill

exclusive Message 90, 108

m
Factory Preset 18, 91

Fade Time 63

Feedback 26,65

Feedback Amount 56

Feedback Oscillator 56

Filter 59,105

Fine Tune 57

front panel 10

[G]

Gate Time Ratio 37, 78

[H]

Harmonics 56

Headphone 12, 16

Hold

Arpeggio Hold 33,75

Hold Pedal 12,74

Ribbon Hold 67

HPF (High Pass Filter) 59, 60

[I]

Individual Trigger

Individual Trigger Switch 88

Trigger Destination 88

Trigger Source Channel 88

Trigger Source Note. 88

Initialize 18,91

Input Quantize 37,77

[K]

Key and Panel 11

Keyboard Shift 71

Key Follow 60

Key Mode 45
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[L]

LCD Contrast 90

Legato 70

Level

Amplifier Level 62

Chorus Level 26, 64

Delay Level 26,65

LFOSync 87

LFOl 24,63

LFO 1 and Envelope Destination 58

LFO 1 Depth

Amplifier LFOl Deptli 62

Filter LFOl Depth 61

Oscillator LFOl Depth 58

LFO 2 73

LFO 2 Depth 73

Loop Length

Motion Loop Length 42, 83

Pattern Loop I .ength 37, 77

Local Switch 89, 96

LPF (Low Pass Filter) 59, 60, 105

[M]

Manual 53

Manual pan 62

Master Tune 90

maximum polyphony 48

memory

preset memory 50

system memory 50

user memory 50

Metronome

Motion Metronome 43, 83

Pattern Metronome 37, 78

MIDI 107

MIDI cable 16, 107

MIDI channel 86, 87, 89, 107

MIDI clock 90

MIDI connector 12,107

MIDI Implementation 117

MIDHmplementation Chart 128

MIDI message .107

MIDIpatcher 94

MIDI Sync 90

Mix 21,55

Modulation Lever 11,73

Mono 56,70

Motion

erasing a Motion 41, 84

playing a Motion 40, 81

recording Motion 42,83

Motion Control 40, 81

Motion Restart 82,90

Motion Set 82,90

[N]

Noise 21,55

note message 88

note number 107

note off 68,107

note on 68,107

number 20,52

[O]

Offset 55

Oscillator Balance 58

Oscillator Common 58

Oscillator Shift 71

Oscillator 1 21,55

Oscillator 2 57

Output Assign 85

output jack 12, 16

[P]

pan 62

Panel Select 21,52

parameter 52

Part 49

Part Detune 85

partial 104

Part MIDI Channel 86

Part Transpose 72, 86

Patch

Preset Patch 50

storing a Patch 53

selecting a Patcii 52

User Patch 50

Patch Name 53

Pattern

copying a Pattern 80

erasing a Pattern 35, 80

playing a Pattern 34, 76

recording a Pattern 36, 78

Pattern Trigger Quantize 77, 90

Pedal

Control Pedal 12, 74

Expression Pedal 16, 74

Hold Pedal 12,74

Pedal Switch 16,74

Pedal Assign 74

Performance

Preset Performance 50

storing a Performance 27

selecting a Performance 20

User Performance 50

Performance Control Channel 89

Performance Name 28

Performance Parameter 49

Performance Common 49, 85

Performance Part 49,86
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pitch bend change 107

Pitch Bend Lever 11, 72

Portamento 70

Portamento Time 71

Power cord 12, 17

Power Switch 12, 17

Power Up Mode 90

program change 90, 94, 107

PW (Pulse Width) 56, 58

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) 56, 58

PWM Depth 56,58

m
Range

Arpeggio Range 75

Oscillator 2 Range 57

Rate

LFO 1 Rate 24, 63

LF0 2Rate 74

Rear Panel 12

Relative 67

Release Time

Amplifier Release Time 62

Filter Release Time 61

Resonance 21, 23, 56, 60

Ribbon Assign 33, 60

Ribbon Controller , 11, 33, 60

Ribbon Scope 53

Ring Modulator 58

RPS 34,76

RPSStop 34

Rx Exclusive Switch 90

[SI

Sample and Hold 63

sawtooth wave 56, 57, 63

sequencer 48,96

Shape 56

Single 45

sound source 48, 89, 96

Split 46

Split Point 46, 85

square wave 56, 57, 63

Super Saw 21, 55

Sustain Level

Amplifier Sustain Level 62

Filter Sustain Level 61

Sync

Oscillator2 Sync 57

Chorus Sync 86

Delay Sync 86

LFO Sync 87

MIDI Sync 90

system message 108

system parameter 89

[T]

Tempo - 32, 75

temporary area 50

Temporar)' Scope 53

Time 26,65

Tone Control 25, 64, 106

Treble 25,64,106

tremolo 25, 64, 106

Triangle Modulation 55

triangle wave 56, 57, 63

Trigger Source Channel 88

Trigger Source Note 88

Trigger Destination 88

tuning 90

Tx/Rx Edit Mode 89

Tx/Rx Edit Switch 90

Tx/Rx ProgChg SW 90

Tx/Rx Setting 89

Type 59

[V]

Velocity 68,107

Velocity Assign 68, 88

Velocity Scope 53

vibrato 11, 73, 106

voice 48

Voice Assign 85

[W]
Waveform

LFO 1 Waveform 24, 63

Oscillator 1 Waveform 21, 55

Oscillator 2 Waveform 57

Wide 57

wow 73,106

[Others]

-12dB/-24dB 60W 56, 57, 63

tSN 56, 57, 63

rU 63

mj 56,57

JUfTl 63
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Apparatus containing Lithium batteries

-For Nordic Countries -

ADVARSEL!
Lithiumbatteri - Eksplosionsfare ved

fejlagtig hSndtering,

Udskiftning mS kun ske med batteri af

samme fabrikat og type.

Lever det brugte batteri tilbage til

leverandoren.

ADVARSEL!
Uthiumbatteri - Eksplosjonsfare.

Ved utskifting benyttes kun batteri sotn

anbefalt av apparatfabrikanten.

Brukt batteri returneres

apparatleverandoren.

VARNING!
Explosionsfara vid felaktigt batteribyte.

Anvand samtna batterityp eller en

ekvivalenf typ som rekommenderas av

apparattillverkaren.

Kassera anvant batteri enligt

fabrikantens instruktion.

VAROITUS!
Paristo voi rajahtaa, jos se on

virheellisesti asennettu.

Vaihda paristo ainoastaan

laitevalmistajan suosittelemaan

tyyppiin. Havita kaytetty paristo

vaimistajan otijeiden mukaisesti.

This product complies with the requirements of European Directive 89/336/EEC.

For Europe

-For the USA

-

FEDERAL COIVilVIUNICATIONS COIVII\/IISSION

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE STATEMENT
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the

FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential

installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in

accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee
that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or

television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the

interference by one or more of the following measures:
- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.

- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio^TV technician for help.

Unauthorized changes or modification to this system can void the users authority to operate this equipment.

This equipment requires shielded interface cables in order to meet FCC class B Limit.

For Canada-

CLASS B NOTICE
This digital apparatus does not exceed the Class B limits for radio noise emissions set out in the Radio Interference

Regulations of the Canadian Department of Communications.

CLASSE B AVIS
Get appareil numerique ne depasse pas les limites de la ciasse B au niveau des emissions de bruits radioelectriques

fixes dans le Reglement des signaux parasites par le ministere canadien des Communications.



Information
When you need repair service, call your local Roland Service Station or the authorized Roland distributor in your country as

shown below.

ARGENTINA
Inslmmentos Musicales S.A.

Florida 63S

(1005) Buenos Aires

ARGENTINA
TELi (01)394 4029

BRAZIL
Roland Brasil Ltda.

R. Coconel Octaviano da Silveira

203 05522-010

Sao Paulo BRAZIL
TEL; (Oil) M3 9377

CANADA
Roland Canada Music Ltd.

(Head Office)

5480 Parkwood Way Richmond

B. C, V6V 2M4 CANADA
TEL: (0604) 270 6626

Roland Canada Music Ltd.

(Toronto Office)

Unit 2, 109 Woodbine Downs
Blvd. Etobicoke,ON

M9W 6Y1 CANADA
TEL (0416) 213 9707

MEXICO
Casa Veerlcamp, s.a. de c.v.

Av. Toluca No. 323 Col. Olivar de

los Padres 01780 Mexico DP.
MEXICO
TEL; (525) 668 04 80

La C^sa Wagner de

Guadalajara s.a. de c.v.

Av. Corona No. 202 S.J.

Guadalajara. Jalisco Mexico

C.P.44100 MEXICO
TEL; (03) 613 1414

PANAMA
Productos Superiores, S.A.

Apartado 655 - I'anaina 1

REP. DE PANAMA
TEL; 26 3322

U. S. A.
Roland Corporation U.S.

7200 Dominion Circle

Los Angeles, CA. 90040-3696,

U. S. A.

TEL; (0213) 685 5141

VENEZUELA
Musicland Digital CA.
Av. Francisco de Miranda,

Centre Parque de Cristal, Nivel

C2 Local 20 Caracas

VENEZUELA
TEL: (02) 285 9218

AU5TRAUA
Roland Corporation

Australia Pty. Ltd.

38 Campbell Avenue

Dee Why West. NSW 2099

AUSTRALIA
TEL: (02) 982 8266

NEW ZEALAND
Roland Corporation (NZ) Ltd.

97 Mt Eden Road. Ml. Eden,

Auckland 3, NEW ZEALAND
TEL: (09) 3098 715

CHINA
Beijing Xinghai Musical

Instruments Co., Ltd.

2 Huangmuchang Chao Yang
District, Beijing, CHINA
TEL: (010) 6774 7491

HONG KONG
Tom Lee Music Co., Ltd.

Service Division
22-32 Pun Shan Street, Tsuen
Wan, New Territories,

HONG KONG
TEL: 2415 0911

INDONESIA
PT Galestra Inti

Kompieks Pprkanforan

Duta Merlin Blok E No.6—

7

Jl. Gajah Mada No..3—5.

Jakarta 10130,

INDONESIA
TEL; (021)633.5416

KOREA
Cosmos Corporation

Service Station

261 2nd Floor Nak-Won Arcade

Jong-Ro ku, Seoul, KOREA
TEL: (02) 742 8844

MALAYSIA
Bentley Music SDN BHD
No.142, Jalan Bukit Bintang 55100

Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA
TEL; (03) 2443333

PHIUPPINES
G.A. Yupangco & Co. Inc.

339 Gil J. Puyat Avenue
Makati, Metro Manila 12()U,

PHIUPPINES
TEL; (02) 899 9801

SINGAPORE
Swee Lee Company
BLOCK 231, Bain Street «03-23

Bras Basah Complex,

SINGAPORE 0718

TEL; 3367886

CRISTOFORI MUSIC PTE
LTD
335, Joo Chiat Road SINGAPORE
1542

TEL: 34.50435

TAIWAN
Siruba Enterprise (Taiwan)

Co., LTD.
Room. 5, 9fl. No. 112 (Diung Shan

N.Road Sec.2 Taipei, TAIWAN,
R.O.C.

TEL: (02) 561 3339

THAILAND
Theera Music Co. , Ltd.

330 Vemg Nakom Kasem, Soi 2.

Bangkok 10100, THAILAND
TEL: (02) 2248821

BAHRAIN
Moon Stores
Bad Ai Bahrain Road.

P.O.Box 20077

State of BAHRAIN
TEL: 21 11X15

IRAN
TARADIS
Mir Emad Ave. No. 15, 10th street

P. O. Box 15875/4171 Teheran,

IRAN
TEL; (021) 875 6524

ISRAEL
Halilit P. Greenspoon &
Sons Ltd.

8 Retzif Ha'aliya Hashnya St.

Tel-Aviv-Yafo ISRAEL
TEL: (03) 6823666

JORDAN
AMMAN Trading Agency
Prince Mohammed St. P. O. Box

825 Amman 11118 JORDAN
TEL: (06) 641200

KUWAIT
Easa Husain Al-Yousifi

P.O. Box 126 Safat 13002

KUWAIT
TEL: 5719499

LEBANON
A. Chahine & Fils

P.O. Box 16-5857 Gergi Zeidan Si.

Chahine Building, Achrafieh

Beirut, LEBANON
TEL: (01) 335799

OMAN
OHl Electronics & Trading
Co. LLC
P. O. Box 889 Muscat

Sultanate ofOMAN
TEL; 706 010

QATAR
Badie Studio &: Stores
P.O.Box 62,

DOHA QATAR
TEL: 423554

SAUDI ARABIA
Abdul Utif S. AI-Ghamdi
Trading Establishment
Middle East Commercial Center

AI-Khobar Dharan Highway
W/hamood St.

P. O. Box 3631 Al-Khober

31952 SAUDIARABIA
TEL: (03) 898 2332

SYRIA
Technical Light & Sound
Center
Khaled Ebn AI Walid St-

P.O.Box 13520

Damascus - SYRIA
TEL: (011)2235384

TURKEY
Barkat Sanayi ve Ticaret
Siraselvier Cad. Gunev Ishani No.

86/6 Taksim, Istanbui'TURKEY

TEL; (0212) 2499324

UJV.E
Zak Electronics & Musical

Instruments Co.
Zabeel Road, AI Sherooq BIdg.,

No, 14, Grand Floor DUBAI
UA.E.
P.O. Box 8050DUBA1, U.A.E

TEL; (04) 360715

EGYPT
AI Fanny Trading Office

9, Ebn Hagar Ai Askalany Street,

Ard El Coif, Helinpolis, Cairo,

11341 EGYPT
TEL: (02) 4171828

(02) 4185531

KENYA
Musik Land Limited
P.O Box 12183 Mol Avenue
Nairobi Republic of KENYA
TEL: (2) 338 346

MAURITIOUS
Fhilanne Music Center
4th, Floor Noll, Happy World

House Sir William Newton Street

Port Luis MAURITIOUS
TEL: 242 2986

REUNION
FO - YAM Marcel
25 Rue Jules MermanZL
Chaudron - BP79 97491

SteCbtilde REUNION
TEL: 28 29 16

SOUTH AFRICA
That Other Music Shop
(PTY) Ud.
11 Melle Street (Cnr Melle and
Juta Street)

Braamfontein 2001

Republic of SOUTH AFRICA
TEL; (Oil) 403 4105

Paul BothneriPTYl Ltd.

17 Werdmuller Centre Claremont
7700

Republic of SOUTH AFRICA
TEL: (021) 64 4030

AUSTRIA
E Dematte &Co.
Neu-Rum Siemens-Strasse 4

A-604<1 Innsbruck P.O.Box 83

AUSTRIA
TEL: (0512) 26 44 260

BaOIUM/HOUAhH)/
LUXEMBOURG
Roland Benelux N. V.

Houlstraat 1 B-2260 Oevel-

Weslerlo BELGIUM
TEL; (014) 575811

BELORUSSIA
TUSHE
UL. Rabkorovskaya 17

221X101 MINSK
TEL; (0172) 764-91

1

CYPRUS
Radex Sound Equipment Ltd.

17 Diagorou St., P.O.Box 2046,

Nicosia CYPRUS
TEL; (02) 453 426

(02)466 423

DENMARK
Roland Scandinavia A/S
Langebrogade 6 Post Box 1937

DK-1023 Copenhagen K.

DENMARK
TEL: 32 95 31 11

FRANCE
MUSIKENGRO
Zac de Folliouses 01706

Les Echets Miribel FRANCE
TEL; 472 26 2700

FINLAND
Roland Scandinavia As,

Filial Finland
Lauttasaarentie 54 B

Fin-00201 Helsinki, FINLAND
P.O. Box No. 109

TEL: (0)682 4020

GERMANY
Roland Elektronische

Musikinstrumente

Handelsgesellschaft mbH.
Oststnisse 96, 22844 Norderstedt,

GERMANY
TEL; (040) 52 60090

GREECE
V. Dimitriadis & Co. Ltd.

20, Alexandras SL & Bouboulinas

54 St. 1116 82 Athens, GREECE
TEL: (01) 8232415

HUNGARY
Intermusica Ltd.

Warehouse Area 'DEPO' Pf.S3

H-2046 Torokbalinl, HUNGARY
TEL: (23) 338 041

IRELAND
The Dublin Service Centre

Audio Maintenance Limited
11 Brunswick Place Dublin 2

Republic of IRELAND
TEL: (01) 677322

ITALY
Roland Italy S. p. A.
Viale delle Industrie, 8

20020 Arese Milano, ITALY
TEL: (02) 93581311

NORWAY
Roland Scandinavia Avd.

Kontor Norge
Lilleakerveien 2 Postboks 95

UllcakerN-0216Oslo

NORWAY
TEL: 273 0074

POLAND
p. P. fi. Brzostowicz Marian
UL. Blokowa 32, 03624 Warszawa
POLAND
TEL: (022) 679 44 19

PORTUGAL
Caius - Tecnologias Audio e

Musica , Lda.
Rue de Catarina 131

4000 Porto, PORTUGAL
TEL: (02) .18 4456

RUSSIA
PETROSHOF Ltd.

11 Sayanskaya Street Moscow
11531, RUSSIA
TEL; 095 307 4892

Slami Music Company
Sadojava-Triumfalnaja St., 16

103006 Moscow, RUSSIA
TEL; 095 209 2193

SPAIN
Roland Electronics

de Espatia, S. A.
CaUc Bolivia 239 08020 Barcelona,

SPAIN
TEL: (93) 308 1000

SWEDEN
Roland Scandinavia A/S
Danvik Center 28 A, 2 tr.

S-131 30 Nacka SWEDEN
TEL: (08) 702 0020

SWITZERLAND
Roland (SwiUerland) AG
Musitronic AG
Gerberstrasse 5, CH-4410 Liestal,

SWITZERLAND
TEL: (061) 921 1615

UKRAINE
TIC-TAC
Mira Sh-. 19/108

P.O.Box 180

295400 Munkachevo, UKRAINE
TEL: (03131)414-10

UNITED KINGDOM
Roland (U.K.) Ltd., Swansea
Office
Atlantic Close, Swansea

Enterprise Park SWANSEA
West Glamorgan SA7 9FJ,

UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: (01792) 702701

/\s of October, 28, 1996

Roland Corporation 01014512 '96-11-E3-11S(D)
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